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Ahstract:
The jindings of our research of sofiware framework metrics are presenled in this papen
This analysis includes a short selection of the finest and most widely utilized application
development met cs regarding Sofiware Architecture programs and measurements In a
nutshell, the measures performed to strengthen the matrix-bssed assessment & design of
the sofiware platform diller from machine to machine. lYe developed a technique utiliTing
commercially availsble and normal sizes to prove our poinl For 3 compuler systems of
varied sizes, ne ge erated matrix values utiliTing the same standardized motrices.
Products parametets, Marketiag predictive anallttics, inheriting, mobility services,
diversity, reqtcling, and complication evaluations were all sludied with lhe help of
Software Design matrices toolkits. lYith a really essential obsewotion and control, it
determines the classiftcalion of groups. The findings will oid quality engineers in
determining the appropriale metrics for their enlerprise applications and estimating the
dimension that hove evolved lhrough time atiliTing the Commercial Life Cyclc approach.

Kq) tetms: Software Architecture Procedure, Marketing life cycle, Metrics, Reusability,
P erform an c e E stim atio n

I.INTRODUCTION

A metric is indeed a measurement of such a system's effectiveness and capabilities in
application development. A metric is a parameter used to estimate the very next location that
originates a packet in routing protocol. The metric is being used immediately by algorithms at

points and also a.s an element at other times. The scale in computing is made up of elements.

The metrics ha.s an impact on anything that uses the meter as a spatially measuring unit.
Metrics are therefore insufficient for deterrnining information about a developing application.

software performance improvanent, le torspTo obtain information regarding
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be combined. To calculate the dimension of a particular software prograrnmer, multiple
software programs can also be employed. [ ]
The information from of the harvesting system manufacturing process is recorded weekly &
uploaded further into report repository. Information from the repository is being used to
report generation. Regular information gathering actions can be planned by the hosts admin

[2]. Modifications to program monitor artefacts, a^s well as sustainability plan for matrices
outputs, really aren't available right away. They could only be submitted when data collection
has been completed. The very last information harvest activity time is displayed upon on
search result whenever a record is prepared. Report can be defined and stored mostly on
Project Matrix homepage by individuals with "project-edit" access [3,4]. You can monitor
performance all across domains or in specific projects inside the area for the system level
remediation surnmary. Those organizations in the region which use alleviation as their
configuration management are eligible for alleviation report [5]. Complex systems that aid in
the evaluation of many properties of computer product or process are fiequently described in
the software metrics research. There is a lot of debate more about usefulness of simulations
and what people expect from them. Although certain theories are conceptually debatable, the
accompanying dimension should not have been overlooked [6].

The process of gathering such measures contributes to a positive organization of a system
development a.s well as a deeper understanding of what we're seeing (to an amount if they
restrict themselves to relevant measurement by some bogus criterion). This notion
exemplifies the value and use of process standards, like that of the Software Development
Foundation's capability management framework that encourages organizations to analyze &
report on internal operations, although in a measure-by-me.uiure manner [7].

2. METRICS MEASUREMENT
)> Measurements: The phrase "measurements" is commonly used to refer to a series of

measurements conducted on a given subject or procedure. Computer programming
methodologies were groups of words that are utilized as distinguishing characteristics:
D Software engineering goods, such as ideas, system software, and system testing,
D Software engineering activities, such as research, planning, and programming

operations, and
F Software engineering individuals, such as a reviewer's skill or a developer's

efficiency.
D When it is used properly, it can be used to assess software engineering:
D Commercial strenglh or weakness, as well as success or disaster for a business,

method, or person
D Goods Identifr and measure enhancements to their goods, procedures and persons,

deficiency or development;
D Valuable and useful management, adopt executive decisions,
D Identiff and categories current trends.
D Quantification Develop indefinite yet realistic estimations, such a.s a single reviewer's

efficacy or a single creator's performance.

The System Architecture and program design matrices uses the following metric as just a

criterion: System Architecture Software Development Components, such as prototypes,
pment Proceduresystem soltware, and unit test, Software Design Software Devalo

analyzation. architecture. and computer programming functional as las
s, such as

Sot'tware
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Architecture Software Construction Persons, such as the reviewer's capacity or the creator's
economic output [8].

The technique of staying in physical interaction is known as localization: Information
based policies place metadata in its proper context. Techniques to System Design Locate data
in relation to items. Localization is entity-based in System Architecture Technology. This
translates to: Item an entity's functionality, but at the very minimum, our mafices recognition
and collecting activity (possibly the bigger attempt) must recognize the "entity" as the
fundamentai unit of program. localization among functionality and entities is not really a
correlation in otrject-oriented systems. A method, for instance, can be assigned to nurnerous
objects, as well as an entity can be assigned to different purposes [9].

The packing (or binding) of a set of things involves business model assessment: Recordings
& episodes were decreased instances of Marke@lace statistical analysis. Sub-programs (e.g.,
principles, procedures, subprocesses, and phrases) constitute crypto encryption's intermediary
subsystems. Marketplace anallics of entities (e.g. class & associated instances) enables
languages syntactically in computer languages. Business model assessment is concephrally
accepted but still not realistically validated in the others [0,] I].

Operations that encode data has two major effects: Designers have to erhance our
understanding about both the structure & assessment of characters networks. The basic
element of the units is therefore no more a sub-program, but its an entity, and we will need to
enhance the understanding about structure and rating of language technologies. Hide (or hide)
information is the same as hiding (or hidden) information. The basic concept is that we
simply display the data required to achieve our approach explained. From regulated visibiliry
to ultimate disappearance, the quantity of knowledge is partly covered [2]. Busincss model
research and information concealment are not quite the same thing. For example, an item
could be round yet it is still fully visible. ln order to measure entiry aggregate and
infbrmational intrusion, it is necessary to hide data. Inheritance is the process of gaining
characteristics through one or more of these items.

Product Many Software Development technologies simply allow for one inheritance, which
means that an entity may acquire properties from some other item explicitly [3]. Objects
Multi inheriting is supported by some Software Development language, which means an

entity can acquire characteristics via 2 or more other entities directly. Character qualities
which can be passed on and the concept ofheredity differ by languages. Measurement within
soltware development are dependent on inheritance, for example, Amount of kids (numbers

of direct specializations) and parents (number of immediate normalizations),. (Classes layer
during series hl) Heterogeneous nesting layer. Extraction is a technique for concentrating on

the most essential (or required) aspects ofa concept or item [14].

The principle of relativity is now at the heart of the Software program. We neglect more and

more specifics as we move to a greater level of uncertainty, i.e., we plesent a broad overview
of an idea or issue. We present additional informafion, i.e., a sharper viewpoint of an area or

object, as we proceed to a lesser level of complexity. Operational, information, procedural, &
entiry capturing are examples of distinct sorts with representations. Researchers consider

items as highJevel units in entity abstractions (i.e., as black boxes).A meta-class is a type of
classes, with sub-classes as prototypes.
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A few have highlighted a distinction among meta-classes & parameterized objecs, claiming
that Meta classes have (typically) runtime behavior while parametric objects do not.

3. MARKETING LIFE SKILL

The lif'e span of advertising Applications & cvcnt that occurred every class, Application
identity or parameterization subclasses for every program, & Ratio of non-paramcterized
classes ovcr parameterized subclasses are all characteristics connected to a category
connection. Mergrng in programming is linked to managing, where current measures are
being used to evaluate extemal quality assurance aspccts including failure, impact
assessment, and modification catastrophic effbcts. Recommended, including one that
summarizes the coupling's distinctive characteristics.

This research proposes linguistic coding embedded within identifier & rernarks syntactic and
semantic data obtained from programming language as novel combination approaches for
marketing activities. To contra.st the new processes to tle proposed project couplings stages, a

test case on accessible software applications has been done. The case study demonstrates how
conceptually combining catches additional devices of mixing typically caught via current
binding techniques, allowing it to be utilized to supplement existing measures.

Marketing Life cycle Complexity Metrics

P Hierarchy difficulty.
D Computationalcomplexity.
D Cyclomatic dif{iculty (or conditioned difficulty).
D Kolmogorov complexity( term used to describe the degree of difficulty in solving a

problern).
F Object complication that isn't hierarchical.
D Hierarchical entiry complication
) non-hierarchicalprocesscomplication

Cyclomatic Complication Risk Complication

l-09 a simple program, without risk

10-20 very conrplex, medium risk

2l-51 high risk

5l t Un stable. very high risk

t766

Consumer meta categories are natively supported by certain Software Design computer
languages. As just a consequence, meta-classes could be considered as class after subclass, in
which we provide system conditions to a meta-class and need them to generate a class, as just
an instance. The term "meta class" refers to a collection of instances. A customizable
category is one in which most or all of the members could be customized. Applying a
parametric object only with relevant parameters allows you to construct new (directly
useable) cla.ss. Parameterized class includes promotional modules & generic objects within
electronic File.

Table 1. Standard Values 
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4. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTI.]RE PROGRAMMING
The connection between both the child and its parent is explained by merging the subclasses.
The child has a relationship with i* parent; however, the parents do not have a relationship
with the kids. Whenever two components are temporarily merged under one module, this is
known as temporal blending.

Coupling among objects (CAO)
l) Combining = combining class i with class j, using j modules or example attributes
(i nc I udi ng c o nve nli o na I c om bi na ti o ns )
2) The CAOfor each class is no of additions to the number of other classes
j) High combination between classes means the modules are interdependent.
4) Free classes can be used agoin dnd agdin easily and also expanded as needed.
5) Excessive merging red.uces compreheusion and complication is gerting bigger.
6) Excessive integration keeps maintainability very complex as the modifications in one clctss

can affect the other classes of the application.
7) Merging can be less, but few combination is required for a operational soft' ,are.Coupling
between objects (CBO)

Cooping vs. Cohen

Combining and coordinating are two terms that often occur. They integrate together regarding
the quality of the module. When talking regarding the interdependencies among different
modules, how does integration describe the corresponding functions in a module? Low
connectivity indicates that the module is doing a lot ofunrelated things and therefore causing
problems as the module gets bigger.

Prot'its: Whether all the pairing was flexible and tight, communication & attribute production,
transport, interpretation and overall commenting expense all reduce performance of thc
system. It help you perform better in few ways.

Measurement in complication are found throughout the sdlc, including specifications,
evaluation, architecture, and plan implementation. This is typically an unfavorable aspect of
programming since it makes it more difficult to read and comprehend, and thus hard to
change; it is thought that it's one of the causes of variation. The difficulty of gauging

complication comes in the consumers internet discussion of smart architecture. If there are

any acceptable "intricacl' item components? Cos of the possibility of recurrence, clutter, or
contaminating, the "number ofpieces" is restricted.

The term "number of various pieces" is confusing & necessitates a variety of data sources.

The difficulty of all of the fiafting products obtained in a software development project can

be easily measured using code. Nevertheless, despite extensive research, little conclusion can

be drawn about which coding best depicts intricacy. It's tough to discern which coding is

much more sophisticated when two programmes are written in a variety languages.

Throughout the lack of such a conclusion, nutnerous methods for determining the system's

complexities are already available. What is the optimal metric by each scenario, according to

studies? Are all these meiuiures more accurate than even the most $pi arc

metrics, like coding columns? We explorc thc relationship among acy
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5. CONCLUSION

Determine the quality attributes an instructor wishes to define, of above data could be utilized
to dccide when and where to employ cveryone of above measures. Ascertain that the parts are
accurately defined, and also that the technology usem use could evaluate quality requirements
and signals, as well as expand the developmental range and operational capabilities.
According to survey results, most organizations are on the correct track when it comes to
using measures within software development projects. The following steps are advised for
measuring the "best practices" list of metrics in all undertakings for organizations which do
not represent "industry standards" and would like to improve existing matrices competencies.
Emphasize upon on parameters that really are "simple to implement" for development and
system engineers, as well as provide great insight about software development project
operations. We've gone through the six factors in depth, which are among the most well-
known and commonly used. They're linked to different phases of development- Beginning
with the user needs, we can utilize principal component analysis to gauge performance during
the requirement specification. The matrices suites can be employed at the expert level
development stage: we therefore have process by process notion regarding integration and
coordination, which have been the struchrre's primary qualities. Inheritance, polymorphisms,
parallel processing, intricacy, hidden factors, connectivity, interaction, and recycling are
some of the business strategios previously proposed to evaluate unique features. Throughout
this article, a matrices programmed based mostly on organizational mission will aid
communication, measurement, and, eventually, achievement of such objectives, Individuals
strive to accomplish whatever they consider to be significant. Measues which are well and
have clear objectives enable a company gather the data it requires to enhance its software
applications, procedures, & activities while focusing on the most crucial. A realistic and
methodical approach to choosing, creating, and appllng computer mqtsures would bc
beneficial. The variety of mcthods and their difficulty determine how much energy and time
was necessary to create and manage the class.
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ABSTRACT: A Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) based model for prediding
lhe advancement of temporal field esleems in transien, electrodynamics is proposed in this
papen In our model, the Recurrent Neural Network (RN$ fiAs in as the focal par7, u'hich
learns portrayals of the succession of irs info information in long haul spatial-temporal
connections. Simalatiotts of plane wave scattering ftom dispersed using finite difference
time domain, perfect electric conducting objects, we build an encoder-recurrent-decoder
architecture educated on the dalo- The trained network k shown to simalale a transient
elecirodynamics issae with a simulation time lhat is more than 17 tirnes faslet than
conventional fi.nite dilfererce time domain solvers, as shown in this paper, It contains a
supervised machine learning modellor estimoted electromagnetic fulds in a cauiQt with an
arbitrory distribation of eleclrical spatial permittivitlt. Our model is quite predictive and
ntorc than I0 times faster than simulations with similar finite differenlial frequencies,
which indicates that, for *ample, optical reverse design techniques may be employed in
the fulure. Optical devices need the use of fast and precise simalations, which are thus
essential This article pruposes a deep leorning method to speed up a simulator's
performance in solving Moxwell frequency4omain equations- Since our model forecasls
2D slit array transmission by wavelength under certaia conditions, it is prctu, accurote and
delivers resalts 160,000 times faster thdn those achieved by the simulaton

Kqnvords: Deep Convolutional Neural Networks, Maxwell equalions Model, trunsienl
elictrodynamics, ,--.-- - i ,/ ..,'-
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I. INTRODI.JCTION

The equations established by Maxwell to give an integral and symmetrical theory about
electromagnetic waves in the electromagnetic spectrum were the foundation of his prediction

[]. The law of Faraday controls the third and fourth on the induction of electricity and

magnetism (which also contains the law of Lenz), and the fourth is the rule of Ampdre, which
has been reworded in asymmetric wording, to add anottrer source of magnetism: changirg
electrical fields. To comprehend the process of electromagnetic wave propagation, Maxwell's
displacement current must grasp the symmetry established between electric and magnetic
fields. This symmetry explains how magnetic fields change and vice versa in the electrical
fields[2].

Heinrich Hertz was the first person in the laboratory to observe and veriS these theoretical
predictions[3]. Electric field lines have positive charges at the start and negative controls at

the end. For this reason, an electric field is defined as the force delivered to the test load per
unit of load, with force proportional to the electrical constant 0. (also known as the
permittivity of free space). We may deduce a particular version of Coulomb's electricity law,
Gauss's electricity law, from Maxwell's first equation[4].

Thcrc are currently no recognized magnetic monopolics. The magnetic force is

commensurate with the magnetic constant 0 (also called empty-spatial permeability), which is

a constant of nature. This second equation of Maxwell is called the law of magnetism of
Gauss since it regulates the behavior of magnets. An elecffomotive force (anf) is generated

by a changing magnetic field leading to electrical field production. The emf moves in the
opposite direction when the shift takes place [5]. This Adficial Neural Network (ANN) is a
deep neural network with many layers between input and output layers (DNN). The neural
networks exist in various forms and sizes but always include the same fundamental
components: neurons, synapses, weights, partialities, and functions. These components are

similar to the human brain and may be taught in the same manner as any other program. If a
dog's picture is provided, a DNN which has been trained to recogrize dog races will go over
it and evaluate how probable a pa(icular dog is. The user may revicw the results and chooso

the probabilities shown by the network (for example, those atxrve a certain threshold); after
that, the network will give the suggested label. Every mathematical change is considered a

layer, with advanced DNN having many layers, the name "deep" networks[6].

DNNs can represcnt complex nonlinear relations. The Deep Neural Networks (DNN)
architecturc builds composition models that describe the item as a layered primitivc
composition. The extra layers make it possible to compile features from low levels, which
enable complex data with fewer units than an extemal network with the same performance to
bc represcnted[7]. For cxample, deep neural networks show that sparse polynomial
multivariatcs are exponentially easier to estimate with DNNs than with external networks.
Deep architectures consist of several distinct variants of a few basic methods. Different
architectures have succeeded in several domains. In certain instances, the performance of
various desigrs cannot be compared unless they have been evaluated in the same data sets.

2. RELATEDWORKS

In combination with an adaptive nonconformal non-structured netting, a node-based
Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) Pseudospectral Time-Domain (PSTD) approach for large-scale
Maxwell equations in three dimensions is given. This technique, in particular. combines an

improved DG algorithm with a method for PSTD, in which the PSTD algorithm provides
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spectral accuracy, and the DG algorithm acts as a stable coupling in the DG algorithm for
several domains r1, ift rrnstructured hexahedra [8].

The main objective of this project is to identifo the extemal force and current density of the
radiated wavefield from the wave field boundary measures[9]. The problems are difficult to
resolve because they are poorly positioned and have complicated model systems. It is
demonstrated that they are unique and stable for both reverse sources. A unified theory of
increasing stability is built on either continuous or discrete multi-frequenry data, depending
on the situation. There are two methods to evaluate the stability of the source functions: by
looking at data discrepancies of the Lipschitz type and the high-frequency tail of the source
functions. As the top frequency limit increases, the lower frequency limit decreases and
therefore becomes unimportantfl 0, ] I ].

Many acadcmics have taken an intercst in the concept ofvariable order differential operators
since they may gain more complexiry than other kinds of differential operators, for example,
anomalous diffusion. Although in the actual world are these differential operators,
mathematics can only be handled numerically[ I 2]. Several interesting mathematical models
we were able to model, plasma and dielectrics are deriving from electromagaetic waves, as

well as several other interested mathematical models, using new variable both analytically
and numerals which could be used order differential operators and which have a connection
with all the integrated transforms. Wave propagation in two separate layers may be described
using the differential operatom studied because the differential operators are contained
crossover and non-singular features. Operators with singte kemels with differential variable
order, this is not feasible. By utilizing the Laplace transform and linking it to the models
under investigation of the exact solution we get the new differential operatorfl 3].

Deep convolutionary neural networks (CNNs) have achieved breakthrough performance in a
wide range of pattem identification applications, such as image categorization. However,
because there is no clear knowledge as to when and why a deeper model works, it is generally
a lot of trial and error to create high-quality, deep modelsfl4]. A visual analysis method for
better understanding, diagnosis and the improvement ofdeep convolutionary neural networks
is presented in this article. Since the late 1980s, neural networks (CNNs) have been utilized
to enhance visual task performance. The growth of processing power and the availability of
huge quantities of tabeled data, coupled with algorithm enhancements, helped advance neural
networks and led them to a new neural network, which has rapidly progressed since the early
2000sI s].

3. PROPOSEDMETHODOLOGY

Figure I shows a simplified depiction of the architecture ofthc network. An encodcr, an LST,
and a decoder all form pzrt of the convolutions and consume information in films and other
mcdia formats (simulations of subsets). When the network is supplied to the input, the first
frame of the input takes thc coevolutionary and compresses the input signal's spatial domain
using multilayer convolution operations. The encoder provides the DCNN with the

characteristics recovered by the encoder from the first frame of the video.

Then the DCNN of the hidden state is a preset number of times for remediously updated,

which results in the temporal field evolution compared to a stack of represortations. Finally,
the stack of updatcs has the decodcr, which it utilizes to construct that specific input signal
for complete future Elcctro-Magnetic (EM) ficld frames.
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Figure l. The architecture ofNeural Network

In specifically, our model calculates predicted electromagnetic field solutions for a particular
scenario detailed in lirll here. Consider, for example, a d-dimensional cavity that fully reflects
an LJength that includes an electromagnetic source in the middle. The cavity comprises a

material with an arbitrary spatial distribution of dielectric permittivity owing to the material
presence (x). Many advances have been made in electromagnetic applications, such as

forward./inverse dispersion, input direction estimations, radar, and remote sensing, image
processing, and stochastic design. This document presents the findings ofa simulation study
for transient electrodynamic physics utilizing physics-informed DCNN. The network design
has two components: a coevolutionary encoder @NN) and a coevolutionary decoder. A
convolutionary LSTM-DCNN, here implemented as a convolutionary LSTM-DCNN,
simulates the progress of wave physics by collecting information from geometry (or object
boundary) and field. The trained network, deep-leaming algorithms using electromagnetic
analysis used for rapid timedomain, shows deeplearning methods' approximation
capabilities. Figure 2 shows a possible DCNN model ba"sed on a neural network.
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Our final network had a combination of convolutionary / dense / deconvolutionary
architecture when it came down to it. At the start, there are three convolutionary layers, each
intended to capture various features of the permittivity input, such as variations in the
refi'active index and thickness of layers. These are input into two thick layers, allowing the
model to take more account than otherwise for nonlocal field interactions. Three transposed-
convolutionary layers finally raise the size of the signal to that of the original input to provide

the E Prediction. Our results show that the model's performance was mainly influenced by
kemel size decisions and the number of convolutional/deconvolutionary layers aoross three
layers.

DCNN Optimization steps to Training Detaset

Input: <Data startup>

Setting: DCNN reads data from DCNN.

Optimization: train dataset (DCNN).

I . Every dataset trained

2. Intermediate DCNN train (DCNN).

3. Output (<1, DCNN >).

4. End

Maxwell's equations, which provide a foundation for classical electromagnetism, control the
magnitude and spread of electromagnetic fields in materials. The following symbols are

indicated in SI rmits:

v.E = 4 _-(l)

v.d - o 
-(2)

y.6 = -f; -_- trt
.aB

e.B = ttl + pefi ()

[(v x v x)- razpoelE, - i:o -tsl

where7 is an electric field,- B the magnetic field at a given point in space and time, 4 are

the permittivity and permeability of the material, t is time, pis charge density, and,J-is the
density of current.

This paper proposed the potential of using machine leaming and deep leaming techniques,
especially for the resolution of Maxwell's equations, to speed up electromagnetic simulations
to decrease simulation time. We propose a system based on deep convolutionary neural
networks (DCNN), which will rapidly anticipate transmission in a defined manner. Maxwell
will be utilized as a dataset to answer the Maxwell equation. Tbt+.datais theu usbd to evaluate
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and train prediction models that are subsequently used to predict: functional changes we also
suggest and the prediction models of evaluations using different evaluation methods and loss
functions.

4. RESIJLTS

By using regression models, scores of the validation set by Root mean squared errors and R2.
In the training sct, an extra tree best - performed, but in the validation set, CNN performed
the best, as shown in Table I .

Table I : Comparison with other rcgression models

Trained Model of RMSE for Loss firnction with a different scattering of light as shown m
Figures 3, 4, and 5 with its additional RMSE value and local minima value.

1.0
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€
l
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0.6
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PR tI'Jn iE

Representations
Root Mean Square Error R2 score

Instruct Instruct Legalization

DCNN 0. 1364 0.0823 0.9s96 0.9594

MLP 0.0530 0.0645 0.9385 0.761 I

Random Forest 0.0501 6 0.0372 0.9072 0.7325

Extra trec 0.0092 0.0244 0.9093 0.70r 8

t

R': = 0.86O1
RMSE = 0.0619
local minmax Rr = 0.8797
local minmax RMSE = 0.0694
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Figure 3. Trained Model of RMSE for the Loss function
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Figure 4.Trained Model of RMSE for Loss function with differential to the RMSE
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R: = 0.8754
RMSE = 0.0584
local minmax R' = 0.8907
local minmax RMSE = 0.0662
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Figure 5.Trained Modcl of RMSE for Loss function with minima values

The loss firnction of the trained model is shown in figure 6 witlr its progress and iterations

Rz = 0.8608
RMSE = 0.0620
local minmax R, = 0.8787
local minmax RMSE = 0.0697
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Figure 6. Train Progress ofgiven dataset

5. CONCLUSION

To calculate transmission 160,000 times faster than before, we developed a deep leaming
method that enables tle Maxwell simulator. The prediction of fast estimation of importance is
transmittance when it comes to the design of optical devices since simulators repeat the
transmission and device design prediction hundreds of times. The proposed model allows for
more simulation due to the reduccd calculation time, enabling the necessary pcrformance to
be achieved. Become one of the most significant disruptive achievements for advancing
simulation-based discoveries because of data of incomparablc availability, in computer power
the exponential growth, data-driven, and machine leaming technologies. We demonstrate the
ability to build deep neural networks based on predictive physical models utilizing time-
domain datasets by leveraging time-domain information obtained by simulation or
observations. This article proposes a network for leaming transient electrodynamic evcnts
representations that can be utilized as a predictive model based on data for the simulation of
transient problems. By showing that the proposed network is a non-overlapping technique of
decomposition of the domain in a building component that can be utilized cfficiently, we
showed that it can provide predictions across computational domains that are larger than
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Abstract: Anijicial Intelligence (AI) is a branch of computer science that investigates
computalional models of problem solving, where the problems to be solved are of the same

compl*ity as those solved by hamans, Artificial intelligence is the study of how to make
computers do things thal people cunently do better. It is machine intelligence and the
branch of compuler science that seeks to create it Artificial Intelligence is another concept

for both the study and design of intelligent agena. AI's central issues inclade reasoniag,
knowledge, planning, learning, communication, perception, and the ability to move and
manipulate objec* The aim of this paper is to sndy artificial intelligence lechnologt in all
fields related to engtneefing in vizw of its applications.

Keywords: AniJicial Intelligence, Health core,
Engineering

Cyber Security, ChatBol, Sofiware

I. INTRODUCTION

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the most in-demand freld in computer science, dealing with the
simulation of intelligent behavior in computers. AI techniques are easily identifiable as

product features. These techniques operate in the background, improving the systan's overall
performance.
Artificial intelligence attempts to explain all aspects of human intelligence through a

computation process. It can interact with its surroundings using sensors and make decisions
without the need for human intervention. In its most basic form, artificial intelligence (AI) is
machine leaming. Intelligence can be viewed as a distinct indjvidual property or quality
distinct from all other characteristics ofan individual. Artificial intellieence can also be seen
in actions or the ability to complete specific tasks. 

-C 
t^g1wt tfi"1syjnoA as symbolic AI.

is the earliest approach to artificial intelligence. Artifcral intelligdce is only useful when it
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contributes to society. AI has raised the bar for credit-scoring by enabling automation, high
accuracy, and speed through the use ofboth big data and AI algorithms.
Artificial intelligence is generally classified as either strong or weak. Strong Artificial
Intelligence is a system that can solve problems on its own. Modern working applications are
examples ofpoor or weak Artificial Intelligence.

History of AI
In 1956, John MC Carthy is regarded as the father of artificial intelligence at the []
Dartmouth Conference. The origins of AI can be traced back to ancient Egypt. but with the
advancement of technology,ln 1941, the first electronic computer was built, and the
technology was eventually commercialized available to create machine intelligcnce
comparable to human intelligencc. Artificial intelligence (AI) is the biological motivation of
thc human brain. AI grcw bccause of cognitive thinking and natural language. The fnst
artificial intclligence programme, known as "The Rcasoning Theoretician "Allen Newell, J.C.

Shaw, and Herbert wrote it. Simon was bom in 1956 []. The paper is organized as follows:
Section I contains the introduction to the Artificial Intelligence, Section 2 contains related
work, Section 3 provides the conclusion and future work to be carried out.

2. RET,ATED WORK

In Medical Jield
Apoorva et al. [2] proposed a simple neural network model that, using preliminary CBC test

report data, can detect whether a patient has dengue. The patient information was obtained
fiom a hospital. The system correctly classified the unseen test cases, as observed. The
proposed systcm has a high test set acciracy of nearly 95%0. Because time is critical in the

treatment of dcngue, the proposed system has the potential to assist doctors in saving many
more lives in a short period of time. As a future research direction, more pattern recognition
techniques for the classification procedure and introduction of localities' specific factors can

further enhance the system to create a broadly reproducible model.
Shyama et al., [3] proposed cancer prediction based on Artificial Intelligence. New
techniques are currently needed to diagrose and predict cancer diseases accurately. The
model proposed is based on the prediction of the Artificial Neural Network. Data from
patients with bladder cancer are provided in this article. Three different ANN networks train
this model. This model uses the two methods of averaging and voting. This rnodel
performance is analysed using sensitivity, precision, and so on. The results show that the
ANN methods perform better than other methods such as regression models.
Intelligent heafi disease prediction system suggested by Parthiban et al., using the CANFIS
and Genetic algorithms [4] Genetic Algorithms (GA), CANFIS, Heart disease, Member
Function are all algorithms used in this document (MF). In order to analyse the existence of
heart disease, CANFIS is combined with genetic algorithm. CANFIS has a huge potential to
predict heart disease. By using this systcm, costs are reduced. The disadvantage is that
CANFIS needed adequate database volume to construct the model.
Srinivas et al. Data Mining Applications in Health Care [5] introduced smart and smart
methods of heart attack prediction, with significant pattcms extracted from heart diseasc data
stores. If the weight of frequent patterns exceeds the threshold value, those values will be
chosen for prediction of a heart attack. Nave Bayes, ODANB and NCC2 are the main
algorithms used here. The system's disadvantage i in the health
care database cannot be processed
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The review ofthe heart disease prediction system by hybrid smart and data mining techniques
was recommended by Chithra et al.,[6]. States that offline neural network training is good for
prediction of early-stage diseases and good performancc can be achieved using pre-processed
and normalised data. The study was based on ANN, an intelligent hybrid algorithm. The
benefit of using a smart hybrid algorithm with feature subset selection is greater precision.
The downside is that it is very complex to choose an algorithm for reducing features and a
high training time.
Soni et al. proposed [7] a predictive medical diagrosis data mining technique. 15 cardiac
analysis attributes are listed. The results of predictive data mining methods show that the
decision fee performs better, and Bayesian classification also sometimes gives ttre same

performance. Other predictive methods such as Clustering classification, Neural networking.
Nearest Nearest Neighbor are not necessary. The accuracy of the Tree and Bayesian
classifications is improved following the application of gcnetic algorithms.
Data Mining based early heart disease prevision was submitted by Methaila et al., [8].
Various experiments are conducted on various classifiers to identify heart disease patients in
this system. The CART, ID3 and DT classifier have been used. This results in CART being
more accurate than ID3 and DT. But priority associated algorithms for long item sets cannot
be scaled.
The Data Mining Algorithm used to diagnose cardiovascular disea.ses was worked by Deepali

[9]. This algorithm illustrates how the selection of feafures and information can be used in
combination with the neurofuzzy adaptive inference system to diagnose patients. This
research was based on ANFIS algorithms, such as Data Mining, K-NN, and good accuracy.
However, the classification speed was low and the computing costs were high.
Sundar et a1.,[t0] proposed the system for the pcrformance analysis for data mining
classification technique in Heart Disease Database, using WAC, Naive Bayes, DND( query

language, etc. Sundar and others. It creates, trains, predicts and uses the DMX query

language for accessing the content. The model is evaluated for precision against test data sets

before deploying the model in HDPS. Classification matrix methods are used to assess the
efficacy of the model. The downside is that the system proposed only uses categorical
methods.
Patel et al.[l] proposed a classification mining system using fewer attributes to predict
cardiopathy. Here the Nave Bayes, Clustering Classification and the Decision Tree for
prediction are compared. It shows that the decision-making tree works well in comparison
with two more other techniques. It also demonshates that the Nave Bayes performance is
consistent. The result indicates that Clustering's performance in contrast to other techniques
was poor.
Ishtake et al., I l2] proposed a data mining system used to predict cardiovascular diseases that
extracted encrypted information from one pre-existing heart disease database. DMX query
operations can be used for building but rather retrieving model data. Five mining goals are
analyzed based on business intelligence and data exploration. The trained models are used to
assess the objectives. The models can respond with high accuracy to challenging problems.
This provides good precision, but the dimensions of the dataset used are very small and only
categorical.
A systems for the prediction of heart disease by Data Mining techniqucs were proposed by
Taneja et al.[3]. Three unique supervised machine leaming algorithms like the Nave Bayes,
J48 classifier and Multilaying Watch have been built into the model. The result shows that
the J48 rating is the most efficient of the three with a precision of 95,56%. All data mining
objectives have been met by the J48 decision Eee algorithm. Greater ANN performance and
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less run-time were achieved. However, the rating consistency was indeed extremely low and
cannot predict unique diseases such as heart diseases.
Amin et al. [4] proposed a data mining-based system for Heart Disease diagnosis,
prediction, and treatment besides clinical decision suppolt systems. Thc system is being
devcloped in order to improve patient safcty and rcduce medical errors. The paper compares
six CDSS systems using various data mining methods such as DT, Nave Bayes, ANN. Apta-
CDSS-E, and support vector machines. Because medical data lacks performance and
completeness, there's a need to highly specialized data mining rnethods for efficient methods.
This ptovided good performance and accuracy, but it was unreliable and expensive. The
system was not recommending treatment options to patients.

In Cyber Security
Anitha ct al. [15] introduccd a model that can defend iaelf from intrusion detection and
various network attacks in Cyber Defense Using Artificial Intelligence. The primary goal of
this system is to develop a framework for mapping a variety of multitasking processes. AI
techniques are used to detect intrusions. The artificial immune system identifies security
threats to wireless sensor networks (WSN). The system's advantage is that it detects any
suspicious activity on the server and reduces the server's network load. The disadvantage
with this is that the sensors have limitations in terms of design, storage atrd functional
limitations like communication and processing.
Arnandeep et al. [6] proposed using artificial intelligence to improve cyber awareness. This
paper demonstrates how intelligent the toolagent that can be used in the prevention of cyber-
attacks can be. Cyber-attacks have a significant impact on the information technology
industry. Because web applications are widely uscd for critical and basic tasks, they have

become a popular target for security attacks. To achicve high perfbrmance in this experiment,
a combination of Genetic Algorithms and Frtzzy Logic is used. The heart of this experiment
is a 3 programme that implements a DSDV routing protocol. This programme includcs three

threads. Each thread state is denoted by a different colour.
Making Use of Artificial lntelligence Techniques Merat et al. [ 7] suggested that to maximise
the objective firnction, a pattem of high index threads must be decided to attend to and
handled throughout the planned zone. In order to improve porformance, a low priority index
thread should be igrored by the process's overreaction. The SHOWMAN analogy is used to
describe a multitasking initiative. To achieve the desired state, traffic and firture process loads
are calculated. Because synchronised threads and many attempted tlreads are unable to
disengage, there may be some out of margin penalty and poor performance. As a result, the
switching time is reduced to zero.
Artificial Intelligence in cyber security proposed by Dr. Pranav [8] presents a survey on
computing the applications in cyber security, and analyzes the probability of enhancing the
capabilities of cyber security by suggesting necessary changes in the intelligence of security
systems. He made use of Standard mounted algorithm. It concludes that the helpful
applications bclong to the applioations of artificial neural networks in the field of perimeter
security and some other cyber sccurity areas.

Yakubu worked on the role of Cyber Security and Human-Technology Cmtric for Digital
Transformation which focuses on the study of models of security [19] management to guide
the maintenance of security on existing cyber infrastnrctures. He gave a method for the
practical and theoretical analysis based on the security management models that are selected.
The proposed model does the evaluation of the analysis that is used to get the insights into the
configuration and also specifies desired and undesired configurations. In addition, framework
model that is presented, allows the evaluation of changes in the configuration in dynamic and
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agile cyber infi'astructure environments with
availability or wlnerabilities. A review on
management was also given.

to the properties like expected
methods of IT security model

respect
various

In Chathot
Sumit Wailthare et al. developed one approach to the concept of executing a web-based AI
chat-bot to be users'personal assistant, which speeds up the setting and beginning of
customer client meetings while using the algorithm of matching pattems [20].
Vibhor Sharma et al. proposed two methods for popular chatbot systEms, ELIZA and ALICE,
as well as their applications [21]. It describes the method of implementing a domain-specific
information system to provide an answer to FAQs in a University Setting.
Anirudh Khanna et al. implemented one database as the chatbot's brain, as well as the
performance of simple AI systems, Turing tests, and their flaws [22]. The term "partially
intelligent systems" refers to systems that are only partially intelligent.
Nahdatul Alnna Ahmad ct al. had done work on overview of chatbot design and techniques.
It goes over AIML, pattem matching, language tricks, chat script, parsing, SQL, and
relational databases in detail [23]. The Markov Chain is a technique that works by
recognising the probability of letter or word occurrence in a similar textual data set.

Kedar S Chikorde and colleagues discussed about the open source packages available for
building chatbots, such as Apache's OpenNLP [24j. Therc are usefi.rl frameworks available,
such as Google's API. AI, Amamn's Alexa, and a slew of other technologies more on the
Intemet that can be used directly in the application.
G.Tascini et al. represents an architecture that consists of multiple levels with non-linear
operations, such as neural nets with many hidden layers. It explains the relationship between
NL and NN [25]. Chatbots that were having difficulty with tasks were able to overcome them
by Deep Leaming techniques are being introduced.
Sarthak V. Doshi and colleagues developed the two modes of commrrnication, text and voice.
The response generation process is divided into two stages: pattern matching preparation and
pattem matching execution behaviour that is similar Add-ons such as Wikipedia and weather
prediction help the chatbot leam more Forecasting departrnents, sports, news, and so on are
all used [26].
kof.D.S.Thosar and colleagues proposed a mood sensing approach for classical music based
on acoustic datz 1271. In a song, a hierarchical framework is used. According to the user's
response, this same system sends a few web pages and links.
Kshitij V.Wadanka et al. discussed chatbot desigu, implementation, comparison, and the
future scope of chatbots [28]. Applets are used because it is difficult to create an exchange
box for the conversation between the client and the bot.

In Software engineeing
Hany M Ammar et .al. discussed how machine leaming techniques such as KIIS, CBR, Fuzzy
logic, and automated programming tools help to overcome the problems associated with
traditional software developmort in one's paper on the Current iteration and open troubles in
the Software Engineering using artificial intelligence[29].
Certain unresolved issues, such as SBST, necessitate additional research. Mark Harman
proposed a method with SBSE, Fuzzy, probabilistic methods, classification leaming, and
prediction can help the software engineering community, as well_qg the challenges that lie
ahead in Al for SE [30]. --Fa .".-:i ,(J I;_aF-.. ,,rl\/tu-t_
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Farid Meziane and Collegue discussed the current state of Artificial lntelligence in Software
Engineering and its future prospects [31]. They work on testing as well as the other ph:rses of
software development.
Farah Naaz Raza explained in her paper *Artificial Intelligent Technique in Software
Engineering (AITSE)" that by using Al-based systems with the help of an automated tool or
an automated programming tool, one can eliminate the risk assessment phasc, saving timc in
software development [32]. AITSE also helps to reduce development time in software
development.
Parveen Ranjan Srivastava et.al., used Genetic Algorithms in Software Testing [33]. From
this, clearly states that the GA is used to improve t}te e{Iiciency of software testing.
Mark Harman et.al., developed Search-based software engineering, which explains how
search-based techniques can be used to develop software measures [34].
Jonathan Onowakpo Goddey Ebbah presented a paper on Deploying Artificial Intelligence
Techniqucs in Software Enginecring [35]. The purpose of this paper is to review Al
techniques from the standpoint of their application in software engineering. It focuses in
particular on artificial intelligence techniques that have been developed (or are being
developed) and can be used to solve problems associated with software engineering
processes.

3. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The aim ofthe literature survey is to give its various disciplines a wide range of insights into
key technologies and issues. The area of AI offers huge promises such as solutions and
optimization of various types of problem statements. AI nevertheless sets out key ethics and
administration issues that play a key role in expanded technological acquisition. AI
undertaking some stress between the efficiencies and the objection that those advocating
greater consideration may be inappropriate in their acceptance, the important thing here is to
find the conflicting points, so that we are able to review and, if need be, build new legal and
regulatory arrangements.
The AI will create threats and opportunities for the future of the wort. The creative work will
remain the same as people are more creative than machines. Machines can be supported in
the future by focusing more on creative work and working alongside machines that create
unknown opportunities and new professions. Today, AI and machine learning algorithms are

more precisely used in the medical field. Given that the old lives are no longer applicable, it
is important for the government to act in a more common manner as AI.
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Abstract
Graph theory is a part of mathematical analysis which studies the relationships between

fundamental results in several fields v,ith pure mathematics, The goal of this research is
two - fold: first, to grusp lhe fundamental concepls of graph theory, second, to emphasise
lhe intporlonce of graph lheory thra a practical case which wars used as a fromeworh
investigation as well as character development of the stuctutal brain syslem, similar to
how machine learning can be used lo apply modek based on factors spatial information,
Data pre - processing, associations, attribules, and techniques are some of the approaches
used in lhis approach. The pictures from the Magnetic Resonance Imagtng (MRI) device
are used ,o demonsttate an automutic tool for performing a typical process. Pte-
processing, graph creation lor every area with various associations, mapping, essential
exfiaction of fealures based on literatare review, and last$ offering a collection of
machine learning models which can give interpretable lindings for clinicions or experts
are all parl of a process. This research will exomine the most viable method of graph
theory in ,tumerous domains to emphasize the impacl of graph theory. A summary of
graph theory issues pertinent to their ideas and tactics is also included in this sndy.

Kqtwords: Graph Theory, Applications, Computational Intelligence, Sa Theory,
Representations

flj_I.INTRODUCTION
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When a theory is used in actual life, it will be more significant. Arithmetic modelling is the
use of statistical methods or instruments to depict or simulate real-world problems. One such
technique for representing real-world objects and activities called graph theory. Graphs have
some of the most used patterns with both enyironmental & man-made structures. A graph is
indeed a geometrical formal expression of vertex that connect pairings of vertex which is
used to depict the connection amongst items. Graphs could be used to represent a variety of
real concems. In economic, industrial, ecological, & computer programming domains, they
will be used to depict a variery ofrelationships underlying operation dynamics.
Along with its experience in a variety domain including such knowledge discovery and
picture processing, communications & code technique, grouping & sequencing, and
optimization techniques & operations, the graph idea has really become a core of engineering
and innovation. Using graph theory to solve a fundamental condition is the same as

estimating solutions to source of actual scenario. Graph theory is indeed a subfield of
mathematics education that studies the properties and characteristics of graphs []. It shows
the elements' interconnections. A few of the advantages of graph theory is that it provides a
common framework for a range of issues. It just gives you graph techniques to solve this
issue. The vertex or node indicates the objects throughout all domains whsrein graph are

employed for modelling, while the edge indicates the relationships among the objects. The
Konigrrberg bridging challenge is where graph dreory begins. The answer to some well
conundrum gave rise to the concept of Eulerian graph.
Euler examined this Konignberg bridges challenge & discovered a workable approach in
I 736, when he published Euler's resolution to the Konigsberg bridging challenge, now known
as the Eulerian graph [2]. Mobius proposed the full graphs with bipartite graph in 1840, and
Kuratowski used leisure puzzles to show that they have been plane. Kirchhoff invented the
concept of trees (a linked graphs having no loops) in 1845, and he is using graph ooncepts to
estimate voltages and power within electronic systems. Gutherie created the well-known four-
color dilemma in 1852. Later, in 1856, Hamilton studied polyhydra loops & came up with the

concept of the Hamiltonian graphs via looking at joumeys which visits specific places

preoisely only one time.

2. GRAPH THEORETIC NOTATIONS

It is required to be knowledgeable with all elementary concepts throughout the graph to get a
strong understanding about graph theory. A graph is indeed an ordered pair G : (V, E) that

contains a subset V comprising node vertex and a set E of edges that connect the node in V.
Graphs get their name from the fact that they're being represented graphically, and this
graphical depiction helps us grasp many of their characterisfics. In graphic representations of
graphs, nodes are represented by spots or tiny spheres. A graph's edge is composed of2 node

(e.g., nl, n2). Edges arc usually rcpresented graphically as curving or vcrtical/horizontal lines

connecting the spots associated with the corresponding nodes. Points which sharing edges are

mostly referred to as neighboring or neighbors. Occurrence to every one of the pair of nodes

refers to such an edge which connects 2 node. Adjacent edge would be those who intersect at

a specific layer. The vertex in Fig.l were Ve = a,b,c,d,e as well as the edges were

I
l'u /,

(a,b),(a,c),(a,d),(b,e),(c,d),(d,e).
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Figure I : Graph

Delinition I.' A bipartite graph is onc in which the vertex set Ve(T) is made up of bipartitions X
and Y, with the intersections of A and B being the empty set as well as the intersection with
A or B being Ve(T). A bipartite graph's corner subset is made up entirely of lines of one
endpoint in A and the other in B. The nodes of a network shown in Figure 5 could be split into
2 groups: A: D,C and B = E,F. Set A nodes only connect with set A nodes, & conversely.
Entities in same subset will not link together. As a result, it was a bipartite graph.

Figure 2: bipartite graph

Definitioa 2.' A full bipartite graph was defined as a network in which each point of group A is
connected to every point of group B, as shown in Figure 3

t

H

Figwe 3: A complete bipartite

DeJinition 3,' A sub-graph T0 of T, often known as T0 T, is a graph where almost every edges
& vertex within T0 is indeed present in T. Figure 4 shows how this works.
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(D)

Figure 4: Graphs (B), (C) and (D) are subgraphs of the graph (A)

D$nition y'.'Assume that Dc E is a sub-set of T's nodes group. The generated sub-graph T0
= T[U] then is made up of node within D as well as solely these edges frorn T that have all
these endpoints in D.

a

h

d

d

e

(A) (B)

Figure 5: Graphs (B) is induced subgraphs of the graph (A)

DeJinition 5.'A graph walk is also an altemate ordered set of nodes, with links displayed near to
vertices acting as incidence edges to certain nodes. The numbcr ofedges in the array refers to the
length of a path. If the path &aws to a close in which it began, it is considered completed.

Figure 6: Example for walks in graph l-2-3-6-54

Definition 6.' A route inside a graph G is a sub-graph of T with V(Path) - iO,il, antl
E(Path) = ioil,i I i2,...,ik1ik, wherein i0,il,...,ik are unique graph vertices. The il
are known as Path's endpoints. The number of vertices throughout the y determ lncs Its
length, as well as a shorthand method for denoting pathways has become an ordered set with
vertices (e.g. Path: i0il...ik). Since no node were duplicated throughout the path, it is thus a
route.

c
D

(A) (B)

t

Cr4
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(c)

u
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Figure 7: An example path in the g^ph l-24-5-6

3. M.{TTIEMATICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE GR,IPH

The adjacency matrix is a arithmetical description for a graph. The adjacency matrix seems to be
a a 2D anay which each square represents whether or not 2 nodes are connected. Whenever
there is a link among the two nodes, cell include 'l', & because there's not, cells contain '0.'
Whenever self-edges really aren't permitted, diagonal cells have '0.' And for graph shown in
Figure l, Figure 8 illustrate the adjacency cell matrix.

l'cncr ID abcde
oltro

Figure 8: Adjacency Matrix for the Graph

a

b

c

d

lo00t
olo
l0l

ololo

0

o

Controlling Sets (CS) is a word that is used frequently in graph theory . A CS for a graph T=
(Ve, E) is indeed a collection Ve'of Ve in which every vertex which isn't in Ve'is linked with at
least single component of Ve' by an edge [4]. A conholling set of size 3 is shown in Figure 9,
with the red node p, q, and r foming the controlling sets.

Controlling sets
Vertex Ve
Edge E

/,/w8-1_
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Figure 9: Dominating Set
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A Minimal Dominant Set (MDS) is a Controlling Scts that has the shortest cardinality between
all the CS of T. MDS of size 2 is depicted in Figure I 7, with the dark lines forming MDS.

tr x,

fr :/.-

Dominating set

Figure l0: Minimum Dominating Set

Remember that even a node covering C is really a sub-set of the vertices in something like a

simplified given Graph T that has at minimum I endpoint in C in each edge. As a result, in the
dispute graph T, the goal is to find a min node overlap (it is an NP-complete problern). Lets take

a glance at a particular instance of a Snps a.ssembling dilemma from [8] and show how the nodes

coverc approach can help us solve it. A single system alteration within DNA is called a Single
Nucleotide Polymerase reaction (SNPR, called "snip"). The most prevalent form of genomic
variations in human chromosome is considered to be SNPs ( 9l percent of all human DNA
polymorphisms).

This is how the SNPR Assembly Challenge is described. An SNPR assembly is indeed a trio (F,

G, H), where F: fl,..., fn is a collection of n SNPRs, G = g1,..., gm is a subset of m segments,

and H is a connection G: FG 0, A, B that specifies if an SNPR fi F does not appear on a

fragmentation gi G (marked by 0) and if it does, the non-zero number of fi (A or B). 2 SNPs fi
and f are said to be in conflict if there are two fragments Gk and Gl with the sarne non-zero
value in H(fi, gk), H(fi, Cl), H({, Ck), H(t, gl) and the opposite non-zero value in H(f, gl). The
objective is to end as few SNPs as feasible in order to remove any disputes. Figure l0 depicts the

simple guidelines from [7]. It's worth noting because H is only specified for such a sub-sct of
FG derived from experimental data. For example, since H (fl, g2) = B, H (f'l,gs) = B, H (f5, g2)
: B, H(f5,C5):A, fl andff areindispute. (f4, gl)=A, H (f4, Ca)=A, H(f6, gl):B,H(f6,
C3) = A, hence f4 & f6 are in dispute once more. Similarly, the table makes it simple to compute
all pairings of opposing SNPRs. Figwe I I depicts the conflicts graph relating to this
SNPR assembling difficulty.

f

,
Figure ll:Theconflict
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The minimum node coverage throughout the dispute graph are now determined using the nodcs
covering methodology. The no of nodes 6 is provided as an input, accompanied by adjacency
matrix including its graph shown in Figure 12. If another nodes fi & f use an edge throughout
the dispute graph, the item in column j and row i of the adjacency maffix is one, otherwise it is
zero.

000010

000100

000000

0t00ll

t00t00

000t00

Figure l2: The input for the vertex cover algorithm

Two unique minimum vertex coverings arc discovered by the vertex software

f

f

-,t
t

Figure 13: Minimum Vertex Cover: fl, f2 Figure 14: Minimum Vertex Cover: f2,R

As a result, whether removing fl, f2 or removing f2, B addresses the SNP assembling challenge.
Figure l5 illustrates an image ofa graph demonstrate the html page. The title, images, & phrases
are used to mark the borders.
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Whcnever entities pass the border from one detector, i.e. the sensing area of one detector, then
join the sensing zone ofyet another detector, the preceding detector must correctly communicate
this to the adjoining detector. The detecting strength is determined by the incidence rates among
two adjacant detectors. The system is described as just an undirected weighted network T(DeT,
ET, WT) wherein v corresponds to DeT and edge (u,v) belongs to ET, assuming that perhaps the
device's transmit power is broad enough so the two neighbourc can interact directly with one
another. The detectors are represented by D, whereas the neighbours are represented by u,v.
WT(u.v) is the EG's weighed edge of (u,v). The idea of wraps wa-s employed by the scholars.

I]5

.{. RESI.TLTS

Whcnever the methodology was put into practice, a testing based on photos from either a prior
migraines project was conducted.

Table I Graph thcory rcsults

Char Area Controls SD(M/SL) Sporadic
Migraine

SD(m/SL) Medication SD(M/SL)

N(MiSL) abuse

N(M/SL)
N(ru/sL)

9l 10678/1.0602 0.234/0.342 1.09/1.098 0.013/0.023 1.079/1.054 0.O14/O.O4

x l 18 l .0655i 1.093 0.03210.477 r .08/t .089 0.0t 3/0.003 l.066lt .075 0.012/0.03 r

M 9t l.oM/t.M5 0.003/0.008 1.095/0.323 0.008/0.002 t.006/1.045 0.001/0.007

r r 8 I .003/1.05 0.003/0.006 1.098/0.008 0.0M1t.02 1.005/1.031 0.002/0.005

)

€{4\?1**
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N 9l 0.993i0.895 0.005/0.283 0.997/0.987 0.001/0.9 0.994t0.O5 0.003/0.015

ll8 0.99410.865 0.003/0.012 0.8976/0.98 0.993/0.84 0.9953/0.884 0.003/0.014

From the data in Table 1, a classification with different classifiers, arezrs, and correlations was
To accomplish so, a research containing 91 & 118 segments of AAL areas, necessarily coincide,
and SL wit}r either the following criteria: X:l, M=I, N=5, and Pr-0.06 is incorporated into the
technique. After 45 random iterations of a dataset, most values are standardized. The outcomes
of a graph theory computations are shown in Table l. With every one of the groups. The 3

characteristics avemge score & standard deviation were investigated. The findings are supplied
for all of the parts ( 1 l8), as well as 9l explanatory segments.

A categorization using several classifier, regions, and relationships were carried out using the
data fiom Table I . Table 2 indicates the results. The results of accuracy and precision are listed.
The sensitivities of a classification determines its capacity to identify diseases in sick patients,
whereas the specilic determincs its abilify to recognizc diseases with in lack of sickness. The
new framework can handle the entire procedure, including acquiring fMRI pictures to delivering
complcte details that doctors or cxperts can understand. It is an effective algorithm in which the
client merely inputs fMRI data then determine the best cartography and connections. To test this
strategy, researchers looked at people who had migraines and were also drug addicts. The
method does a thorough study and suggests various classifiers, some of which achieve 92.86
percent accuracy (Nn) and some others 86 percent (SVM). Different research using comparable
machine leaming algorithms in all the other diseases found chances of success of 76 to 88Yo,

indicating that the suggested methodology has lelded satisfactory outcomes. The current
discrepancies in classification outcomes can be attributed to a variety of factors, along with the
kind of classification (supervised, unconrolled, or partial-supervised) or the variation among
classifier using same information that may achieve regional or global effectiveness.

Due to the random leaming framework, some few classifier, such as NN, might produce diverse
outputs. Increasing the amount of respondents inside each participating organization would
allow for a more thorough investigation. These method is challenging for migraine sufferers
since the noise produced by the MRI scanner causes individuals discomfort. Furthermore, one of
the study results present limitations is the inability to employ automated classifier throughout
conjunction with the entire map or a personal association. New atlases and relationships must be
introduced in the order to improve the outcomes by allowing experLs to study pathologies with a

larger variety of factors.

Table 2 Classifiers.

Classifier Success
percentage

Connection
pefcentage

AB% Specification Sensitiviry

S\/N4 9l 65.09/45.03 66.87156.97 80/45 0.59/0.86 0.99/0.54

\/
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il8 67.98168.O9 60/30 0.094/0.65 0.65/O.64

K-means 9l

I l8

89.00/66.98

87.09/56.98

87.99167.95

56.98/59.98

40t70

60/50

o.87/0.77

0.56/0.45

llt

l/0.98

Knn 9t

lt8

56.96t47.99

5'7.99152.87

89.00/90.76

48.98/65.98

60/30

0/80

0.53/0.66

o.7610.66

0.5e/0.87

0.65t0;73

AdaBoost 9l

118

64.55157.95

64.44146.96

55.67166.94

63..75166.56

80/30

60140

o.'79/0.44

0.93/0.56

0.941o.34

0.44t0.&

Nn( 3
layers)

9 I

118

86.09/45.03

83.98/68.09

84.87t56.9'.7

74.99t56.00

100/100

t 00/20

0.130/0.86

0.93/0.65

0.491O.84

0.85t0.74

LDA 9l

ll8

90.4316'.1 .94 87.44/95.99

45.77t86.44

100/40

60/100

0.64/0.334

0.77/0.83

0.7714.97

0.86t0.22

Graph thcory-based numerical mcthods are simple to develop using common graphs methods,
as well as the predictions were simple to identifu thanks to the graph's links and routes.

Nevertheless, because graph technologies primarily analyse comparatively home network
knowledge, predictive accuracy is usually poor. Graph connection estimations are frequently
biassed in favour of connected dominating nodes in the cluster, resulting in poor rankings for
novel medications and far less genomes. As a result, graph connectedness measurements are

hardly used to estimate.

5, CONCLUSION

This study looked at several aspects of graph theory, like computer-assisted graph
representations as well as graph-theoretic database systems like lists & matrices hierarchies.
This study provides a better approach in representing and characterisation of a brain
connection network, as well as machine learning in categorizing clusters based on factors
retrieved from photogaphs, to emphasise the importance of graph theory. Data pre -
processing, conelates, attributes, and techniques are some of the approaches used by this
program. This research shows how an automated tool can be used to automate a systematic
pattcm utilizing MRI templates. Pre-processing, graph creation per topic using various
connections, mapping, important extraction of features found in the Jiterature, and lastly
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offering a set of machine leaming techniques that really can give interpretable findings for
doctors or experts are all component of the method. This paper also discusses a most tlpical
advantages of graph theory in numerous domains to emphasize the highlights of graph theory.
A summary of graph theory difficulties pertinent to their ideas and tactics is also included in
this study.
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Abstracl: Data visualistion is a technique for extracting information lrom mossive
smounts of data For their assumption, sofiwure engiaeerc constantly gene?ale multiple
visualizations from datasets. Evaluating databases with a large number of characteristics
muy be time-consuming and error-prone. The objective of this sndy is to use optimal
dalasets ftom several sources to aulomatically propose attractive visaalization patterns, It
helps you save time by reducing lhe amount of time yoa spend on low-valae visaalizations
and displrying suggested patlern.

Keywords: Query optimizer; Big Data Analyst; Data science; Visualization; Data analyst

I. INTRODUCTION

Data scientists and analysts are increasingly using data visualization technologies. They load
altemative datasets and use visualization tools to test their theory; this step is followed
numerous times until they discover an obvious pattem. Data scientists must use this time-
consuming trial and error technique to gain insights. The primary objective of this study is to
discover intriguing patterns in huge datasets from various sources [1].
In identify diverse pattems and abnormalities, data scientists must create various
representations fiom fresh datasets. Finding numerous pattems in a dataset with a large
dimensionality becomes a time-consuming process. For data analysis, connections between
characteristics and their subsets must be determined. If the mapped information differs
sigrriticantly from the ref'erence points or historical i important observations seem

'ed is enormous, even for ato bc likely to occur. The variety ofvisualizati
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tiny dataset. The visualizations should be shown at an engaging speed, with a faster reaction
speed to the consumers.
Data is now stored in a variety of databases with storage models tailored to their specific
requirements. When information needs to be evaluated, it must be retrieved from a variety of
sources. To benefit fiom the performance advantages of native systems particularly built to
handle thern, organized data is saved in relational databases while unorganized information is
stored in NoSQL relational databa^ses.

MIMIC-II is a databa^se that stores information about clients who have been admitted to
hospitals. It includes vital sign information, medical equipment data, doctor comments, and
patient admission information. After the patient information has been de-identified, the data
is made available to researchers [2]. To create a graphical suggestion tool, data federation
across these many databases is necessary. This would make it easier for data scientists and
analysts to test their hypotheses using various datasets. Currently, this procedure is manual,
the user is required to collect relevant data and then walk through all of the visualizations,
which is a time-consuming effort [3].
De-identified patient data obtained fiom various sources can be displayed in graphs. [t
contains information such as the patient's admittance date, identity, physician remarks, and
medical equipmcnt time - series. This becomes complicated to get rid of all the visualizations
created. Users arc drawn to visualizations in which the kaining set differc significantly from
the related data. They can concentrate on their duties since they have a federation SQL
architecture that fetches data rapidly across systems [4,5].

I marred ! unmanled

female male

Sax

Figure I depicts the chart for hospitalized married and unmarried patients with cardiac issues.

Figure I demonstrates how deviating target data fiom standard points aids in finding
anomalies and abnormalities in the data, which can then be investigated subsequently.

2. RELATEDWORKS

Data analysts cxamine information acquired from a variety of sources. The facts are

represented by functional aspects, while the observed characteristics are obtained using

conditional formatting. These two characteristics are utilized in visualization software [6].
This review concentrates on SeeDB [7], which suggests visualizations for a query based on a

high utilitarian calculus that shows greater vanances ng data from several
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databases. Healthcare and medical equipment produce data in a variety of forms, which must
be kept in several systems [8].
The customized SQL architecture searches data from any of the identified databases, and the
classification process, where applicable, replace optimal data and gets the data fast, which is
then utilized to construct the needed suggested visualization. The query's group-by attributes
are represented as dimensional attributes D [9-11]. The measurement characteristics M and a
collection of accumulation functions A are used to quantifu the dimensional attributes. These
searches are run against a collection of S databases that have been registered. Dimension
characteristics D can be grouped and aggregated depending on measurement characteristics
M.
This creates a two-dimensional table that may be used to visualize the data. Suggested
Q rtargerl = SELECT d: a (m) FROM T(S) GROLIP tsY d

Q {reference) = SELECT d: a (m} FROM R(S} GROL:P BY d

Utilitarian manufacturing is derived from the perspectives of Q (goal) and Q (source)
(reference). The discrepancy in views is used to determine which visualizations should be
presented (see Figs. 2 and 3).

SELECT scx. count (diagnrxisl FROM adnri s:'ion-nrarried GROLIP tsY rex:
SELECT sex. count (diagprxisl FR(M ad mi ssion_un nranied GROUP BY sex:

P}THO:.i SQL TooL

Figure 2 shows the visual suggestion application's architecture
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Recommended Vrsualizatrons
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.3. PROPOSED SYSTEMS

To get the data, it interacts with a bespoke SQL architecture that functions as a federated
quory layer. The technology revises the inquiry to the optimized copy and retums the result
set at runtime. The relational node is transformed by the query optimizer by replacing it with
whole or partial rules that fit the description. The various registered data is kept in a catalog,
which the scheduling algorithm uses during runtime. It gives insights into the query's total
execution price, the data size in tables, and CPU and Memory consumption.
Several group-by are merged when aggregate queries with the same group-by characteristics
are aggregated into a single display. This leads to a reduction in query latency and
perfonnance improvernent.

4. EVALUATION

The visualizations with the highest usefulness factor amongst these top perspectives, as well
as improved precision and faster response times, were evaluated and shown in Figwe 4.

t. h
Fig. 3. Visualization chart
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Visual Recommendation for Data Science and Analytics
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Fig. 4: Presentation of suggested visualizations for hospitalized treatrnent ofrespiratory
problems.

Visual Recommendation for Data Science and Analytics
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Fig. 6: Display of recommended visualizations for patients with hypotansion-relatcd

problems.

All tests were run on a 32-bit Linux system with a 3.25 GHz Intel Xeon CPU and 8 GB of
RAM. To store patient-related data, PostgresSQl was utilized. Splice Machine was uscd to
store medical equipment data, while MongoDB was used to store text notes. The objective
data is datasetl and the comparison dataset is dataset2, as illustrated in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. The
suggested visualizations are those that have a high usefulness factor and deviate frorn the
reference points a most.

5. CONCLUSION

This research uses a visual analyical model in conjunction with an optimization to suggest
intriguing visualizations from a variety of datasets on its own. This effort aids data scientists
and analysts in their interactive information collection. lntegration using data centers will be
a significant expansion of this research.
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Abstract
This article offers an intelligent four-wheeled mobile robot movement controller with Jbur
omni direction drive wheels eqaally spaced by each other at 9f using a Field-
Programmable (FPGA) with artificial immune system algotithm. The suggestcd FPGA-
based Artificial Intelligent System (AIS) method combines machine learning with FPGA
technologt. These FPGA-based AIS auto-stunning intelligent controls are projected to
outperJorm standard non-optimi4ed controls, the dynamic programming controllers and
the particle swarm controllen

Keyutords: Mobile robots; Artificial Immune Syslem: using field-programmable gate array

I.INTRODUCTION

In terms of locomotion mechanism, these robots outperform those using differential wheels

[1]. Byun et al. [2] built a mobile robot with a changeable wheel movement in particular.
Purwin [3] suggested a four-wheeled omnidirectional vehicle trajectory generating system.
For an omnidirectional mobile robot, it was suggested a fuzq route proposed a fuzzy
controller for an directional inspection machine [4].

Between these contemporary metaheuristic-based solutions to address classification problem
in mobile robots, de Castro and Timmis [5] introduced the AIS algorithm, which is based on
the biological immune system and has proven to be a effectual and computational example
for NP-hard combinatorial method. Its paradigm is based on the immune system's natural

aptive and AIS method beenreaction. By leveraging their high optimization
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effectively utilized in a variety of fields, including machine leaming, classification, and
pattem recognition.

FPGA invention has ushered in a fundamental shift in integrated circuit design for AI
computing. In various fields, such as fvzzy positioning algorithm, it has been demonstrated to
be an advanced and productive way of realizing complex algorithms. This FPGA technology
has indeed been demonstrated to be effective in designing computational intelligence in
embedded systems that incorporate memory, and processor cores, with the advantages of
adaptability, hardware/software co-design, and copyright recyclability. However, no attempt
has bccn made to build a mobile robot-specific intclligent FPGA-based AIS controller. The
work is to develop practical algorithm controller ba-sed on FPGA integrated AIS for
autonomous vehicles that can monitor and stabilize their path.

2. KI\EMATIC CONTROL

This report explains the kinematics ofan directional robotic system with wheels separated at
90'each other. The integrated controller is presented to accomplish stabilization and path
tracking using the kinematics. In relation to a global frame, Figure I illustrates the set of
driving arrangement.
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Figure I : Arrangement of four-wheeled robot
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where r signifies the wheel radius; L denotes the space between the wheel's centre and the
geometric centre of the movable platform; The velocities of wheel was denoted by i(t) and
i(t), with l: 1,2,3.4, etc. The mobile robot's posture is represented by [x(t) y(t) (t)].

p'(diiti

- sin (6 t 0) - coc(6 + d) sn (6 t 8l cos(6 r.8)
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This part uses the kinematic model in (l) to develop kinematic controls for the directional
mobile robot in Figure 2 to accomplish point stabilization and frajectory tracking. To create
the controller for motion, one must first specify error, the difference between the current and
point position.
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The PID control is extensivcly used in industrial applications [6], is employed in thc control
system prescnled in (6). When (6) is added to (5), the closed systcm error systcm's behaviors
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3. AIS ALGORITHM

In order to discovet better solutions to complex combination problems, AIS algorithms
employ an immune system and hypermutation. This methodology offers many sfiategies to
address actual issues when conventional methods do not work, comparable to bio-inspired
metaheuristics from GA [7] and PSO [8]. In order to test its efficacy, each antik6rper is
carefully preset with the optimization approach. The AlS-affinity anticorps are cloned,
hypermutated and selected while the population is also increased with arbitrary anticorps.
Worsening iurtibodies are substituted by superior mutation clones. This group is developed
until the end is satislied.
The steps in the AIS algorithm follows.
Step I : Set up the AIS and iteration count.
Step 2: Create antibodies community of size (Ab1,..., Abs) at random.
Step 3: Using affrnities tool, compute the affinity ratio for each antibody.
Step 4: Create a group set for effective antibodies. The length of the replica is determined by
the number ofduplicates: the greater the affinity, the bigger the replica.
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Step 5: Refresh your antibody.
Step 6: Use the hyper mutation process to expand the variety of the clone set and create the
developed cloning group.
Step 7: Examine the criterion for stopping.

An antigen is a chain of integral variables of the AIS method consisting of parameters for
optimization problems. It should be noted that the beginning number of each antibody is
randomly generated. This coding method is all similar to optimization computation, PSOs,
and GAs. The notion of space-form was created to measure and resulting in basic conclusions
on interactions between receptors and antigenes. The length can be represented in euclidean
as the Ag-Ab binding vectors (14).

L

D= l{eu, - e*)'. (14)

The chosen antibodies are then cloned in order to increase their affinity for the invading
antigens.
When a B cell is activated, a hypermutation mechanism in the cell's variable area is initiated,
according to the suggested AIS.
The mechanism is essential for the development of different antibody receptors as well as the
improvement of antibody sensitivity and selectivity.
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Figure 2: FPGA with AIS

4. CONCLUSIONS
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This paper proposes a smart motion control system using FPGA,/AIS computing capability
for monitoring and stabilizing the course of a robot manipulator directionally with 4 distinct
90" drive rotors. The AIS computer architecture built on the cinematic movement model was
converted to an intelligent kinematic actuator. The AIS parameter. tuner and the film
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movement controll$ are integrated on one FPGA Chip to efficiently produce a functional
robotic system.
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Abstract -A blockchain is simply o shared database of iuformation or public ledger of all
compleled and shared transactions or digital activities between cooperating occurrences.
Each lransaction in the public ledger is confirmed hy a majorifi of the participanli *ithin
lhe device. Dala cannot be removed once il has been input The blockchain is a secure and
verifiable record of every single transaction ever made. The most popalar example of
blockchain generation is Bitcoin, a decentralize dpeer-to-peer digital cunenq. Although
lhe virtual foreign currenqt bitcoin is debatable, the blockchain technologt that underpins
it has performed admirably. The main hypothesis is lhat the blockchain crestes a system

for reaching a distributed consensus in lhe virtual online world. By developing an
irrelatable Jile in a public ledger, paaicipating entities moy be certain that svirtual event
occurred. ll paves the way for the developmenl of a democralic, open, and scalable digilal
economy from a centralised one. This disruptive period olfers incredihle prospects, and the
change in this field has only just begun. The blockchain uge is described in this white
puper, as well as some intriguing speciJic applications in the monetary and non-financial
sectors, We then reseurch the dilficulties ahead of time as well us lhe commercial
opportunities in this crttical age.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A blockchain is essentially a shared database of data or public ledger of all completed
transactions or digital events that may be shared among participants. Every transaction in the
public ledger is verified by a majority of the device's members. Records can't be deleted once
they've been submitted. The blockchain is a secure and verifiable record of all transactions
that have ever taken place. To give a simple instance, stealing a cookie from a cookiejar kept
in an isolated spot is far easier dtan stealing a cookie from a cookie jar kept in a market
location and being discovered by hundreds of people.Bitcoin is the most well-known example
of a cryptocurrency that is inextricably linked to blockchain development. It's also the most
divisive because it allows for a multibillion-dollar global marketplace of anonymous
transactions with no oflicial oversight. As a result, it must deal with some regulatory issues
relating to national governments and monetary institutions [ 1].

The Blockchain generation, on the other hand, is unquestionable and has performed
admirably throughout time, and it is now being successfully used to both economic and non-
economic world projects. MarcAndreessen, the doyen of Silicon Valley venture investors,
named the blockchain-based consensusmodel as the most impo ant investment opportunity
in 20lS.BNP Paribas' Johann Palychata said in Quintessence that bitcoin'sblockchain, the
software progmmme that allows the virtualcurrency to function, should be viewed as an
invention similar to the steam or combustion engine, with the potential to transform the world
of finance and beyond [2]. The cunent digital financial system is founded on the
trustworthiness of a positive authority.All of our onlinctransactions rely on trusting someone
to tell us the truth-it could be an e-mail provider informing us that our e-mail has been
introduced [3], a certification authority informing us that a ccrtain digitalcertificate is valid,
or a social network such as Facebook informing us that our postsabout our existence activities
have been hacked. The truth is that we livc precariously in the virtual world sincc we rcly on
a third party for our safety and privations.The reality is that these resources for the third
celebration could be hacked, controlled, or hijacked [4].
This is where thc blockchain generation may be found. It has the potential to transform the

digital intemational by establishing a distributed consensus in which every online transaction,
both past and present, involving digital property can be validated at any moment in the future.
It accomplishes this by circumventing the privations of the vimral assets and parties involved.
Blockchain technology is defined by its allocated consensus and anonymity [5].

2. LITERATUREREVIEW

Smart Property is a related concept that involves using blockchain and Smart Contracts to
control the ownership of goods or assets. The belongings can be physical, such as a car, a
house, or a cellphone. It can also be non-bodily inclusive ofa business enterprise's stock. It is
important to note that Bitcoin is not a foreign currency; rather, Bitcoin is all about managing
the ownership of money.The blockchain era is bringing programmes to a wide number of
industies, both financial and non-financial. Blockchain technology is no longer seen as a

threat to existing business models by financial organisations and banks. The world's major
banks are researching novel blockchain applications to see if tlere are any opporhr ties in
this sector. Rain l.ohmus of Estonia's L]IV bank stated in a recent interview that they found
Blockchain to be the most tested and comfo(able for a number of banking and finance-

related applications [7].
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3. BLOCKC]HAIN WORKING MODEL:

Each transaction is broadcast to every node in the Bitcoin network and then verified before
being recorded in a public ledger. Before a fransaction can be recorded in the public ledger, it
must first be conftrmed to be valid. Before recording any transaction, the veriffing node must
ensure two things:
l. The spender owns the cryptocurrency, as evidenced by the transaction's digital signature

verification.
2. Spender has enough cryptocurrency in his/her account: inside the ledger, examine each

transactiontowards the spender's account ("public key") to ensure that he/she has enough
cryptocurency in hislher account.
However, maintaining the order of transactions broadcast to each separate node inside
the Bitcoin peer-to-peer network is a concern. Because the transactions are not public in
the sequence in which they are generated, a computer may be required to ensure that
double-spending of cryptocurrency does not occur.
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The possibilities for non-financial applications are likewise limitless.In the music industry,
wc might imagine storing evidence of all crime records, health information, and loyalty bilts
in the blockchain, as well as notaries, private securities, and marriage licences. The
anonymity or privacy goal can be achieved by storing the fingerprint of the virtual asset
instead of the virtual asset itself [8].
In the year 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto published a paper titled "Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer
Electronic Cash System" under the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto. This paper defined a peer-
to-peer model of digital coinage that might allow online invoices to be sent directly from one
party to another without going tkough a financial institution.Bitcoin wa-s the first to
recognise this principle. Now, the term "cryptocurrency" is used to describe all networks and
mediums of exchange that utilise cryptography to secure transactions-as opposed to those
systems where transactions are routed through a centralised trusted institution. Because the
first papeCs author wished to remain anonymous, no one knows who SatoshiNakamoto is
today. A few months later. an open source programme ba.sed on the new protocol wa.s

released, beginning with the Genesis block of fifty dollars. Anyone can instal and use this
open source software to join the bitcoin peer+o-peer network. When you think about it, it's
grown unnoticed.
Intemet trading is solely dependent on financial institutions acting as trusted third parties to
process and mediate each electronic transaction. The function of the 0.33 celebration is to
validate, protect, and maintain transactions. A certain percentage of fraud is unavoidable in
online transactions, necessitating financial transaction mediation. As a result, transaction
costs are exorbitant. Instead of using the accept as truc with inside the third birthday
cclcbration for willing piulies to execute a web transaction over the Intemet, Bitcoin employs
cryptographic evidencc.A virtual signaturc is used to encrypt cach transaction. Each
transaction is sent to the receiver's "public key," which is digitally signed with the sendcr's

"private key." To spend money, the owner of a cr)?tocrxrency must show that he or she has

thc "privatc key." Thc entify receiving the digital foreign moncy validates the digital
signature on the transaction using the sender's "public key" (thcrefore possessing a

corrcsponding "non-public key").
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Figure l: Blockchain Technologt - Process and Model
Because transactions are passed from node to node over the Bitcoin network, there is no
guarantee that the orders gained at a node are the same as the order in which the transactions
were generated. It's a data structure in which each block is linked to the next in a time-
stamped chronological manner. It's an append-only transactional database that's no longer a

replacement for traditional databases. Every node keeps a copy of all previous transactions,
which are safeguarded cryptographically. AII records are verifiable and auditable after they
are saved in the ledger, but they are no longer editable. Because there is no single point of
failure, it is extremely fault toleraDt.
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Figure 2: Input of Blockchain Model

Modem cryptographic mechanisms are used to secure blockchains. On the Blockchain,
everything is encrypted. Let's retum to our prcviously mentioned example, when Kevin
transfers five BTC to James, to give you a better idea ofhow it's far used on Blockchain. This
transaction will be broadcast to the community as an encrypted message. Every transaction
receives a urliquc message. You might now wonder what distinguishes the message. Because
the transaction is signed using the sender's unique key, known as a non-public key, the virnral
sigrarure is created. The mechanism appears to be as follows:
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Figure j: Cryptography Mechanism

4. FINANCIAL MODEL

Medici is being developed as a securities trading that makes advantage of Bitcoin 2.0's
Counterpartyimplementations. The goal is to build a marketplace with a smaller inventory
area. Counterparty is a system for converting haditional financial instruments into self-
executing smart contracts. These ingenious contracts eliminate the need for a physical
record by facilitating, verifuing, or enforcing the agreement. This eliminates the need for a
middleman, such as a dcaler, exchange, or financial institution.
Blockstream is an open source project that keeps track of sidechains-
interoperableblockchains-to avoid fragrnentation, security, and other concems that come
with opportunity crypto-currencies. Securities, such as stocks, bonds, and derivatives, can
be registered" as well as bank balances and mortgages.

Coinsettsr is a bitcoin exchange situated in New York. It is developing Project Highline, a
way of using the blockchain to settle and clear monetary transactions in T+ l0 minutes
rather than the usual T+ 3 or T+ 2 days.
Augur is a decentralised prediction marketplace that allows users to purchase and sell
shares in advance of an event with the probability of a specific outcome. This can also be
used to produce monetary and economic forecasls based on "crowd-sourced knowledge."
Bitshares are digital tokens that exist within the blockchain and correspond to specific
assets such a"s ca^sh or commodities. Token holders may also be able to eam income on
commodities such a.s gold and oil, as well as greenbacks, ewos, and foreip exchange
contracts.

Stampery is a company that uses blockchain to stamp e-mails and other files. It simplifies
email certification by simply emailing them to a custom-created electronic mail address for
each customer. Stampery's era is being used by law firms as a cost-effective way to certi$
documents.

Viacoin is one of the companies that uses the clearinghouse protocol to provide notary
services.

Block Notary is an iOS app that uses the TestNet3 or Bitcoin networks to create proof of
existence for any material (pictures, files, or other media).
Crypto Public Notary is a service that uses the BitcoinBlockchain to no\arize documents
by using a small amount of bitcoins to register the record's checksum on the public
blockchain' 
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Every other carrier that uses blockchain to SHA256 digest of the record in the
bitcoinblockchain is known as Proof of Existence.
Ascribe is another another company that uses blockchain to perform authorship
certification. It also provides o*'nership transfer with attribution to the original creator.

5. ISSUES AND RISK

BlockChain is a promising next-generation technology. As previously stated, BlockChain-
based technology can be used to solve a wide range ofapplications or issues. This includes
everything from financial (remittances to investrnent banking) to non-financial (notary
services). The majority ofthese are significant enhancements. There are significant risks of
acceptance, just as there are with radical inventions.
Behavioral trade: Change occurs on a regular basis, but there is resistance to change.
Customers must become accustomed to the fact that their electronic transactions are
secure, secure, and complete in the world of a non-tangible, trusted third party, which
BlockChain provides.
Modem middlemen, such a.s Visa or Mastercard (in the case of credit cards), may even
take on different duties and responsibilities. We believe they will invest in and pass thcir
systems to be entirely BlockChain-based. They will continue to deliver customer
relationship-oriented services.

Scaling: Scaling of cutting-edge fledgling BlockChain solutions allows for a^ssignment.
Consider the first time you carried out a BlockChain transaction. Before conducting your
first transaction, you need download the entire collection of existing BlockChains and
validate them. As the number ofblocks grows exponentially, this could take hours or even
days.

Bootstrapping: Migrating existing contracLs or business files/fiameworks to the new
BlockChain-based technique necessitates a large number of operations. For example, in
the case of real estate ownerships/liens, the current documents held by County or Escrow
organisations should be converted to the BlockChain equivalent. This could also include
information on the date and pricing.
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Figure 4: Risk Management in Blocks
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Govemment Regulations: ln the new world of BlockChain-based completely transactions,
govcrnment agencies such as the FTC, SEC, and others can stifle adoption by enacting new
regulations to monitor and change the indusny for compliance. This can help adoption in thc
United States because thcse companies provide consumsr trust. Adoption will confront
significant challenges in extra-managed economies like as China.
Fraudulent Activities: Due to the pseudonymous nature of BlockChain transactions, along
with the ease with which they can move goods, the heinous men may also use it for
fraudulent activities such as currency trafficking. That said, law enforcement groups can filter
and prosecute them with adequate legislation and eraguide.

Quantum Computing: The foundation of BlockChain generation is based on the fact that due
to a lack of required compute energy, it is theoretically impossible for a single birthday party
to host thc system. However, with the advent of Quantum Computers (in the future),
cryptographic keys may become clean enough to crack using the brute-force method in a

reasonable amount of time. This wilt bring the entire device to a halt. The counter-argument
is that keys should get more powerful so that they are more difficult to crack.

6. S()LUTIONS AND MITICATIONS

A. Anti-Counterfeit Solution:

BlockVeriff offers anti-counterfeiting solutions based on the blockchain that bring
transparency to supply chains. It's used in the pharmaceutical, luxury goods, jewels, and
electronics industries. The pharmaceutical business, for example, can employ BlockVeriff
anti-counterfeit systems to prevent fake drugs from entering the market.This covers a major
issue that has ramifications for both the economy and those who require medication.
Similarly, luxurious precise producers can leverage this technology to create a gadget that
verifies the authenticity of luxury goods, creating a win-win situation for both customers and
luxury goods manufacturers. This technique can be used by the diamond industry to build
trust in diamond certificates and avoid fraud. This technology can be used in the electronics
industry to ensure that customers receive genuine items.
B. Chain Link:
Any industry can utilise the BlockVerifu era to define a process for ensuring the authenticity

of its products. The following is how BlockVeriS operates:
o A Block Veriff tag is attached to each product.
o Even corporations are prevented from counterfeiting their personal things because each

product is validated and logged in the BlockChain.
. To veri& each product, the supply chain uses BlockChain creation.
o Mobile devices can be used in retail venues to verifu the authenticity of products

purchased.
o Similarly, a customer looking for a goods might check to see whether it is genuine and

then ignite it.
Each product has a record that is permanently stored in the blockchain, allowing everyone in
the supply chain to veriff the product's authenticity. Chainlink is another anti-counterfeiting
tool that uses coloured banknotes to prevent counterfeit luxury products, such as handbags
and watches, from entering the market. By adding a layer of accept as true with to secondary
markets like eBay and
C. Distributed Storage

Craigslist, the carrier makes them
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As it stands now, cloud storage relies on data carriers to carry out each transaction. [t
demonstratcs the traditional cloud-based completely storage architecture for transferring and
saving data via dependable cloud carrier carriers like Googleforce, Dropbox, and One
pressure. They adhere to industry standards for redundancy by storing several copies of the
records ( usually 3 copies). However, because tlere is no well-known method of performing
end-to-end encryption, traditional cloud-based architecture is vulnerable to a wide range of
security threats, including malware, man-in-the-middle attacks, and alerhess hack, which
could expose sensitive and personal customer or company information.

Figure 6: Metadata model of each blocks

The difficulties of the traditional gurage community can be addressed by implementing a
peer-to-peer cloud storage community with continuous encryption, allowing users to safely
transmit and share information without rellng on a thitd party for security and reliability. It
eliminates reliability because there is no reliance on a third party, and hence traditional
information breakdowns irnd outages are eliminated. Furthermore, it significantly increases
the statistics' security and privacy.

7. CONCLUSION

Finally, Bitcoin's gencration spine is Blockchain. The dispensedledger feature, together with
BlockChain's security, makes it a very appealingera for rcsolving existing financial and non-
financial business issues. In terms of the generation, cryptocurrency-based technology is
either on the upward slope of inflated expectations or in the hough of disillusionment. There
is a lot of interest in BlockChain-based commercial applications, and as a result, there are a
lot of startups working on them. As previously said, thc adoption confronts a strong
headwind.Large financial institutions including as Visa, Mastercard, Banks, NASDAQ, and
others are investing in researching the use ofmodem business models on BlockChain. In fact,
a nurnber of tlem are looking for new business models in the world of BlockChain. Some
people would desire to be ahead of the curve when it comes to BlockChain's altered
regulatory settings. To sum up, we expect BlockChain adoption to be slow due to the risks
involved. The majority of starnrps will fail, with only a few exceptions. In a decade or t'*o,
we should see widespread adoption.
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Abstract: Some economic activitics were influenced by our initial impressions of
computeised libraries, virtual libraries, or electronic libraries, The European Union, the
National Science Foundation's Digital Library Organizalions in the United States, and the
Electronic Libraries Program in the United Kingdom all fanded novel library initiatives in
the early and mid-l9Eh. JISC fo also known as eLibrary. Sexual orientation, racism,
religious aad political bekefs, perconality traits, intelhgence, enjoymenq addiction, drug
misuse, parental separation, age, and gender are only Jew of the issues thst people face.
The anolysk is based on a dalaset of 70,000 volunteerc who contributed their Facebook
likes, *tensive demographic informaion, andolherinformation. To analyse individual
psychodemographic profiles from favourites, specific model dimensional reduciion is
utilised to like dala entering logistic / linear regression. (A) give logical entry through the
content hrapped around the teacher's slides, with or wilhout synchronisation, and (b) view
slides and ink lhal lhe teacher is communicating with, Non-tablel ink k not offered at a
discount, and instructor ink is available shortty afler.

Index: Elibray, Social Media, Communication, E-Learning, Link access

I. INTRODUCTION

we've found information that's truly been recorded, as well as quantitative data from those
recordings. Individuals may opt not to reveal certain details about their lives, such as their
sexual orientation or age, yet this information can be gleaned from other aspects of their
lives. For instance, the well-known U.S. The business gives its female customers purchasing
data in order to handle their pregnancy and sends them well-planned and well-targeted offers
(2). Unpredictable coupons for prenatal vitamins and ma ry ing are appreciated inI

somc situations, however they can have disastrous con
family in a culture where this is not tolerated (l)

amplc, it is for hcr
ows, tapping personal data,
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as well as promotional aspects, administrations, and aftention, can result in insecure security
incursions. Sophisticated administrations and devices are now recommending an expanding
range of human activities, such as social connection, entertainment, purchasing, and data
collection. The grouth of computational sociology is aided by the ability to quickly record
and dismantle such systems of meticulous intervention.

(1) Newer administrations, such a.s customised web crawlers and suggested frameworks (2),
and Intemet promotion-focused administrations (3). However, having unrestricted access to
huge records of personal behaviour poses genuine challenges in terms of understanding
clients and content, as well as data secwity and ownership.

In short, the two elements that are all-encompassing can be traced a little in this work, as can
other sophisticated library tasks. I refer to it as "exposure transfer" in pa(icular (D2D). It
restricts client access to the transferred library property, streamlining distribution networks
and any hubs in the process mix. The main difficulties of property declaration, connection,
and query are discussed here. Quest / Meta Sezuch, Access Path / Agents, Alliance, then
Collection and Goals were all developed over time. Metadata setups and conferences for
follow-up and on-demand have gotten a lot of attention. A portion of this activity is
predicated on previous work. ln the mid-1980s, fbr example, an EU ccntrccentred on OSI
(Open Systems Interoonnection) developed the OSI Convention Framework for Library
Applications. For EU funding companies, the transition from OSI to thc Intemet, as well as

rclated conferences, is a critical problem. This movc resulted in the creation of various
different library conferences on the OSI systcm, as well as ISOJL and 239.50. Th'is reduced
their ability to rcceivc seamless modifications to the library fiamework, which was later
limited. For metadata created in 2015, as well as an investigation into the Dublin core
technique[6].

2. I,ITERATT]RE REVIEW

The second part is storehouse and administration administration, where managing the large
archives of digital content and accessing it in a variery of ways is a top responsibility. By
enhancing access to computerised materials, this acceleration was later computerised or
modified (replaced by another organisation). Subsequent meetings were held at the time to
synchronise the store's developmart foundations. This coincides to the period's shift away
from a desire for metadala (because to the fact that the conspiracy's materials are still being
printed in big volumes) [7]. In these ways, it's fascinating that these activities were
established before the web's actual existence, and they speak to the need to find shared means
to address needs in a time of great change. Surprisingly, no element of the e-folate lib's
report-ination greeting clarifies the site. They discussed virtual, computerised, or elechonic
Iibraries [8] and exhibited an experiment in planning and developing new administrations.

As a programme, call draughtsman, appraiser, bidder, venture analyst, and acquisition
member, we need EU and elibprogrammes. We contributed directly to the initial NSF
programme, but we also had some contacts at the work and programme levels later on.l'd
want to focus on five issues in these significant projects, particularly the ELIB and EU
programmes, from behind the scenes:

l. They are substantial leaming opportunities for ajoriry of whom have
proven critical library network activities
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2. They have demonstrated that the improvement of new administrations is dependent on
formal and business reforms, as well as the difficulty of implementing venture-based projects.
The issue is still present.

3. Created a number of umps hales on web-specific design, benefit models, and client
practises in order to improve computerised library improvements. We really like the model
that combines contact, application, and data. This restricts information flow and increases the
framework's distance, resulting in a storeroom condition that is not conducive to our world of
compliant adjustment. Appropriate policies developed during this time are often not accepted
in end-client administration: they are based on B2B pre-web experience and are primarily
employed in that circumstance.

4. These have a broad and circular influence that is difficult to predict. In contrast to popular
belietln reality, a sizable number of thern have fulfiiled their business objectives on their
own. For example, the meta search for eB and flow improvemants, as well as the collection
of commercially accessible digitisedrecognisable objects, demonstrate this.

5. How does one go about achieving general governance? On the plus side, the JSC status
near the task work has improved, despite the fact that it has been removed from the focal
setting.

For thc time being, give us a speedy chance to transfer. By the end of the decade, how will
the world have changed?

3. UBIQUITOUS MODEL

Scholarly libraries, we recogrise, do not close on them: they promote their institutions'
investigation, leaming, and purpose. ln another system space, there is a requirement to extend
libraries as well as change testing and leaming methodologies. We concentrate on the
upgrade's impact on libraries, but how library clients go forward and how the upgrade affects
their expectations is a true long-term concern.

Here, we'll try to explain a bit of etiquette that impacts library responses and transforms the
existing scenario. I also work on improving the overall framework's pattems, building a data
foundation around long tail aggregators, and modi$ing client approaches, research, and
development.
Frameworks in the web world - When it comes to system frameworks, three advanced themes
intrigue me. Take a look at this: Fluid content and level applications - We're heading towards
a world of narrow complementary configurations that connect online and commercial apps.
on the web, applications run. In client circumstances, information is transmitted more
quickly. Web administrations and RSS feeds are important parts of a larger connective tissue
that allows clients to benefit from a variety of scenarios. work processes and company forms
are more mechanised wittrout rules in this circumstance, information is more accessible and
designed, and apps are more convenient. concemed with the distinction between open
source and request purposes.Salesforce.com [9] (an excellent example of Customer
Relationship Management Administrations' on-demand programming mnrvel) and webX
[0] (a conferencing and Internet meeting provider) rh The notion is that the
organisation can use a central web-based ap local sarnples of an
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application (CRM or confsrence / meeting administration, for exarnple). Costs, risk
reduction, convenience, and general redesign are all topics of interest. Customization and
adaption to the environment are two potential roadblocks. Following that, policies are based
on data. Exercises are used to remove information, solidifo it, and dig for knowledge in order
to improve govemance and options. Complex applications have clearly not yet been built, but
the behaviour of describing and weaving them into the work environment is changing.
Simultaneously, tlre content is reconstructed without being bundled. Consider how we keep
track of reusable items like images, music, and TV shows: in collections, playlists,
slideshows, in person, crosswise, and in places [8].

4. NEW SOCIAL AND SERVICE.,I.FFORDANCES

Fluidity and level applications open up new possibilities. Consider the following three points:

l. Process and Workflow Institutionalization encourages organisations to think about how to
do the best source exercise possible, such as outsourcing certain tasks so they can focus on
areas where they are valued. Associations are moving away from the notion that they will
vertically coordinate all of their efforts. Examine thc thinking surrounding thc shift from a
databasc to a process of collaborating with the web via a website or gateway. This is a result
of thc system's ability to move more exercises around. New support structures must bc
dcvcloped, as well as the associations and their activities.
This mcthod, according to Thomas Downport, stimulates associations to focus particularly on
what thcy arc doing and allows them to gain fewer focal points remotely, whilc potentially
providing their competitors [12].

2. Second, complementary applications and fluid information enable more essential
community-based activity, such as sharing components, cooperating on sharing activities, or
avoiding concems with sharing. Stage administrations that integrate specific use or
knowledge might establish respect through a variety of uses. Important system
administrations, such as Googie, Amazon, and eBay, as well as a few other administrative
processes, are the pillars of graviry for customers.

3. Over time, we've seen sigrificant improvement in social and remote-creating
administrations that create new administrations with a level of connective tissue that includes
wcbsites, wikis, IM (instant messaging), and other technologies.

These goals are statcd at the outset ofthe project:

l) Web availability of fully highlighted presenter slides in an unbiased application (resulting
in teacher remarks being hidden), such as PNG or JPEG.

2) In UP, synchronise the slides and teacher ink between the presenter and the electronic
storehouse.

3) Allows understudy entries to be made using the web interface (without intemrption to
normal presenter multicast entries).

4) Tablet PC users can continue to use the custom moderator without sacrificing the

W"'/,4
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Each of these four goals was achieved, and by rnid-2005, the framework download (c) was
ready for scholarly usage following in-class testing.

The teacher introduces Microsoft PowerPoint and places it in the presenter's personal file
cabinet (CSD or conferencing slide deck). Clients without PowerPoint can create CSD
documents, and people familiar with PowerPoint can now send the PPT interface to the web
(available when presented by the presenter). PowerPoint includes both (available when
presented by the presenter) DeckBuilder, a free application that can be used to achieve this -
clients without PowerPoint can create CSD documents, and now people familiar with
PowerPoint can send the PPT interface to thc wcb. Following the transfer, you can access the
survey slides via the UP interface. When slides are transtbrred, synchronisation is disabled
(due to the fact that there isn't enough time).

[rW Presenter
lhrruclo Tsbr rc) gosl

hq"

Clients
lStudent Bro,risersl

Figure I : Setup of Ubiquitous Presenter system

The teacher introduces Microsoft PowerPoint and places it in the presenter's personal file
cabinet (CSD or conferencing slide deck). Clients without PowerPoint can create CSD
documents, and people familiar with PowerPoint can now send the PPT interface to the web
(available when presented by the presenter). PowerPoint includes both (available when
presented by the presenter) DeckBuilder, a fiee application that can be used to achieve this -
clients without PowerPoint can create CSD documents, and now people familiar with
PowerPoint can send the PPT interface to the web. Following the transfer, you can access the
survey slides via the UP interface. When slides are transferred, synchronisation is disabled
(due to the lack of a dynamic address), and Undersrudies can review the slides alone.

Organizational and business models tiat are new.

Specific changes and new administrations are made possible through action plans and
institutional structures. Take a look at three items that flow from the above ernphasis once
more.

L First, the method for transferring data assets into the system is either free or available
lor a minimal price. Googlc has a significant advan ln of promotion: its
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revenue is far higher than that of this source. It was too late to start up a radio station
with a modest portion. More individuals are using Google to search for objects, and
more people are utilising various administrations to place Google advertising, which
is fantastic for Google. As a result of this, the open web's content stream is growing,
and vice versa.'Off-web' items are not readily apparent to the p&ssionate customer.
Though web indexes and other large organisations are real hubs, we need to watch if
more current 'vertical' 3dminis641i611s emerge that are cooking for more specialised
goals.

2. Requests and phase administrations triggered by robotized work processes and
process institutionalisation tum out to be more appropriate options. Thomas Friedman
outlines how these processes lead to business change in his book The World Is Flat

[l3]. Communities gradually focus on their own abilities and rely on outsiders for
overall administration. (See how UK universities profit from public confirmation.)

3. Moving Forward Depending on the Compliments World This suggests that
administrations are gradually cooperating, and that this co-creation extends to the
interaction between a collaborator and their clients. Consider eBay as a platform for
bringing together sellers and customers. We are confideflt that an experiment with
such co-creation models will be established, whether the client provides material on
Amazon or dilfers fiom remote informal communication administrations.

5. DATA HUBS. THE LONG TAIL AND ATTENTION

The existence of a true Internet by solid gravity draw is a distinguishing feature ofthe later
half of this decade. Consider the companies Amazon, Google, Yahoo, eBay, and iTunes.
The web domain was formed by these administrations, and it is one of their benefits:

They supply the client with such thorough knowledge that they no longer require or believe
they need to go any farther. People looking on Google or Amazon, for example, assume they
are getting the entire web or all printed books, regardless of whether they are willing to put
in the extra work to explore elsewhere.

D Integrated D2D: Clients are happy to commit to giving up what they require. This means
they're organising the area's administrations and wish to identify and request first. This
includes limiting the use of snaps on the open web. It is the process of creating the
appropriate inventory network and work procedure for a specific inventory. If you buy
something from Amazon, for example, they will endeavour to manage your exchanges for
your satisfaction and keep you updated on the status. They have surmounted the essential
framework of reducing the cost of disclosure for chain transfsrs, how they productively
oversee, stock transfers, online payments for administration, and mnt s from that
perspective.

Information Bucket Information Reduction: As a result, they collect data about their
administration's configuration for use and utilisation. They're invested in helping you
improve your experience and yow relationship with them. Check out how Google and

Amazon reflect information to change the administration, regardless of whether the focus is

on customization headlines, page positions, or Oron\\. i i_f _zfr'H-ogoY 2ss
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Horizontal: Interfaces and Steps One issue with these administrations is that they have to
prepare for a wide range of consultations, which makes tlem 'equivalent.' They assault with
determination, allowing for some personalization. They investigated behaviour that
broadened their horizons by gaining access to fiames thatallowed them to join different
work processes.Toolbars, APIs, RSS channels, and other members and associates are all
examples of this. Their web interface is required, evon if it is not the primary location lor
meeting with clients. This paradigm continues when they make their APIs available to
vertical administrations, and these administrations advance to the fundamental stages that
lead to many frontal area administrations. After some time, these administrations will
observe a large increase of advertisements in other people's applications, with a greater
emphasis on specific demands. Consider the actions that allow Amazon to gain access to
information and administrations. The term "co" refers to a thorough understending. In order
to establish an administration, most complex intemet companies need a client. For each new
honour, the amount of information used increases. It could be information provided by
clients or data gathered by the administration concerning assets, client practises, and
instincts, such as Amazon Audits or eBay Appraisals.

At times, we do better work and progressively switch to lighter rules, such as RSS, URL-
based assembly policies, and a range ofprogram-based toolbars and enhancements. Indeed, I
underline that there exist conditions such as the growth of prospective cyosis struetures,
individual classification, computerised life research, and the formation of job and
employment procedures. Without particular demands, consider RSS Aggregators, my.yahoo
or NetVibes, SAKAI, uPortal, Microsoft Research Sheet or its predecessors. How can you
get sta(ed when everlthing is changing so quickly?

6. REPRESENT,{TION AND IMPLICATIONS

Although the JISC / DEST e-Framework can assist in identiflng administrations, there rs

still a preconceived notion: what administrations should the library give, what is the
administration portfolio for 2010 or 2015, and how does the library encourage the testing
and leaming process? What library administrations do I want to view in my.yahoo, RSS

aggregator, or Microsoft Research pane, in other words? What methods does the library use

to identi! characteristics that can be remixed, integrated into work processcs, and rcbuilt to
meet specific problems'?
The library's enthusiasm has guided me in this article, as well as in a variety ofother arcas:

Contrast Dctcction @iscover, Discover, Request, Inform) - Administrations that connect
clients to relevant assets.

Create Euro (Create, Associate, Cure) - Provides administrations for clients and libraries to
construct, inspect, classiff, pick, store. and store assets.
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Adding librtries to the intemct: Many of the things I talked about in the last part and before
pushing the end of the same building: with the goal of re-integrating administrations into
event requests, from a system utility aspect. The library is linked to the offer or clienr
conditions, allowing information and materials to be transmitted bctween the frameworks
and the client conditions.
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Provide clients with interoperable adminishations, interpersonal, library personnel, and team
rnembers by connecting, asking, and working with them. However, there is a considerably
higher level of discussion regarding articulation and respect in an extremely large area.
Here are some examples ofactive dialogues about how to deconstruct administrations:
Stores' utility layer. We have a variety of storage systems, but we lack large, dependable
machine interfaces for searching, cutting, retrieving, inserting, and restoring.

Benefit layer for capabilities of the integrated library framework. The integrated library
structure should be used by many administrations. Consider checking access, hanging on to
another interface, or leaming more about the fiamework. Individuals have so far relied on
shoddy coding and scratching aspects, as well as limited URL language structures. It's
fantastic to have a number of simple interfaces.

A registration system is the register. As I previously stated, we create registers in a variety of
locations. For administrations, cash, organisations, and other purposes, registration is
required on a regular basis. Is it appropriate to instal a dependable method for retrieving
such registries in the system, zmd then re-investigate/collect/geVkeep/update? These
scenarios are repcatable. When more transition conditions are taken into account, a similar
problem arises with effectively known approaches that must be found in new courses.

7. CONCLTISION

We're demonstrating that people who work in fields ranging from sexual interaction to
knowledge are further encouraged by their Facebook likes. Because Facebook likes are

similar to other remote computerised records, such as checking articles, looking for
inquiries, or purchasing articles, clients' chances of obtaining benefits are likely not
restricted to likes. In addition, this test reveals a large number of projected surplus qualities
that, when combined with adequate production data, can detect a variery of properties and, in
certain cases, make it possible.Teachers used to emphasise intelligent address with cryptic
inquiries or arbitrary comments that ignored extra data and reviewable address materials like
strategies to measure intemal appreciation or isolate intemal issues. The address is
completed by using a ubiquitous presenter to access not only the live address, but also the
address slidcs, teacher ink, and association entries.
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Abstracl: Educafion is about enabling talented young people to prosper and contribule to
their communities. These skills are sometimes referred to us lile skills, and they give ltfe
skills training. Education aids youth in overcoming life crises, but olfering appropriate life
skills edacation is dilftcult As expeaed, there is a lot lo fix Administralon emphasised the
non-gruding state of lrfe skills curricala in the current study, along with teocher input;
advance service and semice is nol enough training for instruclors; Parents and children
have negative uttitudes toward ffi skills education, and there isn't enough of it Some of
the kqt obstocles to the saccessful implementation of hfe skills education schools include
teaching resoarces. Science, RS, Thinking, Current Affairs, Gomes / PE, and other
dtsciplines in the Life Skills curriculum have o tight associution with the depamaent Life
skills grow as well, Individaal memberc of staff, forms, and other groups hold meetings to
enhance lile skills and the capacity to think clearly both within and outside lhe classroom.

I. INTRODTICTION

People must be prepared to handle challenging sihrations due to the constant increase in
societal changes and complexities, as well as the development of social interactions.

Psychiatrists are involved in the prevention of mental disease and social inadequacy in life
skills education in schools all around the world. Life Skills Education (LSE) is a word that is

frequently used to characterise developmental learning activities. Leamers may take positive

action to build and sustain hcalthy behaviours, s lity of life by using theira

knowledge, attitude, and mental abilities ( 8)
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Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) has been shown to respond well to LSE.
Disorder, antisocial behaviour, and drug use are all useful in preventing HIV inf'ection. That
is all there is to it. Many countries incorporate it in their educational curricula
(Moski,Hassanzad, &Timurry, 2016; Yankee &Aggleton, 2018). Life skills are a set of
mental, social, and cognitive talents that help youngsters become more aware of their
surroundings. Make judgmenLs and choices, manage their mental health, and successfully
communicate (Singh and Menon, 2019). Life skills are defined by the World Health
Organization (WHO) (2019) as positive and positive skills.
Individuals' ability to deal efficiently with requirements and obstacles in daily life. All of this
indicated that there was a critical set often life skills that were internvined and strengthened.
These are the ones. Decision-making and problem-solving skills, creative thinking and
critical thinking capacity, interpersonal and communication skills, self-awareness skills, and
empathy; ability to manage with emotions and stress are five major tife skills categories that
can be linked to reveal. LSE is regarded as a vital participant in the implementation of
innovative educational changes across the board. In response to demand, numerous
governments around the world are exploring establishing life skills education.
Traditional educational systems must be reformed so that they can keep up with new social
and financial realities. Lifc Skills is an important part of high school life zmd cthics. Of
course, this might be argued as part of the school day's participation in developing life skills.
Inside and outside the classroom, all members of the school community work together to
develop boys into young men who are ready for and interested in their part in society. As a
result, life skills are essential for all we wish to achieve in school. As part of the boy's
education and progress, life skills are taught from the time of enrolment until the eighth year.
The goal is for boys to grow up to be healthy and self-sufficient.The boys actively contribute
to the religious life of the school and their surroundings by leaming the fundamental concepts
of detecting wrongdoing. A community that develops its own sense of self-worth and
accountability.

2. RELATEDWORK

Educators and policynakers in India have advocated for the inclusion of life skills education
as part of the school curriculum. National Curriculum Framework (2019); National
Curriculum Draft (2018); National Curriculum Framework (2019); National Curriculum
Framework (2019); National Curriculum Framework (2019 Furthermore, the Adolescent
Education Program (2015) advocated for school integration. By leaming various life skills,
pupils will be able to combat drug addiction, violence, teen pregnancy, AIDS, and other
health di{ficulties. During the school years, students should engage in creative leaming
experiences, an inquiry-based approach, and work-related cognitive treatments. Students

should have opportunities to learn new things and develop life skills.
Furthermore, according to NCF (2015), AAEP should not be separately trained and should
instead be integrated in the school's reading programme. The Central Board of Secondary

Education (CBSE), which recognises the value of life skills education, is one example. In
2010, life skills education was implemented as a continuous and integrated aspect of the

curriculum. For instructors in grades 6 through I 0, I created Comprehensive Evaluation
(CCE) and life skills manuals. Critical thinking, creative thinking, decision making, problem

solving, and self-awareness are the three primary areas of life skills identified by the World
Health Organization.Skills Effective communication; Personal skills; Sympathy are examples

h cmotions and thc abiliry toof social skills. Emotional abilities include thc abitiry c wlt
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deal with stress. Life skills are abilities that allow a person to have a happy and productive
life.
Life skills, according to the World Health Organization (WHO), are skills for constructive
behaviour and adoption. It enables a person to properly cope with the average person's
demands and challenges. Based on Life Experiences Education is the interactive process of
teaching and leaming that focuses on obtaining knowledge, attitudes, values, and abilities that
support the leamer's behaviour healthy life choices are accountable for their lives by lowering
immunological stress hazardous behaviours. Life skills, according to UNICEF Wikipedia, are
behaviours that are employed appropriately to handle personal concerns. They are a set of
human abilities leamed through instruction.Major issues have been noted in previous research
studies on KTV (2013) and Kitimo (2014). Lack of suitable teaching / leaming materials is
cited as a hurdle to LSE adoption, but this is not confirmed. Due to a lack of status, a teacher
shofiage, and a dearth of trained teachers, there is a high workload. Time limits are also
captured by Neelina (2012), Singh and Shanna (2016), and Behrani (2016). Teachers'lack of
basic life skills training; Issues with evaluating qualitative abilities; Aspects of life skills that
are social and emotional; Students' lack of interest as a result of their academic obligations;
Incorrect time slots and settings; Weight Exhacurricular activities pose significant obstacles
to the implementation of lif'e skills education in Indian schools.

3. OBJEC'I'IVES AND CHALLENGES

The realities of life are addressed in life skill educations to develop mental health and
capacity in adolescents. Life skills-based education is included into school curricula to assist
students in developing a positive attitude toward self-care and health, as well as significant
social life skills. Allow for an individual's complete and comprehensive growth in order for
social life to function effectively. All persons must acquire the fundamentals of life skills as

part of a life skill education system. They're also required for a variety of developrnent
security measures. Promoting primary immunity and caring for the development, causes of
various diseases, changes in social situations, and socialisation of healthy children and
adolescents through youth preparation.Generations of people, the issue of disabilities, basic
education policy, gender equality, democracy, good citizenship, educational quality and

effrciency, peacebuilding, and lifelong learning are all topics that need to be addressed. Life
skills education is becoming more popular. Teachers and administrators are having difficulty
integrating life skills education in CBSE schools, according to this report, which is based on a

rigorous survey style of research. Principals and (10) instructors (43), as part of the pattem,
deliver life skills education to ninth and tenth grade students at the schools of their option.
Two serni-stmctured interview schedules on LSE implementation and issue in schools have

been established to gather information from principals, administrators, and teachers.

Incorporation of LSE into the educational system. The data was gathered between December

2019 and March 2020. A semi-structured interview was used to gather information from
teachers and administrators. To create summaries, the responses have been organised under

numerous thernes. Objectively displaying summaries - as follows:
According to CBSE requirements, life skills education classes are accessible in all schools-

According to timetable E, after allotment for LSE alone, the interval is 60-90 minutes per

week. The value ofLSE is understood by all teachers. Each school has only 4-6 LSE-trained

instructors. SCBSE's Teacher Manual Guidelines for LSE are followed. All ten schools have

adopted the progmmme. LSE has been brought to the attention of parents by schools. Actions

Teachers keep a tight eye on theL
for the SLSE. However, due to sP

students' actions. Students were given advice and matcrials

ace constraints, most schools perform LSE events. Making
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materials that assist SE in performing LSE processes is quite tough. Patrons and educators
Teachers shared their findings.

A. Life Skill Emerging Vision

Table I : Emerging Vision and Trends

4. IMPLEME,NTATIONPLAN

Examine the difficulties that teachers and administrators encounter in implementing life skills
education in CBSE-affiliated secondary schools across the country. The following is a

summary of the responses of administrators and teachers: SE Non-Graded LSEs current
state: Sfudents receive no results because LSE activities are not scored in their classes on

final exams, therefore they participate in LSE activities in a passive manner. Students'

educational burden: Subjects of the curriculum and other co-curricular activities in which
ninth and tenth grade pupils should take lessons are the educational burden put on them. The

majority of students are uninterested in concentrating more on LSE activities.
Student involvement: Students attend LSE classes trut do not participate actively in LSE

events. Because students did not actively participate, the closing estimate wa-s eliminated.

Parents disagree: Most parents place a high value on their children's education, believing that

life skills may be leamt later in life. More people think LSE is a waste of time

Risht of the child (CRC 2019)
The Declaration ofJomtein on Untversal Education (2017)
HIV/AIDS Conference at the United Nations (2013)
The world has been programmed to promote human rights education (2014)
Decade of Education for Sustainable Development at the United Notions (2015)
The W Secretary-General commissions a study on child violence (2016)
The Slst Commission on Women's Status (2017)
Problem Solving Interpersonal Relationships Coping with Stress Communication that works
Empathy The ability to think critically thinking outside the box core elements core Lde Skills
through coping with emotion decision making self awareness core elements core Life Skills
through (WHO).
Education in Lde Skills (Approaches)
A. Special Study Methodologt B. Extension Methodologt C Plug Point Methodologt
(Indirect) D. As a component of the cunictlum @irect)
The Every Child Matters outcomcs are
to be healthy, keep safe, enjoy and
achieve, and the Life Skills
programme aims to encourage and
enhance these outcomes. To make a
positive difference, To attain financial
stability

Studcnts in both the lifc skill programmc and the
ICS mainstream gain from integration, socialisation,
and role modelling. Trips, everyday living skills in
a residential setting, confidence, socialising, and
environmental awareness
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Teachers are overworked: The teacher is overworked in terms of academic and
extracurricular obligations. Time and content contact with LSE are required by the LSE
operations company. Teachers who are ovsrworked as a result of LSE implementation are
less motivated. No pre-service training: Teachers are not trained throughout their pre-service
schooling.Conceming the integration of LSE into the educational system. Sewice training is
for a short period of time: 3-5 days at LSE Teachers. Intensive teacher training on different
facets of life skills instruction is lacking. Teacher preparation is insufficient for the proper
implementation of LSE schools, according to an evaluation.
There is no LSE adaptation. Using SE for training Academic Subjects: LSE Minor Service
Training It is distributed to 4-6 instructors in each school and does not meet the goals. In
general, life skills curriculum should be taught to all instnrctors so that they can embrace
LSE. ln tenns of their studies. LSE Stand-Alone Topic: How the LSE Program Works in the
Classroom LSE is not expected to be included into academic courses by schools or teachers.
This is the London School of Economics. It is not possible to attain the LSE goals in a time of
60 to 90 minutes per week.

Scarciry of rcsources: LSE activities are highly resource cfficient and necessitate the use of
qualified trainers. Howcver, errors in teaching and leaming resources are a typical
occuffenoe, and properly spreading LSE in schools is a challenge. LLSE Evaluation: There
are too many methods in place to measure life skills or abilitics, making expcrt insight
difficult and time-consuming. Teachers, on the other hand, are not trained to assess LSE
assignmcnts.

5. DISCUSSION

Life skills education implementation issues in CBSE affiliated secondary schools in India.4-
year life skills education programme applied in all district model schools Six teachers are in
charge of LSE activities, according to CBSE norms. LSE was taught in schools as a stand-
alone topic with no pre-service training. Chirwa (2019) and Mogoto (2011) underlined the
importance of life skills education for teachers in order to attain the greatest results. Rather
than doing it all at once, integrate it into the curriculum through lesson-byJesson co-
curricular activities. Subject. In addition, the NCF (2019) stated that adolescent education
should be prohibited. Rather than being included in classroom education.

In addition, instructors claimed that in-service training was insufficient and that all school
teachers were present. LSE does not address teaching and evaluation methodologies. LSE is a

subject that is not graded since it is not a graded subject. Students and parents placed a lower
priority on it. Furthermore, both teachers and pupils are obese. Final exams should take into
account academic and co-curricular activity. Kitirui (2013); Kitimo (2014); Abobo&Ordo
(2018) also found that LSE implernentation was limited by a shortage of teaching / leaming
equipment, an unproven condition, and a high workload.
There aren't enough teachers, they're not well-trained, and there aren't any defined evaluation
criteria. The study found that LSE training conditions in the field were inadequate. Teachers

do not want to use academic courses to implement LSE. Intensive coordination training It is
necessary to develop LSE activities and teaching materials. In this case, Neelina (2012);

Behrani (2016) demands a limit on LSE age in India; Singh & Sharma (2016) Teachers who

are able to collaborate with other trained zurd motivated educators are welcomed into
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comprehensive schools. Methods of instruction that involve students in the leaming
process.Teachers must acquire the competence and incentive to integrate life skills into their
classrooms by providing pre-service and in-service training.
Audiovisuals, board games, and digital devices are examples of related materials. Designed
to make life skills more engaging and enjoyable. ln schools, students are taught life skills. It
should be adopted a.s part of a larger educational reform effort. In addition, OK and Roll
(2015) advocated for a re-evaluation ofLSE education. Teachers should take an unscientific
approach to this subject and establish learning outcomes. Inquire about the domain that is
influenced by the leamer's personality. There are more interactive tasks that are required.
Because life skills are incorporated in the LSE, they can be learned at any time. Teachers'
lack of expertise in many parts of life skills instmction and evaluation, parental consent
issues, and inadequacy.

6. C'ONCLUSION

There are a few obstacles to overcome in order to successfully adopt LSE in schools. This
calls for it. There is a need to test life skills education in such a way that students, parents,
and teachers take it seriously. There arc also other things to consider in school curriculum
during prc-sewice and in-service training, conditions to equip teachers with relevant zrnd

appropriate skills to facilitate quality teaching, and life skills study and evaluation. The role
of life skills in everyday life personality is discussed in this study. Life skills are abilities that
allow a person to have a happy and productive life- Promoting young people's mental health
and capacity is just as vital as skill education in the midst ofthe challenges they confront.Lifc
skills-bascd education is included into school curricula to assist students in developing a

positive attitude toward self-care and health, as well as significant social life skills. Allow for
an individual's complete and comprehensive glowth in order for social life to function
effectively.
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Abstracl: Considering the identical signs ol both covid-I9 and inflaenT4, rnost individuals
are unable to distinguish belween the two, which can resuk in a person's dealh. To confiol
the death rate, several approaches are needed to categofies the signs of covid-|9 and other
diseases. Severe sickness is more likely to hit the elderly and individaals with underlying
medical condilions and diseases lung diseases and cancer. In the conExl ttJ the present
outbreak, identiftcation of these diseases is limited to a few clinical studies like RT-PCR
and CT-Scan of lung pictures to detect the covid-|9. We will develop a method to solve the
presenl issues *peienced by people in the oatbreak condition, as lhese examinations tahe
a long time and are highly expensive. Researchers discovered that image processing, dato
mining, artificial intelligence, and pattern recognition are widely utiliTed approaches lor
solving these problems afier doing a research study.

Keltwords: Covid-l9, Lung illness, cardiovascular disorder, diahetes, Data mining,
machine learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Since 2019, the Corona Virus has had a significant impact, resulting in several injuries and

deaths. The COVID-I9 outbreak was proclaimed at the global level. COVID- 19 began with
flu-tike indications, progressed to influenza, and evennrally invaded the lungs. For the

majority of COVID-I9 sufferers, however, a heart attack was the cause of death. Within 2 to

14 days, the virus-infected individual began to exhibit indications. In summary, the COMD-
viduals have recovercd fully andl9 revealed a wide range of illnesses. CO ltr
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have begun living a healthy life in some circumstances, although in the majority ofcases, the
condition has deteriorated and individuals have been admitted to a hospital.
Designers use several Machine Leaming algorithms to discriminate COVID-19 illness apart
from flu throughout the research design, and once we have such indicators, we add them to
COVID-I9 clinical symptoms and divide the dataset into three goups. Slight, Medium and
Serious Clients are the three types of patients. The dataset expands as COVID-I9 reveals
signs of different diseases. For a larger dataset, machine leaming techniques are an excellent
choice. For separating COVID-19 from flu, designers utilized K-Nearest Neighbors, Linear
Regression, and Decision Trce methods. For treatment outcomes, decision trees, Nave Bayes,
and K-Means methods are employed.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

The investigation was conducted out fl]using approaches such as real-time data query,
visualization on their site, and then use of the queried data for Susceptible-Exposed-
Infectious-Recovered (SEIR) synthesis processes. The author analyzed the information and
divided it into pleasant and unpleasant feelings to fully understand the impact of the
information on people's choices social - financial behavior. The five top authors talk about
tcamwork and personal strength in the face of the pandemic, whereas the top five negative
stories discuss uncertainty and bad illness outcomes, such as fatalities. Ultimately, it was
determined that the infectious illness is still unknown, implying that the author will only be
able to make an accurate SEIR forecast once the epidernic is ovcr.
A study[2] looks at theoretical equations for the distribution of a group organized by age.
Because illness spreads via social contact and varies with age, it's critical to forecasting
disease transmission based on changes in social structure. The COVID-l9 was evaluated
using a computational formula that combined contact pattem synthesis with empirical
evidence. The model shows that a long duration of shutdowns followed by occasional
relaxation reduces the number of instances.
It was given the term novel since it was the first time an animal Coronavirus mutation had
been detected. Cases range from moderate to severe, with extreme cases resulting in
significant medical problems or even death. The virus's incubation period in the human is 2-
14 days 3, although the exact duration is unclear. COVID-19 infection is linked with several
clinical symptoms, that are classified into Moderate and Severe pneumonia. The CT- SCAN
findings are classified into 3 phases: Low, Medium, and Serious ARDS. The last two phases

of the findings are extremely hard to define. Cleaning your hands is a typical measure for
preventing the COVID-l9 virus.
Deep leaming algorithms were developed in this study paper [3] for estimating COVID-l9
positive cases in India. Long short-term memory cells based on neural networks were utilized
for prediction. Convolution LSTM produces the lowest outcomes, whereas bi-directional
LSTM produces the highest performance. This study shows [4] the forecast of COVID-l9,
which has been done since traditional methods had demonstrated low accuracy for long-term
forecast cases. The number of people in class S increases with time, which is commonly
calculated to use simple equations [5].
The current study was based on readily viewable data of newly confirmed every day reported

incidents from the tenth of January to the tenth February in this paper [6]. The key

epidemiology metrics, such as the basic reproduction number and case recovery ratios, were

cstimated using thc average scores of'the main epi indi cators [7]. Thc magnitude
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of the outbreak in Wuhan was assessed with cases imported liom Wuhan to all places around
the world [8].

.]. METHODOLOGY

K-Nearest Neighbors is a Supervised Leaming-based Learning Algorithm that is one ofthe
most basic. It saves all of the information and group a data point depending on its
resemblance to the available data. This implies that fiesh data may be quickly categorized
into a well-suited group using the K-NN method as it arises. Below are basic formulae for K-
Nearest Neighbour categorization. Distance measure formula

r/(.t. r) = /i
--- 

(l)
(.r, - .v, )-

Manhattan 
-Di 

stance equation

.lt r. r r sl., ),1
-' '-:---(2)

Minkowski Distance equation
Ip

rl
f 1", - rr,l'

-----(3)
A Decision Tree is a machine leaming algorithm that may be applied to regression and
classification issues. Input data contain data characteristics, the organization dccision rules,
so each leaf node provides the conclusion in this tree-structured classification.
Leaf nodes are the result of those selections, while Choice nodes are utilized to make the
decision and contain numerous paths. The decision tree classifier's theoretical formulae are as

continues to follow:
: Infcmation Gain= Entrop(S)- [( Wcightcd Ar-g) tEnfopy (cach fcaturc)

: pru lade:.= l- [ fi:

The supervised machine learning framework method logistic regression was used to estimate
the likelihood ofa target variable. The structure ofthe objective is binary in this case, which
implies there are only two groups. There are two sorts of variables: mean and standard
deviation. The response variable is binary, with data recorded as I (yes) or 0 (no) (no).
Logistic regression predicts P(Y=l ) as a variable of X Empirically, a linear regression model
predicts P(Y=l) as a variable of X.
P(x)= PCY=Illo

Logistic rcgession equatioo

v=e'(b0-btrx) (l - e' O0 * bl'x)) ______ (4)
The Naive Bayes method is based on the Bayesian network, which would be a data mining
and machine leaming approach. The Naive Bayes designer's following equation can be seen

here.

P(s.r) = y'lLc) P(., n*, _____ ,r,
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K means is an incremental technique that attempts to divide a dataset into K pre-defined
groups, each of which includes just one piece of data. It attempts to maintain based on inter
datasets as comparable as feasible and maintaining groups as distinct as feasible. It operates
on the idea of computing the sum of squared lengths between two points and ensuring that the
cluster's center is as small as possible.

Cc

(lxi -vjl)"z
-- (6)

4. RESULTSANALYSIS

In this work, researchers tested several of the approaches for predicting covid-l9 ilhess and
strati$ring the degree of covid-l9 illness. We came to the following findings after complering
the installation of the supplied machine leaming models. The efficiency of the K-NN
algorithm is 0.761 1 to begin off. It has an accuracy of 0.886, a memory of 0.890, and an fl-
metusure of 0.89. Secondly, the Decision tree classification model has a 0.905 accuracy.
Accuracy is 0.89, recall is 0.91, fl- measure is 0.990, and confidence is 93 for this model.
Ultimately, the Regression Model has an effectiveness of 0.889. It has a 0.90 accuracy.

Table I Accuracy rate of different methods

sl. \o Algoritbru Precisioo
I K Clareifier 0.886

Dccisiol Trcc Classilio' 0.910
.1 Logistic Regession 0.8J9
l Naivc Bavcs 0.95{

K- Mcans 0.6{0

-
I

I
Figure l: Decision Tree Classification
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Figure 2: Real observations and identified observations

Figure I and 2 shows the decision classification trees and Real observations and identified
observations forrn the different method. Table I describes the accuracy rate in contrast to a
different method. It's impossible to determine the similarity betwcen COVID- I 9 and
influenza since the indications of COVID-I9 are possible to speci$. In the instance of data
segmentation, researchers arrived at the following findings after completing the installation of
the supplied machine leaming techniques. To begin, the Decision tree model's efficiency is

0.994. It has an accuracy of 0.993, a recall of 0.993, and an fl -measure of 0.892. Secondly,
the Naive Bayes classification algorithm has an ellciency of 0.894. Ultimately, the K Means
analysis has an efficiency of0.880.

5. CONCLUSION

According to the modeling levels of accuracy achieved for the data using machine leaming
algorithms, the decision tree algorithm produces the highest results (0.925), followed by the
Regression model and KNN classifier, which are the weakest point. Whenever it comes to
information segmentation, the feature selection and Naive Bayes are nearly identical, with the

feature selection yielding the greatest results (0.934 accuracies), whereas the K Means
method yields the most reliable data. As a result, researchers believe that this project on
COVID-I9 forecasting and severity distinction is complete and that it might have been

utilized to save physicians time & expense when diagnosing the illness and determining
which phase the individual.
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Abstraa
Agility is no longer a technical word that accelerales .flexibilily and adaptability in manufacturing syslems and
algoithms; it can perk up human capitol at individualistic level. The research on agility has opened a new

dimension of embracing it as an abilit.v ofperson lhat can be learned and developed- Agility fabricates Resilience,

Jlexibility, speed, adjustability and pliable employees who can invile and handle change in a rational manner.

Educational organizations around the wtrld are in specific need oJ workforce who can practice collaboration,
experimentation and diferentiation simuhaneously in all situalions. These can be developed through building
twrfurce agility. Teachers, soul of leaming process, once empowered with agility can create agile learning
e ironment for students- Higher educational institutions are in drastic need of crafiing operational strategies for
developing rwrlcforce agilir'. This sudy ;s an *ploration of required literature fol building a model of workforce
agility for educational organizations- The mle of self- organizing and its collaboration wilh diferent practices at
workplace malt reciprocate with agili4'. The purpose of the study is to study the role of individual as well as

organization in developing agilit.v in people. The main obieaive is 1o eslablish relationship between Wor$orce
Agility WA) and the Self Organizing praclices of employees at work The papet studies the linkages ol the five
slages of Inte ional Change Theory (CT) proposed by Richard Boyatzis u,ith the traits of *orldorce Agility and
hov lnlinsic moderales lhis relalionship. Inb'insic Motivation (IM) is defined as perceived pow'er and interesl of
employees where as Exfiinsic Molivation in lhis model are cerlain identifud Organizational Ptactices (OP) that

initiale Agili.r" in employees. The paper proposes an inlegrated model where the role of organEational practices

and role of ICT has impact on WA u'hile intrinsic motives moderating its relationship. Dlsczssing model of
supplementing agility in teachiry professionals and lhe role of self and organizalional practices it the due course

is the ky inteation of this papet'.

Kelnoords: Workforce Agilily, Inlentional Change Theory, Inlrinsic Motivttion, Teaching Professionals.

"Change is inevitable but grob'th is intentional - Glenda Cloud"

1. Introduction
Continuous leaming and kansformation are the two core pfocesses that organizations adapted in thc last two

decades to face the ever changing demands ofbusiness world. . There is an abundant research that suggested some

practical and sophisticated trends in every level of business, right from leadership to financial process; from

strategic alliances to operational flexibility. C)ne such remarkable contribution by the team of experts and learners

is the principle of agility. Agile manufacturing systems and agile technologies have been buzz words in the world

of business from the last decade. Companies quickly adapted this principle when rightly implemented assures

operational flexibiliry and readiness of the set up to face any change and demand instantly. Computer integrated

manufacturing (CIM) has changed the face of workplaces and improved their ability to st-dtegically respond to

improved technologies. Soon agility has become an enterprise based strategy because of its relevance to the

contemporary business systems. Enterprise level impl that segment and participant of it should be agile,
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hence people are no exception. The abitity of strategically responsive to uncertainties of people play more crucial

role in achieving flexibility at wo* places (Qin & Nembhard,2010).

Agility whcn first defined by Nagel and Prelss (1995) as a comprehensive response to the challenges posed by a
busincss environment dominated by change and uncertainty opened a new shJdy area for academicians. As a
result of deep leaming, academicians like Herzenberg et a(1998) ; Goldman et al(1995); Hopp and Oyen
(20(X) differentiated organizational agiliry and workforce agility. Enterprise level agility is the capability of
company to continue with operational profitability in spite of varied uncertainties created by environment and

competitors and the combination of protective strategies lrom risk. Workforce agility i.e., individual to be agile

means the ability of a person to perform in deep uncetainties and management of his,/her knowledge and skills in
response to the change. The authors defined agility as "dynamic, context -specific, aggressively change-

embracing and growth --oriented. So for an organization to be agile, workforce must be agile. It is the people who

impalt that operational flexibility and technological advances. Hence workforce agility (WA) is a study of interest

in contemporary business environment.

Many authors reported that inadequate research on the conccptualization and limitations of workforce agiliry at

workplaccs especially from people's perspective. The drivers and the determinants of WA were not clearly

idcntified yet. When agility is considered as a strategy, the integrated role of people must be clearly identified.

Integration of WA with objectives and goals of organization can become a competitive advantage (Kidd, 1994).

Organizations are in dire need of empowered and enriched employees to address the never cnding problems like
absenteeism, lack of interest, change resistant, ill health, and pessimistic mindseB. Agility can address all these

problems as it basically taught employees how to be responsive and creative at the same time. Under these

circumstances it is very meaninglhl to conduct a profound research to address the questions like:
/ How organizations can mrture their people to be agile?
r' What are the specific practices oforganization that facilitate work force agility?
r' What is the role of self i.e., the role of individual to become agile?
/ Can we propose a model that integrates role of organization and individual in nurturing agility; if so what

might be outcome of such model?

Rescarch questions has been the constant motives of this study while the article that really inspired the author is

"Transforming Frculty into Agile workforce" @ove, Robert rnd Wills, Dine; 1995) published in the year of
1995 have had a remarkable impact on the mind of the author. The work has helped the author to design a

research approach and perspective towards the study. The work comes up with the dire need of agilc educationists

whose prime rcsponsibility is to develop the future workforce and proposes a simple and practical solution ofhow
to nurturc agilc workforce. Their paper deals with how the liaison of management and faculty and drc way thcy

develop trust in each other yields in agility. Teachers, soul of leaming process, once empowered with agility can

create agile leaming environment for studsnts. Higher educational institutions are in drastic need of crafting

operational strategies for developing workforce agility. Agile faculty can sct right vision for higher educational

institutions. Agility contributes them to be creative, open to change and understanding technological advance.

Agile leamers are always lean towards research as they have to be always updated with the essential knowledge.

The millennial teachers ale assumed to be excellent at multip le
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Figure l: Multiple Tasks and Responsibilities ofHigher Education Faculty

When it comes to the progess of society it is the teacher who can impact more. Good teachers build good

societies and world is in need of that. To perform all these duties a person must be abundant in terms of passion,

participation and process knowledge. lt is evident that they must a.ssume certain attributes like adaptability,

flexibility, crsative and practitioners of empou/erment. In one word it is feasible to say teachers are in the high

requirement of agile mindset. Uncertainties are not optional in this profession they are inevitable. Teachers are in

need ofan approach that facilitates thern to collaborate, experiment and differentiate simultaneously to retain th€

interest of organization and profession. Both organization and individuals have a role to play in developing

workforce agility. Developing agility in workers requires an understanding and harmony between organizational
practices, individual working styles and the lechnology (Muduli, 2017). Hence the need of research on how

teachers can collaborate, experiment and differentiate through agiliry is in dile need.

Collahorate ent

Agile
Teachers

Dr

Figure 2: Expected outcome attributes of Agile Teachers

2. Workforce Agility
There is no single definition that describes worldorce agility as a whole. To understand agility on has to consider
all the conceptualizations by different authors and their perspectives. The basic definition of workforce agility
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1995). t ater the technological perspective of agility has been explored a lot by researchers. The role of
technolory factor and agile manufacturing has been given a lot of importance than human factor (Breu et d.,
2OO2'1. l-ater a phenomenal study was identified on the role of human factor in agility. Gunasekaran (199)
emphasized the need to study the prominence of human factor in agility and also glorified the need of training
workforce for flexibility. If workers were not rained o handle technology and dynamic environment the whole

agility process wrll be unproductive.

There started the different approach to agility called agile workers. Experts started defining the important abilities.

attributes and the mindset to be developed by workers to be agile. It has stated by a group pf expert that workforce

agility is an imporlant component of organizational agility. Individuals whose main characteristics are openness to

change, positive attitude towards life, self- development, eager to learn new things. good problem solving skills

creative and always accept and adapt change that comes in their way are called as agile workers (Plonke,l997).

Dyer and Shafer (2003) defrned agility as a mindset that assumes a set of behavior. They defrned agile workforce

are dominantly proactive, adaptive and generative. Proactive interms ofutilizing every opportunity that incrcases

the productivity of organization and always tend to initiating and improvising; Adeptive interms of accepting

multiple rolas and responsibilities and also leam all the required competencies to perform new t sk from time to

time.; Gcnerrtive interms of learning new competencies and also creating channels for sharing such infbrmation
to motivate others. Shereihy rnd Karwowski (2014) added one more behavior to be agile workforcc namely

rcsilient. Resilient interms of possessing positive attitude towards new ideas, new technology. tolerance of
uncertainty, tolerance to indifference and stress. The following table presents different srudics on workforcc
agility and the characteristics that define agility in each study.

Author/s Characteristics of Agile Workforce

Quinn, et

(1996)
al., r' Coglttve knowledge or Know-what which is the basic mastery of a

professional discipline
/ Advanced skills or know-how defined as the ability to apply the rules of a

discipline to complex real-world problems
/ Systems understanding or Know-why which reflects deep knowledge of cause-

and-effect relationships in complex organizations
/ The ability to anticipate subtle interactions and unintended consequences
/ Self- motivated creativity or care-why which consists of will, motivation
/ desire to adapt aggressively to the changing external conditions and

imovations that tend to obsolesce the other attributes

Plonka (1997) / Deal with uncertainty and respond to unanticipated events, Manual dexterity
and copitive ability

/ Attitudes towards learning and self-development;
/ Problem-solvingability
/ Being comfortable with change, new ideas, and new technologies;
r' Having ability to generate innovative ideas
/ Accepting new responsibilities
r' Comprehensive knowledge of process technolory in order to make a greater

contribution !o the design and improvement
/ Interact more closely with suppliers and customg
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r' Continuously learn fiom other teams bolh inside and outsid€ the organization
/ Higher levcl of interaction between product and proce.ss professionals

Gunesekeran
(199e)

Dyer and
Shafer(1998)

Agile Behaviours

/ Tzke initiative io spot threats and opportunities in the markeplace
y' reconfigure the organizational infrastructure to focus when and to where they

are needed to deal with serious threats and opporhmities, and leam (no waiting
for permission or instructions to act)

r' Rapidly redeploy whenevgr and to wherever resources there is priority work
that needs doing;

r' Spontaneously collaborate (wen in virtual teams or organizations) to pool

resources for quick results;
r' Innovate (moving beyond old solutions unless they truly fiO
/ leam (rapidly and continuously)

Agile Perronrl Competencies

Business-driven:

visionary,

future-oriented,

big picture oriented,

customer-focused,

knowledgeable about the markeQlace and lhe way

results-oriented.

Focused

. Generative:

comfortable with paradox

resilient

Valuesdriven

the business operates, and

Sherehyl et sl.
(2007)

r' Proactivity Anticipation ofproblems related to change
/ Solution of change-related problerns.
/ Personal initiative.
r' Adaptivity
/ Interpersonal and cultural adaptability.
/ Spontaneouscollaboration.
/ Learning new tasks and responsibilities.
/ Professionalflexibility.
/ Resiliency

Mccan & Selsky

120t2)

z Being purposcful: Positive self-concept thd cally and psychologically

healthy presence capable of ly ambiguorx, stressful
I- o Taah-
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/ Knowledge in advanced manufacturing strategies and technologies
/ Empowered employees; self-directed teams
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work sih.lations.
r' Being aware: Active leamers with a curiosity about the larger world, open to

change and able to make sense and act in ambiguous envitonments.
/ Being action- oriented: Confident and competent in taking the initiative, acting

or reacting iis necessaDr to gain advantage, avoiding collisions, or minimizing
setback.

r' Being resoucefi.rl: Entrcpreneurial in securing resources, talent, and support

required to meet a goal despite the setback.
./ Being networked: Positive, active relationships maintained within the

immediate family, work group, and community to susiain a
/ Sense of connectedness and meaning.

Muduli(2017) r' Adaptabiliry
/ Flexibility
r' Development
r' Collaboration
y' Conrpetence
/ Spced
/ inibrmative

Source: Farzaneh Azizsafei (2016)

Teachtng profession is one of the noble professions in the world. It is tough and equally responsible. Especially
higher educational institutions (HEI) are in adept need to achieve business excellence through adapting same

strategies :rs contempomry business especially in the regard of agility. The core objective of any educational

institution is to achieve academic excellence and it is not possible without excellent and dedicated academicians.

Good academicians must takc that ex0"a cffort to dcvelop aptitude in students to deal with uncertainties at work
and life too. There are few teachers who offer that extra emotional and moral support to students in the times of
challenge and dilemma. Teachers participate in all round development of students through creating good leaming
experiences, interpersonal interactions and collaborative leaming practices. They also have to participate in the

self directed leaming process continuously to up skill themselves. When it comes to the all round progress of
student as a potential human being, teaching profession is creatively bormdless. As a whole teaching is the

profession which needs to be agile. Based on the literature reviewed on the characteristics of workforce agility the

following characteristics have been identified as the core characteristics required by HEI teachers to be agile.

Cheracteristics of Agile Teachers derived and compiled from the literature for the current study
I . Adaptive: Comfortable with themselves and others in any situation and ready for change and multiple

roles and responsibilities. Good problem solving capabilities and emotional adjustment to differcnt
situations and requirements..

2. Responsive: Being intelligent to change and able to work under uncertainties. Ability to adjust objectives
and act quickly.

3. Empowered: Complete utilization of new ideas and knowledge and display initiative in innovative
practrces.

4. Colleborative: Capabilities of iimctioning
performing with cross functional t€ams. Sp

beyond boun on and proactive in
for learning
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5. Competent: Cognitive knowledge of know-what and know-why and mastery over professional discipline
including IT skills.

6. Velues Driven: Good understanding of organizational core values and practicing them instinctively.
7. Informative: Abiliry to continuously leam new t education and technologies and creating channcls to

share the right information in order to inspire them for righl results.

8. Resilient: Ability to perform under pressure, cope stress and the ability to modiry than accordingly.
Tolerance for uncertainty and stress.

9. Differentiate: Self motivation to adapt change and creative/unique approach to solve problems.

10. Accounteble: Take responsibility for the actions performed and willing to reach the goals set by

organization for positive results.

3. Intentional Chenge Theory
All the characteristics of workforce agility are behavioral. To build worlcforce into agile workforce it is clearly

evident that one has to makc changes in behaviour. Devcloping ncw behavioural traits need lot of constant self
motivation that comes from within. Here comes the next important qucstion how can a person create a long

lasting change in behaviour? krtentional change theory (ICT) is the concept developcd by Richard Boyatzis
(2006) is also called as theory of self directed leaming @oyatzis, 1999). ICT is a multilevel theory that describes

change in teams, dyads, organizations and individuals. ICT at indiddual level is defined es essential

components and process required developing desirable and susteinable change in one's behavior, thoughts,
feelings and perceptions. The three main components of ICT are: Desired change, Sustainable Change.

behavioral change. Desired change is the change in something that individual would like to occur; sustainable

change is the change that last for long time, not temporary or soon forgotten; behavioral change is either learning

something new or developing new perspectives of dealing with things.

Adalts learn whal the! n'ant lo learrr, orhet lhiags eien if ocquircd tcntpototily orc soon fotgoaea - Specth

and Sandlin, 1991.

ls'l.'ffi
lnlernational Joumal of Management and Social Science Research Rwiew, Vol-7, Issue- I 2, December-2020 Page 3O

The clear answer for sustainable positive change is it happens only whur the person want. The theory explains

how one can sense syslematic change process that happens inside them by implementing the five common sense

stages. These are also called as five discoveries of ICT.
/ Ideal Self
/ Real Self
/ Leaming Agenda
/ Experiment
/ ResonantRelationships
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Figure 3: Graphical Presentation ofBoyatzis ICT.

These discoverics also called as discontinuities. Discontinuity is dre gap that ariscs in the change management
process that makes the impact of change ternporary. Those phases where individual disconnect themselves with
the change process. So while dealing with change or adoption ofnew habit or behavior the discontinuitics must be

ad&essed in ordcr to ma.ke a sustainable change. The following sequence of ste?s or the continuity in the
following sequence ensures the successfiJ implementation ofa complete change cycle and a cycle contributes to
develop a new behavior.

Ideal Self: A personal Vision
Ideal self is an image of who we want to be. It is the combination of three components (Boyefis & Akrivou,
2006).

/ An image of desired future
/ Hope that one can attain
/ Aspects ofone's core identity like strengths

Boyatzis in his work slated that ideal self is the key to all progress of self. In other words identi!4ng our passion,

dream or aspiration is the first to change. Research stated that identifing ideals elf creates a deep down emotional
commitment towards change. Identiffing our strength tat what we are capable for, brings awaraness of our core
identity. All this process involves the consideration of all possibilities to engage individuals into the process of
everlasting change.

ReeI Self: SeU ewerencss of Redity
Real selfis the awareness of individual ofwhat we are. It ismainly ,i lt L

r' What we valu " -,.tJl'//WJ 
-

y' What we want to retain '/
o,"",n,,.'!ft)i],!'6!s, 

*C'
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It is the identification of curent strengths and weaknesses. It is mainly admitting what we have and identiffing
the gap between reality and ideal. People often explore growth and development by filling these gaps tkough
training.

Learning Agenda: Having a Mindfulness Plan
At this stage one has a personal vision ofwhat to become and clear sense of reality; it is the time to compare both

and design an action plan that helps them to develop all lhe required competencies or behavior or habit or
perception. It comprises of

/ Positive belief in one's capability
/ Hope for improvem€nt

It involves accumulating all the learning resources and plan the leaming accordingly to reach the goal.

Experiment: A Metamorphosis
This is about implementing or practicing the plan we carved for our self. These are often made in the context of
practicing new behaviour. During this process intentional change looks like continuous improvement. It
comprises of

r' Practicising the thoughs or behaviour.
/ Planning the right sening to experiment in.
r' Learning from the cunent experience.
/ Trying something different in current setring.

Resonant Relationship: Gctting Support
In this last and final stage towards intentional change one seek support fiom others lie peers ald expens who can

provide us with feedback of what we are becoming. It comprises of
r' Identi&ing the right people or climate urith whom we can interact about our change
r' Maintaining resonant relationship with than
/ ConsidEring feedback from them

What is Essential is not feedback but our relationship with them. These relationships are €ssential because they

give us a sense of identity and guide us to what is appropriate.

The five discoverics of ICT when adopted by individuals to develop a sustainable new behaviour or competency

will have a long lasting impact. The identification ofright discontinuity in ttre change process is also very crilical.
This theory is so cffective whcn it comes to developing new behaviors. In this context, where thc study is
intended to identiff the role of self in developing workforce agility, it is appropriate to adopt the five
discoveries of ICT and practice & evaluate them from time to time, AII the agile behaviours can provide an

image of ideal self for teachers and adapting all the other four discoveries may help them to become agile. It is
clearly stated in the literature that ICT is not only participating in training for change but also practicing visionary

behaviours by individuals themselves.. There is a mechanism that helps individuals travel from one discovery to
other discovery. There are certain positive emotional atkactors and negative emotional attractors. Positive
contributes to continuity in cycle whereas negative to discontinuity. So basically discontinuity is the major
obstacle in the adoption of ICT. The choice ofpositive and negative by people depends gpon thE level ofintrinsic
motiva(ion (Boyatzis & Goleman, 2006). It is clearly eYidrnt from the t at individual's hope,
curiosity, enthusiasm and readiness for change are the ant er
sugments or moderetes continuity in this process of ch nthi lnst of Engg tr-1u$i. motivation
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4. Intrinsic Motivetion
The motivation that push individuals to explore, manipulate or probe their environment, fostering curiosity and

engagemcnt in playful or new activities is called as intrinsic motivation according to the psychology. In specific
intrinsic motivation is defined as doing an activity for inherent satisfaction rather a separable outcome (Ryan &
Deci, 2006). In the self determination theory developed by Edwerd Deci end Richerd Ryan (1975) states

thal humans have three innate needs: need for competence, relrtedness rDd autonomy, Intrinsic motivation
does support these needs. Every behaviour of a person is motivated by a reward interims of food, money or
satisfaction (Skinner, 1953). For intrinsic motivation the reward is innate other than extrinsic which is generated

to get a separable outcome. hrtrinsic motivation considers a sense of meaning, purpose , appreciation, getting

concemed and the activity itself. Most of times persons enjoy the activity or the process and treat itselfas reward.

Such kind of actions is intrinsically motivated. To experience change in behaviow or to deyelop new behaviour
intrinsic motivation is very much necessary.

With intrinsic motivation people get rewards like
/ Sense of Merningfulness: A person feels that he/she is doing sornething meaningful that is increasing

one's personal value.
/ Sense of Choice: person feels freedom to choose the way or style to aocomplish a certain task and feel a

sense of ownership and responsibility and hence continues to do.
/ Sense of Competence: a person feels that the ability vrith which he is conducting the activiry is meering

his personal standards and hence continue to improve the quality.
/ Sense of Progress: a person feels encouragement to continue with the efforts as they sense themselves

approaching their goals.

For a process like ICT which main drawback is discontinuity in discoveries, can intrinsic motivation be a
mediator'J Teachers who are motivated innately can perceive the above mentioned rewards like meaningflrlness,

choice, competence and progress. The shrdy is focused to understand deeply whether these perceived rewards

addresses the discontinuities in ICT stages.

5. Organizetional Practices
There is very less research done on how organizational practices can be conducive to workforce agility (Sherehiy

&Kerwowski, 2014). Organizational culture and climate has a definite impact on the performance of wery
employee. When we observe this from micro perspective organization and its values can be an extrinsic
motivation for the smployees to execute agility. It is clearly evidenl from the research that organizational agility
cannot be achieved without agile worldorce. After an extensive literature review certain organizational practices

like Organizational learning; organizational training; Employee Involvement; [nformation Sharing; Tearn Work
have been identified that can impact workforce agility (Muduli, 2017).

In addition to this Sumukadas & Sahney (201)4) identified Employee Involvernent and Improve Incentives as

strong prescriptions for workforce agility. According to Beetty (2005, p. 3), an agile environment is one 'Vhere
skills are valued ovcr jobs, where cross-sector collaboration is encouraged, where not all functions and processes

nced to be 'owned.' and where data becomes business intelligence that can drive decision making." Key HR
programs, such as selectiorl induction, training, perforrnance motl and rewards and

ers have examinedrecognition, also have an effect (Shafer, Dyer, Kilty,
the extent to which supportive HR practices, such ral and job enrichment influence
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employec flcxibility (Martin & Roce-Puig, 2013). The tbllowing organizational practices of educational
organizations have bcen considered for the current study

/ Shered Vision: The practice of communicating values and goals that guides the strategies and operating
principles of organization.

/ Organizational learning &Training: the practice encouraging employees to be open and innovative to
new ideas and thereby creating op€rational flexibility through the application ofnew skills. The practices

of commitment to leaming new methods that help cope with change.
/ Employee lnvolvement: The practice f involving employee in key operations through job enrichment,

job enlargement and self directed teams.
/ lnformation Sharing: The practice of providing access to right information at right point of time in order

to ensure business intelligence and informed decisions.
y' Team work: the practice of imparting operational flexibility through vedical and cross functional team

collaborations.
/ Industry Collaboration: The practice of collaborative learning of new tcchnologies, ideas and

operational leadership ftom other componens of industry in order to facilitate competitive advantage.

6. Linkrge between Organizationel Pracdces, Intentional Change Theory and Worldorce Agility in
Education al Organizations.
World is in need of agile teachers who can teach and transform the student community into agile personalities.

Current studenls are future workforce. So nurturing them with agility is compulsory. As a beginning of this
process teaches must become agile. Teaching professionals with enhanced competencies create a learning

environment for self -development. actively engage students in team leaming, collaborative leaming, emphasize

the importance of industry interaction and above all taught them to be agile. So the basic gap identified in the

research is to develop a model that ad&esses the role of organization in developing agile teachers. The role of
individuals in cultivating agile mindset and bEhaviour. The role of moderators that supplement value t this whole
process. So the following propositions have been proposed by the author for further investigation.

Proposition-l: Organizational practices are positively related to Worldorce Agility
Proposition 2: The adoption of ICT discoveries is positively related to Workforce Agility.
Proposition 3: Intrinsic Motivation moderates the association of adoption of ICT discoveries and Workforce

Agility.
Propositlon 4: The adoption ICT discoveries moderate the association of Organizational Practices and Workforce
Agility.
Proposition 5: The role of organization and individual in promoting agility can be integrated as a model for
creating agile teachers.
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7. Future Implications for teaching Professionals
In view of the current proposed study the following implications for teaching professionals are expected as

outcomqs,
r' A holistic model that can be readily adopted and practiced for the transformation of faculty into agile

faculry.
/ The need ofdeveloping closer patnership between management and teachers in organization.
/ The dra^stic need of up-skilling in teaching profession.
/ The need of inclusion of Intentional Change Theory even in the curriculum of students as it also helps

them to become agile.
/ The importance ofperceiving intrinsic motivation rewards.
/ The liaison with specific organizational practices that promote agility.

E. Conclusion
In this volatile business environment human capital and potential are always an insistence. The supply of right
potential is obviously from the higher educational institutions. So the idea of developing flexible and dynamic
environment where learning is the key is feasible. This is possible if these leaming environments are crcated and

supervised by agile teachers. Agile teachers who are upbeat, adjustable, adventurous and pliant can train students
also to be agile. Teachers who perceive life in a positive manner can create a larger impact on student community.
Teachers' performance will improve gradually whor they develop and practice agile characteristics such as

adaptability, value driven and creative. Organization and individuals togethcr as a family can create synergistic

results through agiliry. This synergy is possiblc when teachers practice desirable changes as their ideal self. Thc
realization of self is rhe key to all progress. This can be practiced through intentional change theory. Teacherc

who perceive intrinsic motivation and tleat their teaching joumey as real reward are like wealth to organizations.
With agility they can design and improve their pedagogies and execute differentiation, collaboration and

experimentation. Thus certain organizational practices help to build workforce agility at workplaces through the

adoption of intentional change theory.
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Abstract
ln the current scenario, the emergence of many privale universities i creases the demand for the engineerinq

Jbcu y members ond so it's di/ficuh for the management to retain the lalcnlcd pool. The leaching ond leqming
pror.ess will be more elfective in qn inslitution where the faculty members qre contented with lheir iob. Job
satisfaction is the major tool which makes employees conlented wilh lheir job. University professors are differ in
so rnany walts.from other employees, including highly educoted proli:ssional employces, so lhere is tluilontu
among reseorc.h community thqt univer.\itv focultv job salisfaction fttctors are sdme os olher emplo.vee ioh

hay ll'ortls: Job Suli{Acion, Organisutionol Citizenship Behavionr, htlent, Teaching and Learning Process.

Introduction
Organizational cilizenship behavior is a extensively discussed concept in the held of organizatioml behavior and

in recent years researchers have paid more attention to these mutual cmployee behaviors. Organizational

Citizenship Behavior (OCB) is a discretionary code of behavioral attributes that goes beyond thc hasic

rcr.lLrircmcnt ol'the job. ln loday's compclilivc global and compctitivc lrusincss $'orlrl. O( B has huppcncd trt it

l\,Ilr ol tlrlrr)rlilDcc Prrsitirc (X'B has bccn tbuld to havc a siSnilicirnl inlpacl or cntploycc pctformancc. The

rrIr|rr\irri()n lirr choosirrg O( ts rs thc rcscarch ground is itli positivc rclalionsltipr $ith crnploycc pcrlonnrDcc. Ry

nrcasuring OCB, managcment can pavc the way to increase employec pcl formancc.

Organizational citizenship behaviors emerged by multiple factors such as loyalty, helping others, respecl, bcnetils.
etc. If an employee possesses OCB he or she will be ready to contribute their efforts and skills to organizatiols
even if it is not officially requested by them. Organizational citizenship behavior is dcfined as "an indivitlual
hchlvior that is discretionary, not directly or explicitly recognized by thc awarded formal systenr. irnd rvhich
(,\.r,rIIromolc\thccllc!lr\clirnctioningol thc organization" (OrgaD. l9t)t)).

llLr ,)r!ilrzirlr(tnrl bclrarior ol citizcnshrp supp(nls to optinrisc the ()rgarizational pcrlbnnuncc ol br.rsincsscs.

L)( lj's plays thc rolc ol'primc thctor in achieving productivaty and perlbrnrance in any busincss concem. OCB is

ncccssary for the groMh, success, effecliveness and productivity of any businessorganization. In Bangladcsh.
OCB provides superior business performance as follows:

l. Ircrease collabomtion or management performance.
2. Understand human resources knowledge and skills (HR Audit) so that underutilized and unutilized

skills and knowledge can bc used in more productivc domines.
I ( oortlin lc ircl i\ itics $ ithin iind bd\\ ccn $ orking groups
{ litrrldrng Olganisutiolal llrund lr)ilgc so lhal skillctl crtrployrcs elr bc ttrlclcd antl rctlincd.
5 Atlopting bcst Changc Maragcnrenl Practices to stability thc orsilnizalion front luture cnvironmcnlal

changes.

Batman and Organ (1983) for the first time presented thc idea of cilizcnship's organizational behavior. Organ
(1988) deltned OCB as "lndividual behavior that is discretionary, nol dircctly or explicitly recognized by the
formal reward system, and which overall promotes the effective functioning of the organization" Morc attcntion
should be paid to the direction to increase the OCB because the success ofthe organization and the perception of
cr.rslomers to provide good quality services are significantly correlated with OCB. (Torlak & Koc,2007).

|)t||t ttItItt)ttItLlt)tlrt,tl rl l,r.trttL's.t ttr :llnttrtt.sutttiort Rr,,seun,h l t.tt'rr.. I ol-), !:-';ag ), ,-111y11',1,,
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According to Organ (1988) in OCB an individual's behavior is discretionary. This behavior is not recognized

dircctly or explicitly by the formal reward system and, in general, promotes the effective functioning of thc
()rgirni/ tion Katz (1964) paid attention to the concept of employec extra-role behavior. Katz noted that
..frplorccs irlc rrilling lo contribulc to lhL'cxtra cfforts to achicvc organizational results. A tlistinctive feature is
rlr.rl \ l)ct\llr)r\ rilrr)()l r-u(luc:rl (,r lbrcc thcrr sulrordinatcs to pcrlornl 0( ljs. Lrkcwisc, cmployees do not expect
()r (irnnor c\l)ccl nny lirrnr ol' lbrmal lcrvlrd lbr lhese discrctionitry bchaviors. Howcvcr. as Organ (1997)

rrhservcd, supcrvisors regularly takc into account and reward the OCts cxhibited by subordinatcs both dircctly and

indirectly (eg preferential treatment, performance evaluation, promotions, etc.).

One more essential statement, especially in Organ's (1988) foundation rvork on OCB, is that lhcsc bchariur: alc
oflen motivated internally, deriving from within and supported by an individual's intrinsic necd lor a scnsc of
rreconrplishmcnt. compctcnce. membership or affi liation.

\,rr l)\nccr rrl 1 l()()S) prelpscd lhc broudcr conslrucl of"cxlra-rolc behilvior" (ERB). dcfined as "bchavior lbr thc

goes beyond the existing role expectations. " OCB generally refers to behavlors that have a positive impact ou thc

organizalion or its members (Poncheri, 2006). OCB can be defined as defcnder ofthe organization when pcers are

criticizcd or urged to invest in the organization (Turnipseed &Rassuli,2005). The rescarchers define the OCB in
contexts and not very different contexts, moreover there is a lot of coherence in their ways of interpreting the
OCB. Jacqueline et al. (2004) indicates that OCB is extra-role behavior, that is, any bchavior not ofllcially
rcclLrircd by thc organization: rather its practicc dcpends solcly on thc enrployee's consent as a conscquencc ol tlrc
0rsrrnizational cnr ironnrcnl. OCB affects thc cfl'cctivcness ol'the organizittion.

I hc (X ts is hrr ing a nrcticulous influcnce on the ovcrall productivit), of organizations by accumulating different
clirncnsiols to thc social framework of the workplace environnrcnl (Todd, 20{-13). ln somc cases, thc
organizational citizenship behaviour is dehned as a set of voluntary bchaviors (which are rot pad of employee's
job description), which intem lead to a successful enhancement of the roles and responsibilities of the
organization (Appelbaum, 2004). Organizational citizenship behavior is observed as an emplovee's volrrntary
behavior that lcads to the developmenl of the effectiveness and cfficicncy of the organization's operarrol (l()
which it is not ollicially recorded and rewarded by the organization's established systern) (Ha|1,2005).
I tnplorccs' rrhtr apprssi3ll' this function short'hehaviors bevond their ofllcial roles. duties and delailr ofthe ioh.
llru tttitin aittt lor thrs tylt ol bchariot' r:\ not cillnrnB ury organrz.llrunal reward, but thcy usc all thcir cllix.ts lbl
tlrc inr prrrr c rrrcrrt ;rnd dcrclopntcnl ollhc orgrnization (Tlghati_ 101 l).

Litcrature indicates that those employees who act beyond their duties and responsibilities and exhibit
organizational citizenship behaviors enjoy superior productivity and quality in their organization and team
(Podsakoff, 1997). What is evident is that organisational citizenship behavior cannot be strengthened.

Job Satisfaction and Organisational Citizenship Behaviour
lhc dominrnt \ariablc lhal influences thc bchavior of organizational citizenship is professional sarisfaction (RE
\trr\.rrrr .:l . \1. l0l9) Thcrc is it dircct rclationship or a strong posilivc correlation betwecn oreaniziltion0l
. rtr.'.rt'llrp rttrr.l Ptolcsstottitl salrslitctton (AH. Shalaby, 2015.). Prolcssional satislactton medratcd thc r.clatronshrp
bel$ccn orgattizatiotrul cullute and organizational citizenship behavior'1t3!dawy,20l7). Thc critical rolcs ol'.job
sIlisl'action components have positiv-e and significant effects on organizrlional citizenship and Vicc Vcrsa (AH.
Shalaby' 2015). The employee satisfied with engaging in the OCB (Fassina et al., 2008j. When employccs arc
more satisfied, it creates a positive character and ultimately leads to socially accepted Lehavior (T;do. 2003).
Positive organizational behavior is a predictor of professional satisfaction and organizalional citizerxhip bchar ior(Z Pouramini. M Fay"yazi.20l5). Thcrc were no significant effccts on gcndci, agc, ycars of cxpcricncc 1nrl
etlrrralion lcrcls on (X B und jotr satislirclion (Badawy.20l?).
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Review of Literature
AzzLr H. Shalaby (2015). ln their anicle entilled "The Effect of Control Variables ol'Job Satisfaction and
( )r!.rnr/lrr()nirl ( itizclship ()n lhc l)ct'li)rnulcc ol'Lxtcntal Auditor (Field Study in Saudi Arabia)" published in
I'tt, n,trrrtttttl l,'ttttrtl ,'l l'titttDt(ttntl .fuuttttttirtg l'ound that "there isa Relationship hetrreen joh satisfaction and

t()t) pcrli)r'nlancc uould bc positivc il lhc organization provides constructiveplospects such as lilelong lcaming.
parh to grow and reachpre-designed career path. There is a strong correlation between Organizational Citizenship
and job performance based on these variables, recognition afld rewards, working conditions, rclationship with
supervisor teamwork. Job satisfaction and Organizational Citizenship have a positive impact on the job
performance ofthe extemal auditor on the basis ofthese values' honesty, trust, r€spect for others etc".

Rrhavu Endang Suryani. ct.al.. (2019). ln their article entitled "Job Satisfaction and Citizcnship Behaviour of
lrrl,l,,rcc. r)l l)ri\llc []nirersities in thc Cenlral Jakarta Region" published in lnternationol Rc,t ictt oJ

\l,u)tt!(nt(ut tut(l .\l(rllclirg idenlilied thal "Thcrc is a significant cffecl of organizational commitment and wolk-
lrtc bxlancc on.lob Sltist'action in accrcditcd LJnivcrsity employccs in thc Central .lakana resion and thc dornin nt
variable inlluential is an organizational commitmcnt (Afi'ective corunitlncnt). lhe domilant variablc rullucrcrllg
on the behaviour of organizational citizenship is job satisfaction with the dimensions of working conditions that
support".

Talck A. El Badawy. ct. al.. (2016), in their article entitled "Exploring the Relationship bet\\,een Orcanizational

li, ',,turL \rttrltr shorrccl lltrl "job satisiirclion had a signilicant positivc correlation sillr lhc or'crall
(,r!:.Ir/.rlrorirl (rlrlcn\hip Irchrriour. llorrcrcr. thc disaggrcgrtion rcllcctcd that onl) ultnrisn. sportsui.urship,
anr,l ctric rrnuc had signrlicant corrclations. Finally, thc rcsulls slrowcd lhrt job silllslilction rucdrarcd lhc
relationship between organizational culture and organizational citizcnship behaviour. However, the mcdiation
effect was minor as evident by the small decrease in the B coefficient".

Tarek A. EI Badawy, et.al., (2017), in their article entitled "The Denrographics' Effects on Olganizational
Culture, Organizational Citizenship Behaviour and Job Satisfaction: Evidence from Egypt and Mexico" publishcd
in Brrriircrs ond lllanogemenl Rerearc i suggested that "Managcls should be aware ofthe irnportance of a strong
rln\r\lcnl r.ttltut'c thul is r'lsilv itlcntillablc. tlumiu rcsourcc practitioncls insidc organizalions slroukl sclrch lirr
,ttc.rs ol tlcllctcttcv in thc'ir ctnploycc cultural oricntations. Managers should also be interestcd in cliciting advicc
litrnt lhcir cntployees (across differsnt age ranges and managerial levels) on what makes them mottvated nd
satisfied and what obstacles are hindering them fronr performing well. ln addition. contcxtual pc'rfornrancc shotrlcl
be ntonitored and awarded in the right moment to encourage employces to engage in citizenship behaviours that
\cr\c the organization".
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I.

Zahra Pouramini & Marjan FayTazi (2015), in their article entitled "The Relationship between positive

Porrlr\c orgilrll/itllonill h!'hl\iour in organization and work-relatcd pcrlbrmancc. lt inplics thir. IrOB is a
sigrrilicant lbrcc;.tstcr ol .lobSutislirction lnd $'hcn Positivc Organisational []chaYioLrr is higli rhcn thc. rclirtionship
also fbund to be stronger. Likewise, there are positive relationships among POB, OCB aniemployce engagemcnt
and such relationships found to be stronger when the POB was high. Therefore, pOB plays a significait role in
the organization and it is a strategic tool for gaining competitivc advantagc.

Research Gap
very less literature is available OCB impact on job satisfaction and in the education sector the literature availablei: rcry trotninal. In this conlcxt this arliclc locuses on OCB irnpact on Job Satisfaction among public ScctorI rrrrcrsit! l:rrgrnccring -[cachcrs.
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Objectives
o To cxanrinc influencc of Organisational Citizenship Bchaviour faclors on Job Satisfaction of the select

Puhlic Sector University Engineering College Teachers.
. To put lbrth certain suggestions based on the findings.

Sample and data collection
A quanlitative approach was followed in this exploratory study. The participants selected lbr this study consisted
ol'cuginecrirg college teachers working in Andhra University, Sri Vcnkatcshwara Univcrsity. JNTI.l Kakinarla.

JNTU Anantapur. 180 questionnaires were distributed in the study area. Purposive sampling technique was

dcplovcd in samplc sclcction. Thc respondcnts wcre solicitcd to complete the Organisational Citizenship
llr,lr.rr rrrrrr (JUc\tt()nrillc. lltr rcrrrllirttl [csl)or1\c r tc ol urcablc,,luctttotrtattc" w.ts t\-i.-i'). t ij(]1.

Dntr Anall'sis {nd I nterpretation:
KMO (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin) and Bartl€tt's test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test is a measure to check how best suites present data for Factor Analysis. This tcst

measures sampling adequacy for each variable in the model and for the complete model as well. The statistic is a

measure of proportion of variance among variance. The lower thc proportion, thc morc suited thc datl is jor

Factor Analysis. Following Table- I shows the results ofthe KMO and Bartlett's test.

I ablr- l: KfllO and Bnrtlett's Test Relating to Organisational Citizenship Behaviour among Public Scctor
Universitt Engineeriog Collc[e'l'erchers

KllO and Ilarlletl's I'csl

000
(Sourcc: Prinltry Datir"r Structurcd Qucslionnairc)

lliL .Lb(,\c l.thlc- I rcrcltl: lh l K\1O ritlrrc rc.. ()ll ts ncithcr nciIcr l() /c11) r]or (lo\c l(r (rltc. Sr). lhc t. tl.1( t.
Irrutttl t0 bc goorl. tsalllcll s test lirr Sphcricitl conrparcs correlation r]lalri\ (a rnalrir ol Pcarson correlrlion)to llrc
identity matrix. ln other words, it check if there is a redundancy betwecn variables that can be summarizcd with
some factors. Therefore, this test should be momentous (i.e., have a significant value less than 0.05). A signiticant
value from chi-square test shows that for the present data R-matrix is not an identity matrix. Here Bartlett's test
for Sphericity is highly significant (p<0.001), therefore it is concluded that the factor analysis is appropriatc.

( oln m unalitics
Ittrlrtl eottttttttnirlilics cslinrillc thc dill'crcnccs anrong each factor accounlcd for. flom all the variables. Extlaction
!r'rrrrlltlllilllllq\ \illtlcs arc cslinlillcs ol'Ihu dill'clcnccs in cach Iaetot itccourtcd lbr thc taliablcs ill thc lirctol
solution. Bclovt Tablc- 2 shorvs the particulars ol' communalitics ol' Organ isational Citizcnship Bchariour a1ur1,
Public Sector University Engineering College Teachers.

Table- 2: Communalities- Organisational Citizenship Behaviour among Public Sector University
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tl neerlll I'cachersC
Comnrunalities

I urrr rr illinl.l to itssist ncw collcagucs lo adiust to lhe work
Initial

I .000 859
! rl\ r('llllltlll
l.rrrr rrillirrg to rlllrcl up lo1rrolccl lhc lcputalion ol'lhc institulion l.(x)0

I .000

,- 1:
9 l.lI arn rr rlliu ro hcl collc ucs 5ol\ c $ork rclatcd roblctrts

PR\
lech

9l I

627 4.558

Kaiscr-Meycr-Olkin Measurc of Sampling

uarc
dl

x. Chi
190

Bartlett's Test of
Sphcricity

Si

I often arrivc early and start to work immed iately 1.000 .907
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I lrrn clrrcr lo lcll outsidcrs ur'totl nc'rvs about lhc institution

t() ((\)l'rlinitlc arcl eonrrnrrrrcate rr ith collca Llcs
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I 001)

t.000

r)ii

.93 5

I .rrrr rr rllirt
I activcl attcnd institution mecti

I comply with the institution rules and procedures even when
nobodv rvatchcs and no cvidcncc can tr traccd

r .000 950

| .000 94.1

L000 7ll

-_tlI irr rrrtl consrrDrrrtg il lol ir linrc (()nrplirinirlLl irboul tri\ iill Irirltcr\

lr

Ido ntx rnind takin on new challcn lt .ISSI ts

I do not initiate actions before consulting with others that might be
affected

to avoid crcatin lcrns for collc CS

902

1 .000 90()

I trv h rd to scll' study to incrcarc thc quality ofrvork outpr.rls

I ur oid lircussinr: on \\'hat's ttronguith his or hcr situation 9.+,1

I:\lritctror l\lcthod: I'rinci I Conr ICIl Anal sts.

(Sourcc: Primary Data/ Structured Questionnaire)

Thc above table-2 gives the communalities of initial and extraction. Principal componcnt analysis dcals rvith the

initial hypothesis that all factors are common; so, in the table, values for the initial communalities are I for all thc

factors. The value in the column titled extraction shows the common differcnccs in the data structurc. For, I take

one's job seriously and rarely make mistakes 95.0 percent of variancc observed is common difference. 'fhere is

.teond dinrclsron firr ohscrring thcsc comnrttnalities is in tcrms of thc rrtio ol'dil'fcrcncc explainc'd hv thc

Lrrrrlut lr rrrrt r.rtr;rhlc.

'lo understarld about the exact level ofdifference among factors is initially assumed as all communalities ate "l".
tsut after the analysis the differentiated values for each variable are found. assist new colleagues has 85.9 pcr ce[t,
stand up to protect the reputation ofthe institution has77.2 per cent, help colleagues solve work related problcms

has 91.4 per cent, arrive early and start to work immediately has 90.7 per cent, eager to tell outsiders good news

about the institution has 89.4 per cent, coordinate and communicate with colleagues has 82.1 per cent, actively

cnd institution meetings has 7?.8 per ccnl. makc conslructi\c suggcstions hal\9'1.7 pcr ccnl. eo\cr \\olk
.r \ \ iul nrcnt lirr collcagucs has 87.7 pcr ccnt. comply with thc institut ion rrrles has 7 I . I per cent, avoid consuming

, L,,r rr trlrc rrr eorrrpllining hls 93.5 pcl ccnl. laking on ncw chaltcnging assignments has 93.5 per ccnl, avoid

l.rLr r!: .lelr0I\ thill llurl olltcrs lrus 93.J pcI ccl1l. avoid hufiing othcl pcople has 91.[l pcr cent. pcrlbrm only

lcquried tasks has t17.4 pcr ccnt, do flot initiatc actions bcfore consulting with others has 90.2 per ccnt, avoid

creating problems for colleagues has 90.0 per cent, try hard to sclf - study to increase the quality ofwork outputs

has 93-3 per cent, and avoid focussing on what's wrong with his or her situation has 9'1..1 pct ecttl Aborc

variables;hows the variance in structure. lt is shown in Total variance Explained table which is fbllowing.

I

L000 89.1

I .000 .821

l .000 778
I take one's job seriously and rarely make mistakes
I make constructive suggestions that can improve the operations of
the institution
I anl willing to cover work assignrnent for colleagues when nccded L000 8'71

I avoid taking actions that hurt others I.000 922
I avoid huning other people's right to common / shared lesourccs 1.000 918
I perform only required tasks 1.000 .87 4

1.000

t.000 931

1.000
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l rrl)l(r- -1: I olnl Variance [irplained- ()rglnisational Citizenship Behaviour xnrong Public Sector University
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t5 nl 75.(r04 75 604

Extraction Sums of Squarcd
Loadings

l5.l2l

[(otatior Sums of
Squarcd

Load

I

l

l

s.i.-.lo: 1.5() I

'7 5.604
I l\(,-1

75 604

\ -j. -t0;
_r 2 !!1

l i.t:;
1.0t0

5 410 2.048 93.061
6 .284 1.420 94.481
7 216 1.23 I 95.7 t2
fJ t16 li 80 96.592
9 .136 .68I 9'7 .273

lIt 55.1

I 1.874t( x..t59 5.051 t[t.459
5lt t.5 5J er.0tl

t0

li(,1
I.010

7{tl
5.05l

ll
ll

.lrl 9lt.199
I l() {}i.7l() I

I8
l()
l(l

00s 011( ()() ()()a

.()(Jl (X)\ r lo(i (|00 
i _ll

[rxlrilcliorl Mcthod: l)r'inci al (o ncIl Anal sls

a. When components arc correlatcd, sums ofsquared loadings cannot be addcd to obtain a total
variance.

(Source: Primary Data/ Shuctured Questionnaire)

Thc above Tablc- 3 shows that Eigen values related with each factor displays thc dillbrenccs explaincd by that

plrticular linear factor. This table also shows thc Eigen values in terms of percentage of difference explain. So.

l.reror I crplrrins 75.6{).1. lilckn J cx;rlains 7.804 pcr ccnt faclol j cxplains 5.502 pcr cent of tolal variance; il

rlrluld hc clcar that thcsc thrcc faclors cxplain relatively large amount of variance of 88.459. Finally. it is

concludcd rhal rhc inilral thrce variablcs cxplain rcla(ively major parl ol dillcrcncc whcrcas subsequent vartablcs

explain only small part of difference. There are three variables among all rvith Eigen value greater than l. The

Eigcn values related with these variables are again shown and the pcrcentages of drtlerence explained rn the

columns are labelled extraction sums ofsquared loadings.

Form the above table-3 it is identified that only first three factors in Organisational Citizenship Behaviour anrong

PLrblic Scctor University Engineering Collcge Teachers are highly impacting aspect and the residual were of not

thrrt rrruch. Bccitusc it onlY !'xcccds Eigcn valtrc morc than I

A 0

eTecr'
i),RR L '

lnitial EigenvaluesCompo
nent

Total o/o of
Variancc

Cumulativ
e o/o

Total Yi of
Variance

Cumulativ
e o/o

Total

tl 077 | .3tt5 99.lll
99.429l,l 064 ll8

l5 046 228 99.657

I6 .029 .t47 99.804

l1 .017 083 99.887
.015 99.959
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Scopr lirr l urthcr Studl
ID luturc rcscarchers can consider a greater number of faculty as well as institutions lbr the study to get better
picture of the relation. Researcher can identify mediators of OCB and Job satisfaction so that changes in Job
satisfaction can be seen with magnifying glasses.
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Abslract

Resilience is an important aspect of enga8ement because it allows people to recover from adversity. Certain people are genetically

predisposed to have higher degrees of resilience and some are more engaged and motivated in their profession, and they
outperform thei. less adaptable counterparts. In this anicle, the bow of resilience was slant investigated in terms of developmental
persistency, Sood emotions prediding employee engagement, and organizational engagement.

For the Telangana State Govt. Emergency Clinic Employees of Strength 310, a poll was done using Google forms to examine how

the bow of resilience was beating engagement in the COVID Pandemac (Phase-ll). The model was presented, authori2ed,

constructed, and tested after the slant discovered a vital relationship between the two constructs. Proposals are made in litht of
these discoveries.

l(eywords: Resilience, Work Engagement Ortanizational En8agement Developmental persisten€y, Positive Emotiont COVID

pandemic (Phase- ll).

lntroduction

The spread of COVID-19 is an emotional challenge for many people, changing their daily lives in

unprecedented ways. All sectors of society, including managers and workers, have a role to play to protect

themselves among each other and help prevent the further spread of the disease. WHO provides advice

and they provide updates on COVID-19, as well as how managers can protect their workers, what measures

they should take in the workplace, and other related factors.

According to the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM), "An employee engagement is related

to the employee's level of connection and commitment to the organization." Engaged employees feel

committed and inspired to do their best. Conversely, "laid-off employees do not feel a real connection with

their work and, as a rule, do the minimum." The SHRM definition highlights one of the issues identified by

Gallup as a obstacle to employee engagement. "Employee engagement is not the same as employee

commitment. Employee engagement is the result of actively engaging employees through a strategy that

drives productivity'. organizations can dramatically progress employee engagement in two ways:

i ldentify the factors that stimulate employee engagement

> Develop targeted strategies to build on strengths and address concerns

Although it may sound easy, it is a bit more complicated in practice. To simplify, SHRM has divided the

factors identified by research as contributing to employee engagement into two categories:

1. Managerial factors: These factors include how workers perceive management and the organization

favorably, as well as how the worker feels they fit in and contribu th organization's mission
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2. Administration factors: These factors include all areas of a worke/s day-to-day experience that
depend on their relationship and with their administrator. Examples include having a optimistic
relationship, receivinS the necessary information and equipment, having an appropriate level of authority,
and having sufficient autonomy to carry out one's work.

Additionally, Gallup's research identifies four levels of employee performance needs that the above factors
should address. Described as a roadmap that managers can use to improve employee performance, they
are:

r' Plain needs: These are the minimum levels of equipment, information, and relationships needed to
perform the job. For example, policies and procedures to guide the performance of work duties are basic

needs.

/ Specific needs: lf employers meet these needs, the individual is positioned to be successful. For

example, a set of clear professional expectations aligned with organizational goals is individual needs.
/ Teamwork needs: When these needs are met, the team is positioned to succeed. For example, an

open and transparent communication process that also includes all team members is a need for teamwork.
/ Needs for personal growth: lf the foregoing needs are met, high levels of trust and support follow.
This allows managers and employees to wo* on future performance improvements.

Employee engagement is the work-oriented commitment of the employee with a positive and joyful

attitude towards the job, the workplace, and the work culture of the organization. lt is a practice that tries

to outperform the average employee's productivity through various engaging activities and the atmosphere

that the organization provides to the employee. The three main plllars that influence employee

engagement are work, workplace, and work culture. With the change from the workplace to the hospital

sector after COVID-19, it is crucial to transform existing policies to strategically improve employee

engagement. (DrShachi Yadav)

Review Literature

Ayesha Arshad 12021) This study responds to calls to analyze the multiple mechanisms employees use to

deal with abusive surveillance. lt fills this gap by examining the psychological and social resources of

employees that can mitigate the effects of abusive supervision. We specifically consider the psychological

and structural empowerment of employees, as well as resilience and friendship at work. This is a time-

lagged study using a sample of 145 postgraduate students who have at least 2 years of work experience.

Using the principles of resource conservation theory, we find that the damage to psychological

empowerment plays an important role in decreasing work engagement and employee creativity, compared

to em powerment. structural.

Lea den Eroeder et al. (2021) they determined that dropped six features of community activities: we

increase mutual support and relationships, the central role of community-based organizations (CBOs),

changing patterns of willingness, using media toolt and opportunities to promote health care. We argue

that to be resilient and confident in supporting and supporting'disaster-proof, communities and countries

that deserve financing include working with active citizens in new (digital) ways of community engagement,

changing forms, and alignment with context. applying new knowledge in health promotion initiatives,

focusing on learning and collaboration with citizens.

Hussain AbdulrahmanAl-Omar et al. (2019) discussed that they were delighted by a random sample of 81

pharmacists from across the section survey in Saudi Arabia. These pharmacists are appointed in

organizations to compete in pharmacy companies, hospitals, and pharmacy distributors. Demographic

variables, resilience, and perceived norms of support were predi %, 29.6%, and 36.2%,U 9
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respectively, in contrast to the engagement of employees. We also found a significant relationship between

perceptions of pharmacists' support norms and their engagements.

Khan, Aamina (2018) This study aims to investigate how contemporary nurse practices engage and the

aspects of work related to intersectin8 nursing services. The ultimate aim was to ensure that the nutrition

management was aware of the country's ongoing support and to correct the gaps in the implementation of
ad hoc features. The hospital in central Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, is comprised of multicultural raids and local

nurses of Saudi Arabia. This study found that nurses were generally positive and passionate in their
organization and related to their services. This letter was also statistically confirmed to interpret the

results. Respondents raised important questions about the importance of nurses' engagement and the

factors related to worker-related factors.

Dempsy (2016) This article will discuss the current status of nurse engaSement, including the impact of

encounter variables. We will also briefly describe the potential impact of compassion fatigue and

inflammation, and ways to offer compassionate care to the caregiver. This insight is integrated into the

support profession under the weight of demographic, economic, and technological innovations

experienced by the industry, and is also fundamental to the success of projects to improve health care

outcomes across the continuum.

Arnold Bakker (20111 employed workers are more open to new information, richer, and willing to go the

extra mile. Workers should also take special care to alter the scope of their work. The findings of earlier

studies are integrated into the overall model that can be used to develop work engagement and promote

commitment to today's work.

Crawford et al, (2010| Research in previous years has recognized that worker engagement is just a resource

that can predict employee engagement. For example, in a meta-analysis of resources and job demands,

they reported positive relationships between nine different job resources (autonomy, feedback,

opportunity development, positive employment acceptance, rewards and recognition, support, job

diversity, and job fit for work) and employee engagement.

Tugade and Fredrickson (2(Xl4) Resilience, in general, describes our ability as people to "call back" when

things go wrong. All sorts of things can disrupt or even cause trauma to balance and knock us down, but

those who are resilient can quickly regain balance and deal with the inevitable impact of life positively and

healthily.

Schaufeli et al., (20021 Work engagement is a positive, fulfilling labor-related state of mind that enables

workers to engage in hard work, absorption, and dedication.

Kahn (1990) coined and defined the term "worker engagement" as the psychological presence of a worker

in performance within an organlzation. This concept is very interesting for medical and academic studies.

Scope oI the Study

Regardless of the interest in exploring resilience to execution factors from Ami(2014) & Rothbard(2001)

creativity, another key factor entrepreneurship from Der Foo et al.,(2009) & lensen and Luthans, (2005,

20O3), in addition, society factor from Choi and Lee, (2020). Hence presently no examination is explicitly on

the relationship between resilience and engagement on Emergency Clinical Employees.

Avan lnstitute ngg & Tech
l

Proposed Model from Llterature
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Fig 1. Proposed Research Model

DEPi Developmental persistency PE: Positive Emotions R: Resilience

Ei EngogemenlEEt Employee Engogement OEi Orgonizotionol Engogement

Purpose of the study

The objectives listed below are based on existing literature and the current situation of employees.

1. To investigate the relationship between resilience and Engagement in Telanagana State Emergency Clinic

Employees

2. To estimate the level of resilience on Enga8ement in Telangana State's Emergency Clinic Employees

Hypothesls

The study began by identifying the significant relationship between the variables under two constructs.

Hla: Resilience and Engagement have a significant positive relationship.

H2a: EnBagement is predicted by resilience.

Research Methodology

Source and Sample lustification

A framed questionnaire with scaled questions was employed as the major source of data. The same

information was given through Google forms in Telangana state. The intranet is used to deliver 350

questionnaires, and 325 people answer. The total number of questions on the completed questionnaire is

340, and the sample iustification table from Robert Krejice (1970) is used. The required sample size for a

population of 160O people is 310, according to the table.

Vanables Of The Study

Saks (2005) provided the employee engagement scale of measurement, which represents Rothbard's

concept (2001) with the dominant functions of wok and organizataon engagement. Where The resilience is

measured by the use of M.T, Amir (2019), and it is described with multidimensional components as

developmental persistencV and positive emotions.

Hypothesis H1a Testing

According to Table-|, all of the variables in the two co

However, the relationship is positive but not strong, as

sitiv ly correlated with one another

listed below.
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Table-l: correlation among Variables (N=310)

Mean SD 1 2 3 4

DEP 3.44 6t2
PE 3.32 652 7L2"
OE 3.52 651 42L" 543

EE 4.01 682 4s2" .555" 559" 724"
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). N=310

Findings

. Employee En8agement has a strong positive correlation with,

/ With Developmentol pesistency r(3t0l = +.452, p <0.01.

r' With Positive Emotions 4310) = +.555, p <0.01.

. Organizational Engagement has a strong positive correlation with,

/ with Developmentol persistency r(1L01 = +.42!, p <o.o1.

/ With Positive Emotions 4SlO1 = +.54i, o .O.Or.

As a result, it was determined that Resilience was related to Engagement, and the Null hypothesis was

rejected.

Hypothesls H2a Testint

Principle Component Analysis, in conjunction with the Varimax Rotation Method, is implemented as an

extraction technique for EFA. The KMO Measure of Sampling Adequacy is 0.81, with a p-value less than

0.05. With two factors, all items are successfully loaded with more than the acceptable value of 0.5. For the

CFA review, various goodness and badness indices, as well as the model fit summary, were used. ln TableJl,

the Model Modification Indices of 12/df, GFl, TLl, CFl, and RMSEA are found to be greater than Acceptable.

As a result, the Measurement model is an absolute fit model that is ready for model validation.

Table-ll lndices of Model fit

Model x2ldf GFI TLI cFr RMSEA

Model-ll 2.913 o.927 0.93 5 0.954 0.054

Table-lll Model Validation

Factor CR MSV ConverBent Validity Result Discriminant validity Result

R 0.87 0.61
0.18

cR >.7

YE5 Accepted MSV < AVE YES AcceptedE 0.86 0.68

AVE > .5

Model of Reportang in Table lll According to Byrne, B. M. (2010), all factors greater than 0.7 are good to
accept and Construct Validity is verified by verifying Convergent validity and Discriminant validity.

Convergent validity was confirmed using CR (Composite Reliability) and AVE (Average Variance Extracted),

Discriminant was validated in the same way using AVE, MSV (Maximum Shared Variance), and ASV

(Average Shared Variance). As a result, the Model was Construct Validated.
, ,, t] ,l

--a,.$tuVia
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Consrderatron

By witnessing the role of resilience and then presenting empirical evidence, the current study contributed

value to the notion of enSagement. Furthermore, the data demonstrated that both employee engagement

and organizational engagement can be influenced by developmental perseverance, as well as positave

emotions.

ln the context of Positive Emotions, resilience is a tool that progressives and managers may utilize to
increase employee engagement. lt is critical because employees must stay up with their work and their

engagement, and the organization's environment and settin8 occasionally necessitate the occurrence of

the change. Furthermore, if employees are aware of and have the necessary resources to manage relational

resilience, the engagement disadvantage may be avoided.

Positive emotions, according to Sweetmen and Luthans (2010), can act as a buffer in increasing employee

engagement by positive emotions. Still, due to the tendency of shifting perceptions of the potential

stressor, reduce disengagement. Positive emotions assist the individual in noticing other aspects that put

off disengagement as a potential avenue in copin8 with problems (Fredrickson & Branigan, 2005), and in

this case, which involves task requirements, it is backed by this research.

The development persistence element is also a growth factor that motivates people who are confronted

with situations of vulnerability at work that require innovative thinking: some projects may be hiSh-risk,

and there may be a lack of engagement, making the arrangements ambiguous. As a result, such conditions

necessitate the inclusion of a component of obligation to develop, which necessitates the examination of

elective alternatives.

The component of development persistency has the potential to play a vital role in maintaining and

growing bi-directional organizational engagement, including instances where the foundation provides

sufficient assets to accomplish the activity. As a result, the tenacious employee feels a sense of

responsibility and ownership. fu a result, the persistent employee feels a sense of responsibility and

ownership. As a result, the components of commitment to growth in development persist, causing a

worker to be drawn to the possibility of achieving a goal that is consistently sustained by an organization,

really and consciously. These component capacities by considering and sustaining Broups with limited

resources. Strong scholastics build-up by conserving and taking care of themselves in conditions when

financial and social advantages are considered as beneath average.

This is refined by consciously confining and dedicating psychological, enthusiastic, and physical resources,

which is consistent with the findings of Sweetman and Luthans (2010), who discovered that resilience

allows workers to challenge personal suspicions and foster enhanced strength by adaptinB to
circumstances. Furthermore, even if the situation isn't always ideal, the worker-organization interaction is

always maintained.

Resilience appears to have been missed in this study of antecedents and factors that promote employee

engagement, particularly in the setting of Telangana Emergence Clinic Employees. As a result, this study

looks into the link between resilience and elements like developmental perseverance and positive

emotions, as well as factors like employee and organizational engagement. Even if the association reveals a

valid relationship between the two constructs, the goodness-of-fit assessrirent found a comparably

\/*
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sufficient match. Organizations gain from developmental perseverance and engagement to improvement

to keep employees interested in their work and, as a result, to keep the attention on odd duties. Positive

feeling, on the other hand, aids in the maintenance of high regard for the company, particularly when the

services are performing as planned. As a result, management and managers should think about putting in
place resilience intervention programs to enhance existing procedures to preserve and boost academic

engagement.

Llmltations and Scop€ for Further Research

The study's participants, who were all Telangana Emergency Clinic employees, had the following

limitations: Regardless, the circumstances of other companies may differ, resulting in variation in the

results and suggestions for the nature of the resilience and engagement questionnaire. As a result, a more

prominent warning is required in their translation.

Engagement research, in general, assesses the level of engagement to an activity, which might include a

variety of primary tasks that differ from one another. Nonetheless, it is possible for an employee to
participate in one task but not in others; for example, a worker may be more interested in maintenance

work than in office work. . As a result, according to Britt et al. (2007), the context of works, which can be

more explicit at times, might encourage varying degrees of participation. Examining separation is a
motivating path to take, especially in instances when resilience and its points will almost surely play a

different role. ln terms of strategy, strength, or engagement research, the longitudinal methodology is

rarely used, even though it is advised for expanding the scope of the investigation
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ABSTRACT:
ln the current scenario, the emergence of many private universities increases the demand for the engineering
faculty members and so it's diflicult for the management to retain the talented pool. The teaching and learning
process would be more effective in an institution where the faculty members are contented with their job. Job
satisfaction is one factor which makes teachers contended with the job. Interaction between faculty and head of
the department should be practic€s which will help in improving rappon, trust and also better retention due to
open door policy (Vijit Chaturvedi and MK Sethi, 2010). Researchers identified several factors influorcing job
satisfaction but those factors are not completely explaining the changes in job satisfaction. Therefore in the
curent paper researchers crealed a model which can better explain job satisfaction ofthe University Engineering
College Teachers.

KI,YWORDS: Oraganisational Citizenship Behaviour, Organisational Commitment, Job Satisfaction, Talent
Pool, Teaching and Learning Process.

INTRODUCTION:
The undedying factors of.iob satisfaction emerged from
Shweta Rajput et al., (2016) study are career groMh,
motivation, work place environment and self-
satisfaction. The teachers must be promoled according to
efliciency and experience, motivational principal, good
administration and control (Ruchikq 2017).
Organizational Politics and Job Satisfaction in isolation
is able to explain significant variance in Teaching
Effectiveness (Kota Neela Mani Kantaand Srivalli P,
2017).
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The dominant variable that influences the behaviour of
organizational citizenship is professional satisfaction
(RE Suryani, et.d. 2019) There is a direct relationship
or a strong positive correlation between organizational
citizenship and professional satisfaction (AH. Shalaby,
20 I 5) Professional sati sfaction mediated the relationship
between organizational culture and organizational
citizenship behaviour (Badawy, 2017). The critical roles
of job satisfaction components have positive and
significant effects on organizational citizenship and Vice
Versa (AH. Shalaby,2015). The employee satisfied with
engaging in the OCB (Fassim, et. al., 2008). When
employees are more satisfied, il creates a positive
character and ultimately leads to socially accepted
behaviour (Todo, 2003). Positive organizational
behaviour is a predictor of professional satisfaction and
organizational citizenship behaviour (Z Pouramini, M
Fayyazi, 20t5). There were no significant effects on
gender, age, years of experience and education levels on
OCB and job
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Literature reveals tiat Organisational commitment and
Organisational support are important factors that
influence OCB (MazinAldeinat, Mahamed Harith,
Mahamed Shahar, 2017). Teachers' organizational
commitment is found to have a mediating effect on the
relationship between the distributed leadership of college
presidents and teachers' organizational citizenship
behaviour (Chi Pingping and Yi-Jian Huang, 2019).
When teachers have a high mmmitment to their work,
OCB behaviour among teachers at the School can
increase (Muhammad Idris Tumanggor et.al. 2019). job
satisfaction and organizational commitment are the two
biggest drivers of citizenship behaviours, when there is a
healthy leader member exchange in the organization it is
easy to enhance the citizenship behaviour with minimal
effon (Savithri, MaharayazhMozhi, 2018). Feather and
Rauter (2004) had described that organizational
citizenship behaviour is positively influenced with more
job security and it leads to organizational commitment.

Organizational commitment will interc€de the
relationship between saw altematives job openings and
tumover aim and that the relationship is more fragile if
job satisfaction is high (Abdulmajeed Saad Albalawi,
2019). Elements like length of administration and salary
are moderately progressively significant in the assurance
of job satisfaction than in organizational commitment
(Tarlika L. Zalawadia,20l9). The hireling initiative has
a constructive outcome to the job satisfaction and job
satisfaction has a beneficial outcome to the
organizational commitment (Ardana I Made DwiWira
and Surya lda BagusKetut, 2019). ln the event of
employees ofgovemment and Private Organizations, for
the all elements of full of feeling commitment and
regularizing commitment, no noteworthy contrast was
found. T-test investigation indicated a noteworthy
contrasl in the reactions on continuation commitment
and job Satisfaction (lnassSalamah Ali and Vikam Jeet,

20t 9)

REVIEW LITERATTIRE:
Ara Gutierrez-Banegas (2019), factors of Job

Satisfaction in Universities. Internationsl Joumal of
Advanced Engineering Management and Science
reviewed that job satisfaction has critical associations
with angles, for example, compensation, exercises to be

done, work execution and the workplace. As far as

expen satisfaction for instructors in colleges, it is
likewise affected by financial issues, for example,
compensation, connections in the working environment;
open doors for development and culture of srpport and

acknowledgmant, vievpoints that additionally show up
in organizations of products and enterprises. Rahayu

Endang Suryani, Hermind4 Darmin (2019), article
entitled "Job Satisfaction and Citizenship Behaviour of
Employees of Private Universities in the Central Jakarta

Region" published in International Review of
2

OBJECTIVES:

Management and Marketing identified that there is a

significant effect of organizational commitment and
work-life balance on Job Satisfaction in accredited
University employees in the Central Jakarta region and
the dominant variable inlluential is an organizational
commitrnenl (Affective commitment). The dominant
variable influencing on the behaviour of organizational
citizenship is job satisfaction with the dimensions of
working mnditions that support.

Inass Salamah Aii aad Vikram Jeet (2019), article
entided "A Comparative Study of Organizational
Commitment and Job Satisfaaion in The Private and
Government Professional Educational Institutions"
published in Intemational Joumal of Human Resource
Management and Research revea.led thal in govemment,
the administrative commitment of the instructive
establishment is the prevailing element and the
coherence commitment is tolerably high in the
employees of private organizations. In the component of
expert satisfaction, individuals from the personnel of
govemment and private instructive eslablishments show
a reasonably elevated level of expert satisfaction. The
similarity between authoritative commitment and expert
satisfaction has been developed with regards to the third
target. On account of individuals from govemment
resources and private foundations, no huge contrast was
found for all elements of full of feeling and
administrative commitment. The examination of the T-
test indicated a huge distinction in the reactions on lhe
commitment lo progression and job satisfaction.

Shiney Chib and Abhilash Gomkar (2019), anicle
entitled "The Mediating Effect of Organizational
Commitment in Leadership, Job satisfaction and
Organizational Culture with Organizational Citizenship
Behaviour" published in Intemational Joumal of
Scientific and Engineering Research results thal among
the entire variable, organizational commitment seems to
be the variable with the Breatest significant impact in
explaining the OCB exhibition among employees. It
provided an optimistic result in terms of selecting this as

a mediating variable for the organization's culture,
leadership style and job satisfaction. Variables such as

leadership style, organizational cultr.rrc and job
satisfaction play the role of antecedents of the

organization's commitrnent. More committed academics

report geater identification with the organization.

RESEARCH GAP:
From the reviews presented above it is understood that

there is a need for a model which can explain the

relationship between Organisational Citizenship
Behaviour and Job Satisfaction.

.To
mediates
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HYPOTHf,SIS:
Ho: Orgaaisational Commitment does not mediate the
impact of Organisational Citizenship Behaviour on Job
Satisfaction among Public and Private Sector University
Engineering College Teachers.

Hr: Organisational Commitsnent mediates the impact of
Organisational Citizenship Behaviour on Job
Satisfaction among Public and Private Sector University
Engineering College Teachers.

SAMPLING:
Source of Data
To satisfo the aforesaid objectives the information has
been gathered liom two sources for example primary and
secondary sources. The secondary information was
gathered fiom various joumals, periodica.ls, magazines,
books and unpublished documents. The primary
inlormation was gathered legitimately from the sample
respondents with pre-designed questionnaire.

Sample rnd drta collection:
The participants selected for this study consisted of
select Public and Private University Engineering College
Teachers. Purposive sampling technique was deployed in
sample selection.l50 questionnaires from Public Sector
universities and 300 questionnaires from Privale sector
Universities are considered for the study.

Data Analysis:
Mediating Allect of OC impact of OCB on Job
Satisfrction emong Public Sector University
Enginecring College Teachcrs

Values of different fit indices; GFI, lFI, CFl, NFI geater
than 0.9considered as good fit and RMSEA values .05 or
less indicates clos€ fit, between 0.05 to 0.08 indicates
reasonable fit and values between 0.08 to 0.10 show
marginal fir (Kline, 2001).

Sructural Equation Model (SEM) is conducted with all
tkee variables and data shows that dFl.7l5; GFI=.909;
NFI=.935; lFl: .972, TLI: .964- CFI: .971; RMSEA:
.069 the model is improvised after allowing one
modification indices.

Mediation analysis is also conducted with bootstrapping
mahod (tlayes. 2013). Bootstrapping is a nonparametric
approach to mediation tests that do not make
assumptions about the sampling distribution of the
mediation tests. Simple mediation can be infened when
only direct effect of predicting variables on the outcome
variable is signifi cant.

Medieting Alfect of OC on impact of OCB on Job
S&tisfrction rmong Privete Sector University
Enginecring College Teechers

Fltul. lr Modiatiag Alfocl of OC on imPoot of OCB on Job

satisfaction among Public s€ctor University Engircedog ColegE

F!urc.2: Mediatrag Afrect of oC on impact of OCB on Job
Satisfaction aoong hvate Sector lrnivetsity fiDgirccring Coll%e
Ieacheis

Values of different fit indices, GFI, lFl, CFl, NFI greater

than o.9considered as good fit and RMSEA values .05 or
less indicates close fit between 0.05 to 0.0E indicates
reasonable fit and values between 0.08 to 0.10 show
marginal fir (Kline, 2001).

Structural Equation Model (SEM) is conducled with all
three variables and data shows thal dF2.l30; GFI=.930;
NFI:.921: IFI= .956; TLI: .946; CFI= .956; RMSEA:
.061 tlre model is improvised after allowing one

modification indices.

Mediation analysis is also conducted with bootstrapping
method (Hayes, 201

25

B g is a nonparametric

Behaviour on Job Satisfaction among Public and Private
Sector Universiry Engineering College Teachers.
. To put forth certain suggestions based on the findings
arrived.
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approach to mediation tests that do not make
assumptions about the sampling distribution of the
mediation tests. Simple mediation can be inferred when
only direct effect of predicting variables on the outcome
variable is signifi cant.

FINDINGS:
From the analysis it is found that there is a significant
positive impact of Organisational Commitment on
impact on Organisational Citizenship Behaviour and Job
sati sfaction

SUGGESTIONS:
From the analysis it is found that there is significant
positive impact of Organisational Commitment on
impact of Organisational Citizenship Behaviour and Job

Sati slaction .

Therefore, management should administer organisational
Citizenship Behaviour survey questionnaire as well as

Organisational Commitrnent questionnaire to understand
the changes in job satisfaction of the teachen in
engineering colleges.

CONCLUSION:
From the analysis it is found that in Public Sector
University Engineering Teachers Job Satisfaction is high
while comparing with Private University Engineering
Teachers. Among Public Sector University Engineering
Teachers Organisational Citizenship Behaviour is high
on job satisfacdon where as in Private Sector University
Engineering teachers OCB impact is moderate on job
satisfaction. Among Public and Private Sector University
Engineering Teachers Organisational Commitment
impact is high on job satisfaction. Among Public and

Private Sector University Engineering Teacher's
mediation role of Organi sational Commitsnent on impact
of Organisational Citizenship Behaviour and job
sati sfaction is significant.

Suggested Model:

Atlrtrrbr.tchaitr, IA.r br,

SCOPE FOR FUTURE RESf,ARCH:
The present research examined the simple mediating role
of Organisational Commitment in the future the
researcher's may find multiple mediators and moderators
which can more positively impact the relation between
Organisational Citizenship Behaviour and Job

sati sfacti on
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IS EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE PREDICTOR OF EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT:
CENTRIC TO CO\ID-I9 PANDEMIC OF AP GOVT TELECOM EMPLOYEES.

Dr. Polumuri Lova Kumar
Junior Telecom Offi cer, BSNL, AP., lovakurnarhrml@gmail.com

Dr. Dr B.Nyme
Asst.Professor, Avnathi College, Telangana, bajjinaima@pail.com

Abstrect:
Up to now many kinds of research explores the importance of engagement for achieving

organizational goals. But this COCID-I9 pandemic is a different era for Public and private sector

companies. This research focuses on one of the dedicated Govemment workers after Doctorc and

policeman is telecom employees, who are working behind us for our day-to-day virtual connectivity via
online. In the radius ofthe current COVID-I9 Pandemic, the telecom sector faced diversified problems

in a composite and fear to fearless transition environment, and at the same time employees who are

working for us may be emotionally unbalanced due to their working culture.
So this reaches ernphasis on how emotional intelligence predicting employee engagement in COVID -
l9 Pandemic situation. For this survey was conducted for AP telecom employees of strength 346 via
Google forms. Initially, the research identifies significant relation among both constructs, and the model
was validated, constructed, and evaluatEd. Based on these findings and suggestions are set forth.
Keywords: Emotional Intelligence, Employee Engagement, COVIDI9 Pandemic, LV Model analysis.

INTRODUCTION:
COVID-I9 Pandemic makes employees makes emotionally unbalanced even ifthey are residing

at home. Even residing at home isjust for namesake because most ofthe time they are attached to Phone

and Cornputer. This means physically they may at home but mentally they are arrested for office works.

This rnay lead to disturbing the emotional attachment o the family and leads to the lagging of
engagement.

Some ofthe expert opinions are

{ "the implications of unusual new work - life cycle on the mental well-being of millions of
cmployees can't be ignored. Employees will have many concems, worries and l'eeling vulnerable

to a great extent in this perilous period for the business sector", said Pakhre (AIIMS).

{ "Maintaining a routine is now more important than ever before. The right approach to do this is

to create a work window -- define working hours to ensur€ a workJife balance. At the same

time, organizations also need to maximize their empathy quotient and support each other. We

also need to give impo(ance to mental health outcomes, to prioritizE positivity and well-being

at work", added Parikh, Director of Mcntal Health and Bebavioral Sciences at the Fortis

Healthcare

* "Organization policies and risk management approach should comprise a srategy for enhancing

the psychological health of employees. If we sense protected, it will help to beat the harmful

effect ofthe pandemic, which threatens our health and financial stability", added Mohan Joshi.

Bangalore based Telecom sector employee

EMOTIONAL INTELIGENCE:
Emotions can be clear as "internal events that coordinate many psychological subsystems

including physiological responses! cognitions, and conscious awarsness" (Mayer, et.al' 1999).

Pcrceivcd as - one of three principal classes of mcntal ac hers incorporate inspiration.tl
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cognizance, and awareness emotions seem to have developed to flag and react to changes seeing

someone between the individual and the climate (counting one's envisioned spot inside it). The
expression "passionate knowledge," at that point, "suggests something having to do with the
convcrgelrcc of feeling and comprehension"
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

Employee engagement has become a hotly debated issue over the most recent 25 years; various
investigations have been accounted for in the writing including those of Kahn Bagyo, (2014). As per

him, "ernployee Engagement is expressed in physical, mental and emotional connection with the
organization in which they work". Fred Luthaus (2002) employee engagement is "the strong desire for
the employee to remain part of his organization and to use all his efforts, faith and potential to achieve

its goals". like is the characterization of Macey (2006) who considers "engagement is a personal sense

of purpose and focus of energy, personal initiative and efforts to achieve organizational goals".

Newstrom and Davis (2007) describe it as "the extent to which an employee identifies himself with the

organization and wants to continue to be part of it".
The majority inclusive is the explanation of Wiley (2010): "Employee Engagement is the extent

to which employees are motivated to contribute to organizational success, and are willing to apply

discretionary effort to accomplishing tasks important to the achicvemcnt of organizational goals". The
alliance Gallup. presumably the most broadly perceived name related with employee engagemcnt,

characterizes drew in employees as "individuals who work with enthusiasm and feel a lot ofconnected
to their work". They are likewise liable for advancements and they are pushing the associations forward
(Krueger and Killham, 2ffi6).
LITERATT'RE REVIEW

Kahn ( 1990) recommended mental contrasts among people may impact their capacity to

participate in their work. Kahn ( 1990) additionally featured the significance of establishing a climate

where relational connections and administrative style make a strong air to set up EE. Relational

conncctions are a critical segment of El.Abraham(2000) discovered that EI is identified with ideas like

commitment, for example, individual fulfillment, As demonstrated by the extend the and-gather theory

of good emotions (Fredrickson, 2001) positive sentiments, including rapture, premium, and fulfillment,
all offer the capacity to grow people's glimmering thought-movement assortments and create their

resources (going from physical and insightful resources for social and mental ones).

Workers need to deal with their emotional state to keep up a significant level of WE

(Frcdcrickson, 2001). As indicated by the COR hypothesis of Hobfoll (2001), character characteristics,

for cxample, attribute EI can be utilized as close to home assets to improve work-related results. work

mentalities, conduct, and results (Carmeli. 2003), confidence (Schutte, Malouff, Simunek, Hollander

and McKenley, 2001), and work fulfillment (Sy et al., 2006).

Exploration led by counseling firm Towers Penin (2003) recommended that feelings and

objectivity are key components of commitment that impact a person's degree of fulfillment, engagement,

and motivation to accomplish great work. Gibbons (2006) characterized representative commitrnent as

an increased emotional and scholarly association that a worker has for their work, association, chief, or

colleagues, which impacts the workers to apply extra optional exertion to their work. May et al. (20M)

contended that ernotional encounters are identified with commitmant.

Ravichandran, Arasu, and Kumar (201l) found a huge direct connection between by and large

EI and generally EE conduct. They did, nonetheless, frnd that EI alone would not anticipate EE. In his

investigation, Herman (2012) corresponded all out EI with the sub-measurements and found no stable

stcady affiliations. Thor (2012) found a moderate connection EE, with EI foreseeing

106Vol. 51, No.l(V) Jlnuary - June 2021
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EE. Emotional self-administration had the most grounded relationship with EE. De Clercq,
Bouckenooghe, Raja, and Matsyborska (2013) detailed that positive feelings. for example, good faith,
joy constantly are related to elevated levels of EE and are all the more oftentimes experienced by

cmotionally insightfuI people .

Jackson (2014) revealed that EE altogether predicts characteristic EI, with quality EI going about

as an incomplete arbiter of the connection between EE and execution. Amiability specifically is one of
the attributes of quality EI. Khuong and Yen (2014) announced that representatives with higher

friendliness were likewise more drawn in with their positions. What's more, they secured friendliness

anticipated worker position cornmitment. As EI gives the premise to collaborations with the climate, it
is protected to accept that EI will influence how people draw in with their work,
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Thc COVID-19 Pandemic creating new challenges for the employees and they are under

difTerent work culture. I)ay-to-day life actives also playing a major role in employee's performance

compared to earlier. Now Employee engagement is the major task for every organization in this critical
situation whereas employees are under fear and pressure. Hence this research completely focusing on

how Emotional Intelligence Predicting Employee engagement and what are the major precautions

should bc taken care of fiom employees and organization perspcctives.

PROPOSED I\IODEL FROM LITERATURE

Figl: Proposed Model
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The following Objectives are formulated based on the existing literature and the current situation

ofemployees.
I . To discover the relationship between Emotional Intelligence and Employee Engagement in

Public sector telecom ernployees in Andhra Pradesh State during COVID Pandernic

2. To estimate Prediction level of Emotional Intelligence on Employee engagement in Public

scctor telecom employees in Andhra Pradesh State during COVID Pandemic

HYPOTHESIS
The research was initiated by identi$ing the significant relationship arnong the variable under

two constructs.

Vol. 51, No.l(V) Jenuery - June 2021
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Hla: There exists a sigtificant positive relationship bEtween Emotional Intelligence and

Employee Engagement.

H2a: Emotional Intelligence is a predictor of Employee engagement

RESEARCII METHODOLOGY
Source and Sample Justilication

The primary source ofdata collected from the liamed que,stionnaire ofadopted scaled items. The

same was distributed via Google forms in Andhra Pradesh State. 400 questionnaires are sent via Intranet

and 375 people are responding. The completed questionnaire with all answered questions is 350 and for
sample justification Robert kejice( 1970) table is taken as reference. From the table, for the population

of 3500, the required sample size is 346.

VARIABLES OF THE STUDY
For the detailed analysis, standard scales are adopted for both construcls. The emotional

Intelligence questionnaire was build from the Meta-Mood Scale (MMS) developed by Salovey, Mayer

et al. (1990) scale which is having tbree variables (Attention, Clarity & Mood Repair ) with a total of
48 it€ms, similarly employee engagement construct was build from Schaufeli, Bakker, &
Salanova,(2006) with Vigor, Dedication, and Absorption as variables with 17 items. All items are

measured on a 5 point Likert scale.

Testing of llypothesis Hla
From table 2 it was concluded that all the variables ofthe two constructs are positively correlated

with each other. But the relationship is positive but not be considered as strong relationship and those

findings are listed bellow
Table2: Correlation among Variables (N:350)

MeenSDl23456
Attention
Clarity
Mood
Repair
Vigor
Dedication
Absorption

3.95

3.95

4.05

3.87

3.76

3.76

.829

.761

.7 t5

.735

.767

.723

.4 t 8-'

.509"

.346"

.246"

.356"

.484"

.384"

.393"

.447"

.3'72"

.298"

.384"
.433"
.411'- 523"

rl. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).N:350

Findings
. Vigor has a strong positive correlation with,

/ With attcntion r(350) : +.346., p <0.01 .

/ with clariu r(350) : +.384., p <0.01

/ With mood repair r(350) : +.372., p <0.01

Dedication has a strong positive correlation with,
/ With attention r(350) : +.246., p <0.01 .

z With clarity (350) : +.393., p <0.01

/ With mood repair r(350) = +.298., p <0.01

o Absorption has a strong positive conelation )vith pRlNClpAL
vor. 5r, No.r(v) Jur.ry - Jutre 202r Ava*n' ,Sl'.9,t:;f.Sflg,f, 
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/ With attention r(350) : +.356., p <0.01 .

/ With clarity r(350) : +.447., p <0.01

r' With mood repair r(350) : +.384., p <0.01

Hence it was concluded that Emotional intelligance positively correlated with employee

engagement, so the Null hypothesis is rejected.

Testing of Ilypothesis H2a

LV Model analysis:
During EFA, Principle Componort analysis is used as an extraction technique along wirh

Varimax Rotation Method. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adcquacy is found as 0.790,

p<0.01. AII items are loaded with more than the acceptable value of 0.5 with two factors successfully.

For the review ofCFA, various goodness and badness indices, and the model fit summary was followed

Chau,( 1997), the Model Modification Indices of l2ldf, GFI, TLI, CFI, and RMSEA are found more than

Acceptable reported in Table3. So the Measurement model is an absolute fit model and good to go for
model validation.

Table 3 Model fit Indices

Model 17.2ldf GFI TLI CFI RMSEA
Modcl-lt 2.45',7 0.928 0.931 0.938 0.065

Table4 Model Validation

Facto

r CR
AV
E

\,ts Convergent
Validity Result

Discriminant
Validitl Result

[_I

0.8

-3 0.63
0. l9

CR >.7
YES

Accepte

d
MSV < AVE YES

Accepte

d
0.8

5 0.66 CR > AVE
AVE >.5

Table 4 Reporting Model Validating Parameters, based on Hair et al., ( 1998) suggests all factors

are greater than 0.7 is good to accept and Construct Validity verified by veri$ing Convergent validity
and Discriminant validity. Convergent validity verified with help of CR(Composite Reliability) and

AVE(Average Variance Extracted), same way Discriminant validated with the use of AVE,
MSV(Maximum Shared Variance), ASV(Average Shared Variance). So the Model was Construct

Validated.

Findings:
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.55
_l
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Fig 2 Analysis results Model
EE= 0.55+0.71AT+0.t5CL+0.EIMR (l)

The model itself clearly showing how EE is predicted by EI especially in the COVID- 19

Pandemic Sccnario. Each variable ofEI is completely significant in predicting the dependent variable-

Hence the small change in any of the variables of the EI construct is strongly reflecting in the

Engagement of the Employees.

SUGGESTIONS:
lt's quite obvious that COVID-I9 completely disturbed the emotions of each and everyone and no one

exempted including employees. This research analyzed how these emotions are aflecting the employee

Bngagement oftelecom employees. The various observations of this study are

) Most of the employees are highly emotional and thinking that management is not taking care of
their feelings. So management may hear their fear/protrlems that are facing and acknowledge

that in a proper manner

) Some of the employees believe that if they are emotional they may enter into depressions it's
very dangerous for management so immediately management has to conduct self-motivational
programs online and make it mandatory.

) Very few employees are stating that feelings give directions to the life and best way of
experience, this type of employee is always an asset for the organization. Encourage reaming

employees like this for a fruitfi.rl environment.
) Employees are confused about their feelings and few of them are feeling that they are losing

their energy. So it's very clear how the state of mind of employees. Hence management must

focus on this and by conducting regular counseling sessions management may get some good

results.

) Very few of the employees under ambiguous situations where they restricting their feelings

even they are not interested to express outside. But it may lead to damage to the organization
just likc rust over the iron. Hence management may kesp eye on this.

) Most of the ernployees under a pathetic mood that if anydring going in a good mood means

immediately they may be affected by sad things and also good things in life are illusions. This

is completely ridiculous the management must motivate them to experience the reality to come

out of this type oftypical mood set.
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) Very few of the employees are optimistic even in a sad mood also. It's highly appreciable;

management must take care of this and continue firrther like this.
) Some of the ernployees are in a calm state whenever they are in a sad mood- So management

records this while assessing ernployee pcrformance.

CONCLUSION
r' Emotional Intelligence is a good predictor of Employee Engagement with all variables of EI is

participating in the prcdiction process.
/ Employees Attention lwels triggering employee vigor by 0.346, dedication by 0.246, and

Absorption by 0.356. All these values are not up to the mark need lot of improvements as

suggested above. Moreoveq the dedication levels exploring red alert the managemont.
/ Employees Clarity levels triggering anployee's vigor by 0.384, dedication by 0.393, and

Absorption by 0.447. All these values are not up to the mark need lot of improvements as

suggested above.
/ Employees Mood repairs levels triggering ernployee's vigor by 0.372, dedication by 0.298, and

Absorption by 0.384. All these values are not up to the mark need lot of improvements as

suggested above. Moreover, the dedication levels exploring red alert the management.
/ Finally, this researches concluding that the dedication of the employees is under the dangerous

stage which must immediately management take care of tiis.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The research completely paying attention to the COVID-l9 Pandernic for Telecom Sector

limited to Andhra Pradesh State. So the researcher's fifthers may be extended to the Indian context for
different organizations. Moreover, this completely explained using two constructs but firrther research

can be extended by introducing Moderators or by Mediators for better understanding.
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COMPETENCY ANALYSIS
Dr. Y Jayapreda
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ABSTRACT
In today's comrytitive and global erwironment it has become crucial for every

organization to retain competent employee for survival. The success of an organbation
depends not only on how the organization mokes the most of human competences, but
also how it stimulates commitment to an organization. Employee commitmen4 together
*'ith a competent worl{orce, scems to be ofdecisive importance Jbr an organization to
be able lo compete in quality and to go along with changes. This paper reviews the
available literature on competency based maragement and its uses in tlre organizational
sector. Yery litlle research has been done in this area in the Indian organizations. This
paper defines the concept of competency based management, the driving force behind
the u.se of competency hosed management and it.t uses in the orgonizotion o.c v'ell as the

future prospect of research in thk area specifically in the Indian organization context.
Organizations are using competency based tnanagemeflt as a tool for the success of the
organizatiolt. Studies hove shown that competency approach to human resource
management is rwl new. Competency framework is used by the organizatiotts today in
differenl HR praclices like recruilmenl and seleclion, training and development,
pedormance management, career development, compensation and pay etc. to improve
the performance of the organization as well as of employees. Competency based
matagement approach focuses on increasing the potential of employee to have the
comrytitive edge over other organizations in todoy's time. Researchers and scholars
have reported that competency based management has a positive e.fect on the
performance of organization and on employee's performance also. Keyword:
competency based managemenL organizational performance.

Kelrvords: Competency Analysis, HR Practices, Environmen, Organizational
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Competency .A.nalysis

INTRODUCTION
In the present business environment of cut throat competition and globalization, competency
based practiees have gaincd mrrch of an attention from the contemporaLv organizations
Globalization, individualization, digitalization and increasing competition are changing the face
of the industry as we know it. They aim at achieving an optimum performance in the long term
by developing the skills and competencies of the employees on a continuous basis. Literature
and best practices indicate that, to some extent, if employers treat their employees as valued
contributors, they tend to remain in the organization. To this end, organizations train, offer
competitive compensation plans and increase benefits to secure their employee loyalty.

What Would Competency Analysis Mean?
Competency analysis is used to develop competency profiles and fiamework for HR planning,
recmitment, performance management, and training and development. However, it can also
give information for competence-related page processes, and the findings ofthe analysis can be

used to dehne roles or contribute to the design of layers in a work family.

It is required to determine the knowledge, skills, and process abilities needed to accomplish
the organization's business activities so that they may be established and used as the foundation
for workforce practices

Competency Analysis Characteristics
Competencies have important characteristics:

They provide a clear framework and emphasis for recruitment, evaluation, performance
review, and training, and they serve as the foundation for consistent staffselection and growth.

They dehned the essential abilities that lead to effective job performance at the individual
level.

They give the organization a common language by providing a systematic manner of
describing activity.

They are primarily concemed lvith future behavior.

Competency Analysis' Objectives
Competency analysis is formalized to guarantee that it is carried out in accordance with
established organizational pro@sses.

The workforce competencies required to carr)' out the business activities ofthe organization are
defined and updated.

The company keeps track ofhow well it does in each of its employee capabilities.
Work processes are established and managed for each worker capability.

I\{ETHODOLOGIES AND TOOLS FOR IDENTIFYING
COMPETENCTES
(a) workshops: A workshop with a more structured approach is more likely to deliver better
results, especially if the workshop is primarily made up of people who *"."ully doing the job.
The skill defnitions will thus be stated in the lingua of the jobholders, making themlar more
satisfactory and practical.

The workshop launch pad's responsibilities include assisting the group in
findings, prompting, providing examples, and generally assistin ginthep
competence dimensions that can be demonstrated through behav
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(e) Questionnaire l4ethodr 'lhe questionnaire approach is the most popular and extensively
utilized tool for measuring competencies. This method can be used to assess competency at all
three levels: organization, function, andjob.
(d) Story Writing Method: lJsing this strategJ, employees and their superiors will be asked
to define the jobs they perform, as well as the knowledge, talents, and behavioral attributes
necessary to complete them with quality, precision, and outcomes. Writings from all employees
and supervisors are gathered and reviewed at the organizational level to determine competency
requirements for various positions and responsibilities.
(e) Interview Technique: Interviewing current employees to determine what skills are required
to execute ajob. Job effectively gives useful information that aids in the identification ofa job's
most appropriate capabilities. To collect information, resource workers who have been educated
in the interview approach use both a standardized and a contingency format.

There is a combination of structured and open-ended questions in the format. Depending on
the scope of the study, these interviews will be conducted on all or a representative sample of
employees. In the same way, interviewing the head of department or the chief executive may
reveal function and organizational level competencies.

(f) Repertory Grid: In some aspects, this technique is similar to the critical incident strategy.

The dimensions ofexcellent and poor performance standards are established using a repeatable
grid. These traits were developed througfi interviews and surveys with iob seekers to see what
behaviors cause some people to perform extraordinarily well while others do not.

(g) 360- Degree Survey: Collecting feedback and viewpoints fiom our stakeholders on what
competencies are wanted and required to effectively lead an organization, manage departments,

and perform various duties generates a lot ofdata. Questionnaires, essay writing, debates, and

conferences can all be used to gather data from a variet-v of stakeholders with varying degrees

ofexpertise.

(h) Critical lncident Methods: Major incidents can reveal a lot about the skil ls to deal

with them, whether they resulted in remarkable outcomes or failures and

individuals. Using this strates/, a few examples from the past or likely to
occur in the present or future will be chosen for a given researc
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Compctency .Analysis

Bolh observers and job holders will write a descriptive version ofthe incident's origin, how it
was handle4 why one strategy was chosen over another. what knowledge, expertise, or soft
skills were employed in resolving the incidenl and what outcomes were predicted and actually
achieved. This method's data is very useful for identifoing significant competitors.
(i) Focus Groups: Employees that perform extraordinarily well, are innovative, and have a
history of questioning the status quo comprise a focal group in this strategy. To achieve great
results, this group focuses on identifuing and suggesting the optimum competency model to
deploy at the organizational. functional, and job levels.

(j) Case Study Method: Highly successful performances that employees enjoy and perceive
as the best of their careers in an organization, as well as underperformance events, are
researched in depth to understand the factors that contribute to peak performance and the
variables that contribute to below average performance. It is determined which abilities are
required to properly manage adverse conditions and which abilities are required to establish
conducive situations for superior performance. When a thorough investigation is necessary, the
case study method is applied. The study is carried out by resource persons using organized and
unstructured information gathering approaches.

Advantages of Competency Analysis

Competency analysis serves as the comerstone for a number of human resource
development efforts. This versatile, flexible, and scalable tool has been used to accomplish the
following:

Concentrate on improving your perfbrnance.

Encourage employees to improve their performance on a regular basis.

Determine whether or not an individual is ready for a promotion.

Employees' career development should be guided.

Concentrate your training on the skills that need to be improved.

Give credit where credit is due for prior knowledge and expertise.

Assist in the development of human resources in a systemal.ic manner.

Individualize training delivery to meet the needs ofthe individual or business.

Examine if training programmes are appropriate for promoting job competence.

Employees should be given a precise work description.

Create job postings,

Personnel should be interviewed and chosen.

Perform performance evaluations,

Create a modular training programme that can be grouped as needed.

Create a learning programmer

CONCLUSION
It is visibte from the literanre review that competency based management is a fast emerging as

a new approach for making employees more proficienl in their work so that organizations can

achieve the competitive edge over their competitors and thrive in today's time. Competency

based management have turned out to be an effective tool for HR
pcrfbrmance. tntegration of competency model lvith the HR
performance of individual as well as organization.

to improve the
function
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Dr. Y Jayaprcda and Dr. Sushil Betiya

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Competency approach has been in practice from past 30 years for managing the human capital
ofany organization, it shows that it's not something new. Ho*'ever, this concept has not heen
explored much in the Indian Context. As the business Competency Based Management In
Organizational Context: A Literature Review 355 environment is changing frequently due to
various developments in the technical, social and economic environment the role ol
organizations using competency framework for human resource management should be studied
for retaining the employees and to increase the commitment of the employee towards the
organization as having a competent pool of employees have tumed out to be a crucial part of
any organizations. Effect of implementing competency based management in the different
organizations need to be fi.rther explored as it will help in improving and gaining insight ofthe
concept which in tum will help the organization in enhancing their performance as well as that
of employee.
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Performance Analysis and Practices
Authorl: Dr. Y Jayaprada
Author2: Dr. Sushil Beliya

Abstract - According to recent studies, the dairy sector has placed a large emphasis on its
human resource for many decades because it is the most valuable and valuable resource. The
performance analysis in this study looked at four functions to assess the competitiveness of the
dairy sector's Human Resources

Key words: HR Managemen! Training, employee participation

I. INTRODUCTION
People are always in demand, but unlike finance, they cannot be simply replaced by technology
or transferred about. To ensure that a dairy company's manpower capital is made up ofthe right
people, in the right place, at the right time, to produce high-quality value for business capital in
conjunction with communities, a systematic approach to applying human resource practice is

required.

Many HR writers have regarded and described human resources as an organization's most

valuable asset. People differ in every way, despite their complex and dynamic nature, which
includes their personality, character, and ability to attain goals.

I . Recruitment end Selection

2. Training and development

3. Performance Management System

4. Compensation and Benefits

While recruiting prospects, frms should carefully map the available HR because they

provide a competitive advantage for the company. The organization must look at the candidate's

competency area and provide relevant training to them while training them. The primary goal of
training is to increase the perlormance of dairy industry human resources. Compensation and

benefits are a crucial factor in a company's recruiting rate, retention rate, and overall employee

satisfaction. Due to the entry of global firms, dairy companies are improving rnodern HR

methods.

The purpose of this article is to investigate the Human Resource Practices of Mother

Dairy Private Limited, which is curently regarded as the best firm in the Indian dairy industry as

a whole. The availability of excellent HR practices in firms makes them competitively

advantageous, as well as supporting the organizations' genuine people.

The objective of this research is to conduct a literature evaluation on HR practices used in

businesses. Both primary and secondary data were used in the study. The primary data was

acquired from 34 Mother Dairy employees using an offline questionnaire, and the findings were

calculated using the percentage technique. According to the findings, Mother Dairy Fruits &

Vegetables Private Limited follows standard HR Practices

the organizational climate, indicating that their company fol
and their employees

lows an ethical

are content with

oligy. 
,
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Recruitment is the most fundamental function of HR: it is the process of finding employees to
apply for job openings at N{other Dairy Private Limited. The selection process, on the other
hand, is the procedure for selecting the best candidate from a pool of applicants gathered by
recruiting. After the recruitment procedure, the selection procedure takes place.

Once an employee joins the company, he or she is trained and developed in accordance

with the company's needs and project areas. Once an employee has been trained, he or she

performs, and based on their performance and appraisal analysis, a decision is made about
remuneration and payment.

For large firms, the HR practices procedure will be lengJhy, while for dairy firms, the
procedure will be more extensive, and it will difler from one industry to the next. Many variables
rnust be considered rvhen follorving HR practices, for example, rvhen selecting a candidate, the

best HR activities must be chosen from aptitude testing, group discussions, work history, and

referral history.

Performance appraisal methods and procedures in some Asian nations are comparable to those in
lndia. However, other systems, such as those in Japan, have grown over time to become essential

components of the Japanese management philosophy and style. As in India, performance rating
systems in Singapore, Malaysia, the Philippines, Pakistan, lndonesia, and Sri Lanka are a mixed
bag. The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate some ofthe sigrrificant developments in some of
these countries. The fundamental argument of this chapter is that, in comparison to other Asian

countries, Indian businesses are probably slightly better offin terms ofthe appraisal systems they'

have or are experimenting with (if we do not consider the multinational present in these countries

whose appraisal systems are decided largely by their westem Counterparts.).Because most of
these countries lack well-established institutions for doing management research, the available

literature is sparse. For example, in the previous several years, there have been only one or two

publications on this issue published in Singapore's major publications (for example, Singapore

lnstitute of Management).However, countless papers, articles, and workshop summaries have

appeared in local journals as a result of the spike in public interest in assessment systems in

Singapore over the previous two years. These sources were used to make the observations in this

chapter. Additional material rvas obtained from the author's trips to several of the institutes in the

Philippines, Malaysia, and Singapore, as well as meetings with professional colleagues from

these and other countries. Finding research and case studies on Asian countries' performance

assessment methods remained difficult even in places like the Philippines, where the Asian

Institute of Management existed. This, in and of itself, reflects the current state ofevaluations as

well as managers' and the management profession's past disregard of this subject. Westem

management literature, on the other hand, has paid some attention to this topic. For example,

their Joumal of Applied Psychology has had at least one article dealing with appraisal-related

themes in each ofthe last three years.

Research objective:
The main purpose of the study was to identity the impact of HR practices on competitiveness of
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Training and Employee development:
Training is done to crcate change by initiating a new employee into the culture of thc
organization. It involves new employees acquiring new skills or improving their skills in order to
implement change that is needed by an organization. Training is not sufficient enough to
motivate work force. But, it is an important tool that an organization can use to achieve its long
term goals (Laird, Holton lll, & Naquin. 2003). ISSN: 2289-4519 Page 32 Training given to
employees is done as an agreement to maintain culture of the organization and also to be

productive which in tum will result in eaming reward and awards. Training also plays an

important role in employee performance as the skills acquired during the training will be the

major part of the employee life-cycle in an organization. Training as a tool will help an employee
to upgrade his knorvledge and technicality urd improves his performance in the organization.
Training plays an impo(ant role in motivating employees to take part in organized projects, to
willingly support programs that will improve the organization and to do their best in order to see

that organizational goals are achieved (Bolman & Deal, 201 I ).
Performance Appraisal :
Performance appraisal is used by organizations to evaluate employees' efforts so as to re\ ard

them for the efforts. Performance appraisal was found to have both direct and indirect effect on

administrative performance of employee and the feedback obtained fiom performance appraisal

activities, usually conducted at least once annually can help to improve administrative processes.

Limitations and future study:
There are also many limitations of this study which includes; First, the study is only limited to a
single telecom major in Malaysia, So the results of this study can only be used for further

research in telecom industry at different levels. Secondly the HR practices discussed in this study

are very short in numbers. These HR practices are taken from the research work already done by

different researchers and according to the predominant HR practice at Telekom Malaysia, hence

there are several otier practices which could be focused in future studies.
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ABSTRACT
A large number of organizations have been using 360 degree feedback in India as

leadership development intervention. This paper is based on the feedback of 43
participants from four companies where the 360 Degree Feedback program \eas
initiated. The study was done using a questionnaire method. The results indicated that
there has been an overall positive impact reported of 360 Degree intervention on ones
professional life afier 360DF. More than 6096 ol'the participants report that they visited
360Dl data every quarter. 24 participants reported that about 50u% oJ their action plans
prepared at the end ofthe j60 intervention were implemented. At least 30ok ofthe action
plans were achieved by 6 of the participants and 2 participants reported achievement
of all their action plarc. The participants also reported that the RSDQ model based
360DF tool provided detailed insight covering various parameters of one?s role. The
participants also rccommend that v'ith more periodic follov up and reviov sessions
(every quarter) anchored by intemal HR and more focus and seriousness among the
participants to work on the action plans will result in using 360 DF for change and
growth.

Kelrvords: RSDQ, 360 Degree, Leadership, Managemen! HR, Feedback
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INTRODUCTION
One of the most popular management and leadenhip development tools of recent times is 360
Degree Feedback. lt is said that almost every fortune 500 organization uses 360 Degree. That

360 Degree Feedback is a cliche, is a cliche, and probably quite deserving of it, owing to the

multiple purposes for which the instrument has been used in companies, Institute
even Schools! Vast has been its reach and coverage. N{any organizations and m

organizations have been found using 360DF as a leadership developmen t too v
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While on one hand, India can boast about using the instrument across a range ofcompanies
and institutions; on the other, empirical research into the subject has been, if anything, very
scanty, barely noticed or read about. Not very surprising, since lndia has primarily never been
much into research implementing or publishing, both of which are done on a massive scale in
the U.S as well as in Europe. While 360DF s reach across India is no small matter, we are still
only a decade old though slowly but surely, maturing. Comforting news, that The RSDQ model
(roles, styles, delegation, and qualities) was established by the TVRLS (T.V Rao Leaming
Systems) for top and senior management in terms of managerial and leadership competences
required. Effective management and leadership are viewed as a mix of four sets of variabies in
this model ofleadership and managerial effectiveness.

Roles: How much a person participates in various leadership and management jobs and
activities. To be effective as a manager, every manager must take on a variety ofresponsibilities.
These roles encompass both transformative (leadership) and transactional (management) tasks,
such as:

o Customer management on the inside.
o Customer management from the outside.
. Organizing and managing unions and groups.
. Managing and introducing new technology and systems.
. Juniors must be inspired, developed, and motivated.
r Taking charge ofjuniors, coworkers, and seniors.
o Articulating and sharing one's values and vision.
o Developing policies and plans for the long term.
o Culture building.

Styles: While effective managers recognize and execute leadership duties, it is not just the
positions or activities that define effectiveness, but also how they are executed. The model
assumes that managers can perForm well in most positions, spend time and effort, but are

unconcemed about the manner in which they carry out thes€ tasks. The author has categorized
the leadership styles into the following categories based on previous sflrdy at the Indian Institute
of Management:

A patemalistic or benevolent leadership style in which the top management believes that all
of his employees should be continually supervised and treated with affection, as if they were
his children. It prioritizes relationships, assigns jobs based on his own preferences, continually
leads and protects them, recognizes their requirements, aggressively intervenes in crisis
situations to save them, rewards loyal and obedient employees, and shares information with
people closest to him.

A critical leadership style is similar to the Theory X belief pattem, in which the manager

believes that employees should be closely supervised, directed, and reminded of their duties
and responsibilities on a regular basis, in short-tenn goal-oriented, carmot tolerate rnistakes or
conflicts among employees, personal power dominated, keeps all information to himself, and
works strictly according to norms and rules.

A developmental leadership style is defined as an empowering style in which the top
manager believes in developing his employees' competencies, treats them as mature adults,
leaves them on their orvn the majority of the time, is long-term goal oriented, shares information
with all to build their competencies, and facilitates conflict and mistake resolution by the
employees themselves. ,-, '
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The developmental form of organization construction has been discovered to be the most
popular. However, some people and situations necessitate benevolent and critical methods at
different times. According to research. some managers are unaware of their dominating
management style or the impact it has on their workforce.

Delegation: The RSDQ model regards a senior executive's ability to delegate as a significant
factor in their effectiveness. This component was introduced since most senior managers,
especially the competent managers who advance quickly in their careers, appeared to have
difficulty delegating. As a result ofthese experiences, delegation has been identified as a critical
leadership variable. Those who delegate free up time to focus on higherJevel activities, while
those who don't continue to handle lowerJevel activities, stifling their leadership and
managerial effectiveness.

Qualities: Managers should have attributes of leaders and world-class managers, according to
the model (for example, pro activity, listening, communication, positive approach, participative
character, and quality orientation). Such attributes have a significant impact on the efficacy with
which top-level managers perfbnn diversejobs, as well as on leadership style, and are thus quite
important.

The RSDQ model is used to create the TVRLS 360-degree feedback instrument for
managerial and leadership development. There are around 75 actions recognized under each of
the jobs stated above in terms of managerial skills. An instrument was designed to assess the
extent to which the manager is seen to be executing these duties (two versions: one with 55
items for senior managers and the other with 75 items for top level managers).A 5l-item
instrument evaluates the extent to which the aforementioned styles are displayed in l2 different
situations or activities, as well as the impact the person has on his subordinates in terms offive
vanables: fbelings (dependence, incompetence, independence, interdependence, and
resentment), job satisfaction, work commitment, morale, and extent of leaming. The participant
learns about his benevolent, critical, or developmental (dominant and backup) styles, as well as

their influence, using this instrument. The delegation questionnaire determines how much time
the participant is delegating and releasing for higherJevel jobs and responsibilities. A ten-item
questionnaire assesses the various symptoms ofdelegation and non-delegation. In the instance

ofbehavioral haits, the semantic differential approach is now used to incorporate 25 attributes.
Three open-ended questions in the end attempt to elicit the respondent's most prominent
qualities and faults, as well as suggestions for development.

With changes in their business environment, the instruments established on the basis of the
RSDQ model are updated on a regular basis based on characteristics crucial to top managcmeni
responsibilities and positions.

INDIAN ORGANIZATIONS AND 360 DEGREE FEEDBACK
Although a well-established concept in the West,360-degree feedback is gradually gaining
acccptancc in Indian organizations.

Objective of360- degree feedback
. In most cases, 360-degree feedback is being used as a developmental tool. Only I out

of 9 organizations use it for promotions and rewards,

Coverage
. 7 out of 9 organizations use it for their top management. I of the 9

provided the feedback on a voluntary basis ,oreap,iza4ionsZ'u It
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Parameters otr which feedback is sought
The most common dimensions on which feedback is sought are :

o Ownership
. CommiEnent to excellence
o Communication
o Initiative
. Team skills
o Commitment
r Customer orientation
. Leaming

Role of HR Department
The HR department ivas found to perform one or many ofthe rolcs enlistcd bclolv:

o Promoting the concept through orientation workshops
o Acting as the coordinating body, finalizing list of assessors, sending the

questionnaires, etc.
o Compiling the feedback and preparing the profile
r Liaising with the extemal agency in preparing the feedback profiles
o Conducting counseling sessions and reviewing development post- 360 -degree

feedback

Objectives:

l.To put RSDQ modcl of360DF undcr thc scanncr (so to spcak), and thcrcon

2. To find if the 360Degree Feedback can correctly identil! star performers,
differentiating them from other average and low performers, and

3. To authenticate 360DF s results opposed to some other metlod of identifuing performers

or stars, i.e. through the common Performance Appraisal system; and finally,

4. To document a conceptual fiamework, outlining integration of research findings with
practical application and providing possible direction for future value adding utility. Target
Population who will lurd the study and outcomes useful are all Managers, Executives,
Consultants, Institutcs and any type of organization members. Thcre is the hopc that such q'pe
of study will influence researchers and managers to delve more deeply into the area of 360

Degree Feedback. Charting an unexplored ocean, ifyou will!!
Focus of this study has been on organizations, but as a tool, 360DF has been implemented

in institutions, be they commercial or otherwise, and even schools. As a consultant, the most

comforting and redeeming part ofthe exercise has been thc expcrience ofrvorking rvith schools

i.e. school teachers, Principals, their trustees and other such staff who have gone through the

feedback process. We have also successfully managed to apply the same to PG students doing
their MBA. It is quite fascinating to see one common instrument, the 360DF, being sculpted to

suit various audiences needs. The process essentially remains the same. What changes is the

Qrrestionnaire, its dimensions and variables on which feedhack is sorrght.

Any study
This study is

correct and valid, providing correct results (Performance based Pay, arding those

deserving)

always has certain assumptions kept in mind while creating the tooyinsyln{hnt.
no different, the assumption here being that Performance Apprgkat' method is
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NEED FOR THE STUDY
The theme has the element of 360Degrfee Feedback, a concept which is, relatively speaking.
new in our country. Similarly, the very idea of identifing individrrals and prrtting them on a

fast track (system and process catering to identifying future leaders and grooming them for
future roles) is itselfless than a decade old (India). Both these concepts and tools are recently
being used by a multitude of organizations. While the nuances of 360DF and Fast Track
Performers will vary from company to company, the fundamental concepts, purpose for using
them and the result will essentially be the common thread providing the linkage of one with
another.

The latest need on the block is Retention, or rather, prevention of high employee attrition
which most companies today face. Given the rate of Globalization and change, companies are
extending efforts to give performers better incentives by inflating their egos and hooking them
into a very well laid out scheduled career path that is full of royal treatment along the way to
becoming king! Needless to say, such schemes or plans, if left in between, will mean the
individual having to start liom scratch establishing his credentials and perFormance potency.
Which in tum implies lost time that the HR manager hope will not be worth the change for the
intending candidate and that s how current retention programs are in the limelight.

ABRIEF REVIEWOF360 DEGREE FEED BACK
"The (360 degree) feedback process...involves collecting perceptions about a person s behavior
and the impact of that behavior from the person s boss or bosses, direct reports, colleagues,
fellow members of project teams, internal and extemal customers, and suppliers. Other names
for 360 degree feedback are multi-rater feedback, multi-source feedback, full-circle appraisal,
and groupcr formancc rcvicrv". describes 360 Degrcc fccdback as thc systcmatic collcction and
feedback of perFormance data on an individual or group, derived from a number of the
stakeholders in their performance. Assessment through 360 Degree feedback is normally via a
questionnaire completed by a stakeholder in the individual s performance: those who work
closely enough with the manager to respond to questions about their behavior and its impact.
Thc data is thcn fed back to the participant, in a way that is intended to rcsult in acccptancc of
the information and the formulation ofa development plan The 360 Degree feedback seems to
be so powerful that even the cabinet secretariat ofthe U.K. has introduced 360 degree Feedback
to increase selfawareness ofCivil servants. The underpinning assumption for this development
was that a key criterion for good leadership is self-awareness (Cabinet Office) and that ifdone
well, it is a very powerful tool of management and a very good way of helping people improve
their own perfbrmance Perhaps the most notable work on perceptions of managers to 360
Degree feedback in a UK context was a study by Mabey. He examined managers reactions at
the Open University during 360 Degree feedback process implementation. This study
established that many managers perceived that they had not developed a particularly different
understanding ofthemselves. but the process had reinforced the direction of their development.
lnterestingly, as Mabey (2001) notes, in contrast to assumptions made by other commentators,
some participants suggested the process would gain more if results were not private as their
accountability to act might be increased. Yet the availability of individual results might increase
what McCauley md Moxley) call the approach avoidance reaction to feedback, meaning that
managers may wish to understand the perceptions of those around them, yet may be concemed
about hearing their weaknesses and try to conuoi the possibility ofnegative feedback. Despite
numerous positive descriptions ofthe potential benefits of360 Degree feedback, some studies
give reason to question whether any real development actually occurs, or whether the process
is as positive an experience as suggested However, in terms of growing commitmentFlhe
system Waldman and Bowen (1998) indicate this is more likely to improve with time
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This is because managers become more assured of senior management commitment and
their intentions surrounding the process become clearer

CONCLUSION
360-degree appraisal and feedback mechanisms are being used in various organizations. A
common belief is that an organization needs special instruments designed for such an appraisal
before any such appraisal can be implemented. On the contrary, a large number of instnrments
available to measure individual behavior can be modified very quickly for 360degree appraisal.

r It is not ahvays necessarJ'to get instruments specially designcd for 360-degree appraisal.
You can easily adapt any existing instrument that you may be familiar and comfortable
with. That gives you a wider range of instruments to be used for such a purpose.

o The instrument does not have to be ofan appraisal type.The above experience shows
that an instrument for self-development could be used just as effectively to get more
insight into one's behavior.

r The organization need not take initiative for 360-degree appraisal. The individual may
take his or her own initiative. The organization would go in for such a feedback once
they see the success of such a mechanism.

o The dependency on foreign instruments for 360-degree feedback can be reduced since
there are hundrcds of Indian instnrments availablc, which may be used for such a

purpos€.
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A Study on Awrrcness about Women Welfare Programme and Policies: Special
Referrnce to Dharwad District Karnataks

Mr. Raviraj H Nagaralr

India's social securily syslem is composed ofo number of schcmes and programs spread tltroughout a
variety of laws and reggrlations. However, that the government-controlled social secwily syslem in India applies

to protect and ulelfare ofthe people. Sociql secllrity is basic fundamental hwnan right, felt need and denand of
the people for their wellbeing in lhe society, its fulfilment will conlribule in achieving various developmenlal
goals of the nation Article l5O), the Constitutton of India allows 1or positive dtscriminatrcn rnlinor o1 u'omen.

The article, under right to equality, slates thot: "Nothing in lhis arlicle shall prevent the State from making ary
special prot:kion for women and children." In addition lhe Directive Principles of State Policy 39(A) states

that: "The State shall, in particular, direct its policy towards secwing thot the citizens, men and women equally,

have the right to an adequdte means of livelihood"" The fuishtria Mahila Kosh (v,lationol Credit Fund for
lltomen)wos set up in I99j ttt moke credil trvttilohle jtr ktwer ihtl)n e win|en in Inlio lglttre re(ent plogron\
initialed by the Govemnent of India include ,hc Mother and Chikl Tracking System (MCTS), the Indira Garulhi

Marritva SohroE Yojana, Conditional Maremity BeneJit plan (CMB), as well as the Rajiv Gandhi Scheme lor
Empoulermenl of Adolescent Girls - Sablq "Stree Shalahi", "Sqnlhw@ta" and elc., Hence, paper bring forth
about Awareness of Women Welfare Prograrnme and Policies: Special Reference to Dharwad Districl i"/re

main obiectiyes are, o)To identify the socio-ecorutmic profile of the study areas. b)To lind out the owareness

and ulilization ofviomen welfare schemes.c) To give suilable recommendalion for lheir welfare

The study will be dolo collect from bolh primary and secondary sources. The study will use probability
sanpling method. Tolal sample to be selectedfor this study ure 50 respondents. ln this study flom difi*ent age
groups, geographical areas will be selected as resporulents. The data analysk will be use qualitative and
quantitative manner. The researcher will be used Jbr social science nethods to this entire stud)/. This pqper is
an attempt to Lst and nqp lhe various women well'are schenes oi the Stale oJ Kamotoka.

Key words: Womcn empowerment, developmcnt, Govemment schemes.
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Subsequent to dissecting the entire

fulfillment levels of representatives a

investigation is attractive.
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The Govt. of tndia as well as Kamataka State Govemment has initiated a number of

projects and prograrnmes for socio - economic empowerment of women. The Women

Development Govemment took initiated so many Programmes for Women Empowerment.

The strategy adopted for tle programmes in the areas of women development involves

empowerment of women through awareness and utilization. The emphasis is on helping

women to become self suffrcient and economically independent vvith the help of training and

income generating activities so as to enhance their eaming capacity and to bring up their

status in life. The departrnent aims at the economic development and integation of women

into the main stream of society and also as individuals with a right to human dignity. Like,

on-going programmes, the departrnent has evolved some innovative schemes such as "Stree

Shakthi", "Santhwana" etc., According to Moser (1989) Women Empowerment is the

capacity of women to increase their self - reliance and intemal strengti. The World Bank has

suggested that empolverment of \\'omen should be the key aspect of Social Devclopment

Programmes (World Bank, 2001). India has also ratified various international convention

committed to securing equal rights to women. The policy also speaks of "a wide gap between

the goals enunciated in the constitution, legislative policies, plans, programmes, and the

related mechanisms on the one hand and the situational reality of the status of women in

India" on the other gender equality manifests itself in various forms, the most obvious being

the trend of continuously declining female reaction in the population in the last few decades.

Socio strangling and violence at the democratic and societal levels are some of the other

manifestations".

Review of Literature

Satyanarayana and Dr.R.Ja1'aprakash (2012) in their anicle entitled, " Labor ryelfarc

measures in cement ventures in tndia" featured on to know the fulfillment levels of

representatives about work welfare measures in KCP constrained (Cement Division).

information it can be

bout welfare measures in

expre tle general

Murthy (2012) in their articre entitled, "wetlbeing rAA+fftS,ri***rfuk3X,'
featured on HBL Power Systems Ltd, Hyderabad Welfare measures assume an essential part
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in t}re worker's commitrnent towards work. The fulfilled laborer in reg.uds to security and

welfare can play his consideration on his activity. Work welfare infers that the setting up of

least attractive models and the arrangements like wellbeing, nourishment, dress, therapeutic

help, training, protection, employer stabilig and so forth., and such offices empower the

specialists to give the efliciency. Work welfare measures additionally work life, life and

social life. Work welfare is essential certainty of mechanical Relations, the additional

dimension, offering fulfillment to the specialist in a way which levels a decent wage can't. It

is an exhaustive term including different administrations, benefits and offices offered to

representatives by the business.

fuchard and Chasin ( 1992) investigations government intercession in Kerala ln

various regions of arrangement (1985-90) vlz , nourishment, wellbeing and instruction The

lmportant frnding is that the achievement of female education program has prompted the

acknowledgnent of the objectives in medicinal services and family welfare

Saxena (1992) assesscs thc Total Literacy Program in Narasingpur lr{adhya Pradcsh

amid 1990-91 He watches that the commonness of calculated rank framework possesses the

advance of Total Literacy Program In the examination region and proposes that there ought to

be research assessment of the financial state of a dismember before implementing any

welfare program

Atkinson (1970) expelled this lack. He presented not added substance utility but rather

the idea of similarly dispersed comparable income. Fundamentally here we focus on that

level of income that gives same measure of utility. The accentuation is clear. lncome isn't

helpful with respect to itself as the neo-established accepts yet for the utility and fulfillment it

can deliver.

Statcment of the Problcm

Both Central and State Governments have introduced various novel schemes for the

development of women community. The success of a scheme could be measured by

ascertaining the level of utilization by the beneficiaries and alvare of the selected schemes for

promoted to women by the Government. The reason behind low lev uti,i?ion or

Govemment schemes may be the igrorance of women poverty pt

been made in this study to identifo the level of awareness 
"liil",Ht

has

.th1ecn
Government for the development of women community in Kamdfr$ffl), Abdullapur.net (Mcl.). R.R r
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The present research work will be useful to women welfare and govemment. The

shrdy may help the government to understand how far women developments are aware ofthe

schemes promoted by it. Thereby, Govemment may frame suitable strategies for creating

awareness among women particularly in rural areas. Furthermore, the research work assists

to women for understand the schemes offered by the Govemment and to utilize the same to a

Objectives of the Study

L To identify the socio-economic profile of the srudy area of Amblikoppa and Murakaui

Village in Dharwad District.

2. To Jind out the awareness and utilization ofwomen welfare schemes

3. To give suitable recommendation for their welfare

Rcsearch N{cthodology

The data was collected from both primary and secondary sources. the Primary data

have been collected using questionnaire. Research methodology of the study was used

probability sampling method. The total sample size of this study is 50 rvomen respondents

from different age groups; geographical areas have been selected as respondents. The

respondents were selected from the area of Amblikappa and Murakatti Village in Dharwad

District. The data analysis was use qualitative and quantitative manner. The researcher was

used the social science research methodology to this entire study. The secondary data has

collected from various books, joumals, intemet source and erc.,

Scope of the Study

The present research work has been taken up to explore the awareness of Government

schemes among women in Dharwad district.
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Table: I

Distribution of the Respondents on the Socio-economic of Background

Pattern 3

Sources:- lionr prinrar) Jatc

The socio economic status of respondents is said to have a greater bearing on the

performance in the activity selected. The indicators are age, sex, marital status, education

level, and community groups, religion and occupation of family are presented in above table.

O More than fifty percent ofthe respondents from the age group of 3l to 50 years.

e More than l8 percent ofthe respondent's not literate, which means they are illiterate.

e I 00 percent of the respondents followed Hindu religions.

I More than fifty percent ofthe respondents from Social

O Nearly 85 percent of the respondents are married.

P. S.ti Variables No. of
respotrdent

vt (,Illtll Prrcrntagr

Psttern I Age (Yerrs)
Belo* 30 t2 24

3r -50 30 60

Above 5l 08 l6
Pa(tern 2 Gcnrlcr

Malc 0

l-emalc 50 100

Education
Not literate 0s l8
Primary ll 22

10

High school ll 22

Degrec / Diploma 02 04

Can read and write 07 14

Pattern,l Religion
Ilindu 100

Ch stian
Paltern 5 Community groups

Scheduled caste / Scheduled Tribes 27 54

ouc t2 24

Others tl 22

M8rital Slatus
Unmarried 02

Married 4t
WidoW tcd 07

04

l4
Pattern 7 Occu Ba und of Fa

Govemment 02

PriYate 05

L-oolie 4l

04
l0
86

Pattcrn 8 Monthh income
less than 2000 09 l8
2001 - 4000 25 50
4001 - 6000 16 i2
Above 6001 06 t?
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i) More than 86 percent of working coolie.

i} Nearly 50 percent respondent's income per monthly 2001 to 4000.

Table: 2

Awarcness about Women Welfare Programme and Policies in Dharwad District

Sources:- lionr prinrarr sourc,:

0 Most of respondents are did not get awareness about the above mention schemes and

programmes due to lack of the socio-economic causes and education levels. for example

above table disclose about their awareness about Kittur Rani channamma 04

parentage respondents are only knows. Only 08 nercentage re

financial Assistance to Women Law Craduates. PRir''-:'

*,ffi[lJffi:l$ffISll;nl*::*

Proqrammes for Women Development Yes Perccntage No PerceDtagc
I Stree Shakti l6 32 68
1 Santhwana t3 26 '74

J Kamalaka Mahila Abhvrudhi Yojane (KMAY) ls -1lt it OZ

.1
Scheme for
hostel

construction of working women's 08 t6 42 8.1

Su'adhar l3 26 i7 '74

6_ lldyogini 2l 42 29 5{t

7 Marketing Assistance Scheme l6 32 34 68

8 Statc Resoucc Ccntrc 02 0{ l8 '16

9 Devadasi Rehabilitation Programme 26 52 24 48
l0 Asare Scheme 0l 06 17 94

tl Family Counseling Cenrre ti 78

t2 Janani Suraksha Yojana 22 J{ lt{ 56

l3 Kishori Shakti Yojana (KSY) t7 35 33 66

14. 06 l2 88

15. Mahila Samridhi Yojana (MSY) 07 l{ ,tl 8.1

16. National Matcmity Benefits Scheme (NMBS) 46 92 04 08

17. Rashtriya Mahila Kosh 2t 12 29 58

18.
Scheme for Adolescent Girls (SAG) - SABLA
Yojana

0l 06 17 94

19. Scheme for Working Women Hostels 22 {{ ?l,t

Support to Tmining and Employmcnl Programme for
Women (STEP)

24 {tt 26 52

2t. Ujjawala Scheme l5 -10 35 70

22
Vocational Rehabilitation of Women with
Disabilities

JE 56 22 44

23.
Widors And Maniage Of Devadasis
Kamataka Mahila Abhiwudhi Yojane (KMAY)

42 li{ 08 l6

Kittur Rani channamma Award 02 0{ 4tt 96
Financial Assistance to Women Law Graduates (A 08 16 92

Any other schemes IE 4l 8l
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Analysis and Discussion
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Women Empowerment is multidimensional Process. Women empowerment is a one

of the important prospectus of empowering of women. The govemment aims at economic

development and integration of women into the mainstream of economy, equity, equality and

social justice. The strategy adopted for the programmes in the areas of women's development

involves empowerment of women through awareness generation, education and greater

emphasis on skill development and income generating activities, so as to enable women to

enhance their eaming capacity and status in life. To ensure that children get protection

against neglect, abuse and exploitation, the department has taken up programmes and

schemes to guarantee their basic rights including survival, protection, development and full

participation in social, cultural, educational and other endeavour for their individual growh

and well-being. The emphasis has been on improving the delivery of services to the children

and also to achieve convergence of services available for women. Some of important

promoting Golt. programmes for promoting lvomen emporvering by building up social lvork

capacity through all their procedures and methods implementing of women empowerment by

social work and social aspects. Thus most of the studies on women related policies and

development prograrrmes have confined to the general nature ofthe programmes and future

that made it success or failure. Here Natural policy for empowerment of women (2001) is

successful policy in I-ndia's the study attempted awareness and utilization of programmes on

rural women through one of the aims of the programmes is to uplift rural women through the

implantation of the programme. lt'lain findings have finalised in this paper a) the personal

background of Women and other variables have something to do with the aspect of

empowerment. b) Women in rural area are so innocents and they are leading simple life. c)

Most of the rural area women are unaware about thus schemes. They don't know the

govemment programmes and policies for women empowerment in particular. d) The women

of rural area are facing so many basic problems. [n such a way policies and programmes are

major role in bringing desirable changes with reference to social and economic life of

rvomen. e) Govcmment Policies, programmes and rural \yomen empowermcnt have a

variation as the methodology and approach varies in functioning of them.
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Suggestions
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I Govemment should take responsibility to reach out to the women entrepreneurs

through social media, public campaigns, the local chambers of commerce etc.

I Educational institutions in Dharwad district should join hands with the Government to

create awareness about govemment schemes and entrepreneurship schemes.

I Similarly, should Non Govemment Org,anization (NGO) also much more extend

necessary assistance to Govemment for promoting awareness of entrepreneurship

schemes ,nnong women.

Conclusicn

Women empowerment is a very important aspect. Women Empowerment

Programmes have taken significant role in society. Women empowerment is a one of the

imporBnt prospectus of emporvering ofrvomen in Women groups. So govcmment should bc

take necessary action for prepare evolution and monitoring
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